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===================pREFACE ====================

T here are a number of books dedicated to the cellular and molecular
biology of chaperones and their important role in facilitating
protein folding; however, this is the first book dedicated to the

co-chaperones that regulate them. This book is perhaps long overdue, as the
concept of co-chaperones has been in place for more than a decade. The
chapters reflect many of the emerging themes in the field of
co-chaperone-chaperone biology, with a particular emphasis on the
co-chaperones of the major molecular chaperones, Hsp70 and Hsp90.

What constitutes a co-chaperone?In formal terms, a co-chaperone may
be defined as any non-substrate protein that interacts specificallywith a mo
lecular chaperone and is important for efficient chaperone function. Many
co-chaperones are dedicated to a specific chaperone and playa regulatory
role (e.g., Hsp40 regulates the nucleotide-bound state ofHsp70). This regu
latory role is highly substrate-sensitive, with some co-chaperones having the
ability to directly interact with the substrate protein and target it to the
chaperone. Indeed , some co-chaperones have the capacity to carry out some
of the functions of a chaperone, such as the prevention of protein aggrega
tion (e.g., some Hsp40s, UNC-45 and Cdc37). However, co-chaperones do
not alwayshave the ability to interact with substrate or to act as true chaper
ones in their own right. Nevertheless, whether they directly bind the sub
strate or indirectly "sense" its presence, in many casesco-chaperones provide
specificity to their somewhat promiscuous chaperone partner.

The structure ofco-chaperones suggeststhat they haveevolvedthrough
domain recruitment, manifesting as highly sophisticated protein scaffolds
for the efficient spatial orientation of protein-protein interaction domains
(e.g., J domain) and motifs (e.g., tetratricopeptide repeat [TPR] motif). A
number of the chapters document the rapidly emerging structural data on
domains and motifs, giving us insight into the elegant manner in which
these structural features are the functional engines driving the optimal dock
ing and regulation of chaperones by co-chaperones. Interestingly, evidence
has also emerged for "fractured" co-chaperones (e.g., Zim17 in yeast), which
represent the evolution of physically uncoupled, yet functionally linked,
partner domains , allowing for the flexibility of multiple roles.

Contrary to the perception that co-chaperones are merely auxiliary
components ofthe cell'smolecular chaperone machinery, a number ofchap
ters suggest that co-chaperones are core components of, and can some
times transcend, the chaperone machinery (e.g., the role of GrpE as a
thermosensor; and Hop may not be dedicated to Hsp70 and Hsp90). Fur
thermore, co-chaperones not only play an important role in the regulation
of Hsp70 and Hsp90 protein folding pathways, but also integrate these
folding pathways with protein degradation pathways so as to maintain



cellular homeostasis. Therefore, co-chaperones can be broadly viewed as
quality control factors enabling the major molecular chaperones to inte
grate diverse cellular signals and make the correct decision on whether to
hold , fold, or degrade; the global safety of the cell being paramount. Fi
nally, the dogma that chaperones interact only with misfolded or dena
tured substrate proteins is being challenged by mounting evidence to indi
cate that co-chaperones are able to target chaperones to act with near na
tive proteins to facilitate conformational change (e.g., targeting ofclathrin
to Hsp 70 by auxilin) . The name co-chaperone is perhaps limiting, and as
more details on the global cellular roles of co-chaperones are revealed, we
will no doubt have to re-evaluate the co-chaperone paradigm.

Gregory L. Blaich, Ph.D.
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CHAPTER 1

Nucleotide Exchange Factors for Hsp70
Molecular Chaperones
Jeffrey L Brodsky* andAndreas Bracher

Abstract

Hsp70 molecular chaperones hydrolyze and re-bind ATP concomitant with th e
binding and release ofaggregation-prone protein substrates. Asa result, Hsp70s can
enhance protein folding and degradation, the assembly of multi-protein complexes,

and the catalytic activity of select enzymes. The ability of Hsp70 to perform these diverse
funct ions is regulated by two other classes of proteins: Hsp40s (also known as
]-domain-containing proteins) and Hsp/D-specific nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs). Al
though a NEF for a prokaryotic Hsp70, DnaK has been known and studied for some time ,
eukaryotic Hsp70s NEFs were discovered more recently. Like their Hsp70 partners, the eu
karyot ic NEFs also play diverse roles in cellular processes, and recent structural studies have
elucidated their mechanism of action .

Introduction
To cope with environmental stresses, such asheat shock, oxidative injury, or glucose-depletion,

the expression of a large number of heat shock proteins (Hsps) is induced in all cell types
examined. Early work defined these Hsps (some ofwhich are identical to the glucose-responsive
proteins, or Grps) by their apparent molecular masses; thus , H sps with a mass of -70 kDa
became known as Hsp70s, and -40 kDa Hsps are Hsp40s.1 Subsequent studies indicated that
many Hsps also function as molecular chaperones , factors that aid in the maturation, process
ing, or sub-cellular targeting of other proteins.

Perhaps the best-srudied group ofmolecular chaperones is the Hsp 70s.2 Hsp70s are found in
every organism (with the exception ofsome archae~) and in eukaryotes reside in or are associ
ated with each sub-cellular compartment. Hsp70s are highly homologous to one another and
are comprised ofthree domains: A -44 kDa amino-terminal ATPase domain, a central -18 kDa
peptide-binding domain (PBD), and a carboxy-terminal "lid" that closes onto the PBD to cap
ture peptide substrates." In some Hsp70s, a short carboxy-terminal amino acid motif also medi
ates the interaction between Hsp70s and co-chaperones containing tetratrico peptide repeat
(TPR) domains (see Chapters by Cox and Smith, and Daniel et al). By virtue of their preferen
tial binding to hydrophobic peptides, Hsp70s retain these aggregation-prone substrates in solu
tion , which in turn permits Hsp70s to enhance: (1) the folding of nascent or temporarily un
folded proteins; (2) the degradation ofrnis-folded polypeptides; (3) the assembly ofmulti-protein
complexes; and (4) the catalytic activity of enzyme complexes that might require quaternary
assembly. It should come as no surpr ise, then , that Hsp70 over-expression permits the cell to

· Corresponding Author: Jeffrey L. Brodsky-Department of Biological Sciences, 274A Crawford
Hall, Universityof Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260, U.S.A. Email: jbrodskywpltt.edu

NetworkingofChaperones by Co-Chaperones, edited by Grego ry L. Blatch.
©2007 Landes Bioscience and Springer Science-Business Media.



2 Networking ofChaperones by Co-Chaperones

withstand cellular stresses,and that Hsp70s and constitutively expressed Hsp70 homologues, or
Hsp70 "cognates" (also known as Hsc70s) play vital roles in cellular physiology.

Hsp70s bind loosely to their peptide substrates when the ATPase domain is occupied by
ATp, and tightly when the enzyme is in the ADP-bound state;5-8 therefore, ADP-ATP ex
change is critical for peptide release, and both ATP hydrolysis and nucleotide exchange are
accelerated by Hsp70s co-chaperones. Specifically, Hsp40s-which are defined by the pres
ence of an ~70 amino acid ")" domain-enhance ATP hydrolysis (see Chapter by Rosser and
Cyr), whereas ADP release is catalyzed by another group of proteins, known as nucleotide
exchange factors (NEFs). In fact, these factors do not "exchange" one nucleotide for another,
but because ATP is present at much higher concentrations than ADP in the cell, ATP binding
most commonly followsADP release.

The physiolo~ical consequences of eukaryotic Hsp70-Hsp40 interaction are
well-characterized. -II In contrast, the contributions of Hsp70 NEFs in eukaryotic cell ho
meostasis are only now becoming apparent. Therefore, the purpose of this review is to sum
marize briefly what is known about the best-characterized Hsp70 NEF, the bacterial GrpE
protein, and then to discuss in greater detail the more recent discovery ofeukaryotic NEFs in
the cytoplasm and in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Particular emphasis will be placed on
the molecular underpinnings by which these NEFs function, and on important but unan
swered questions in this field of research.

GrpE: The Bacterial Nucleotide Exchange Factor for Hsp70
The replication of the A bacteriophage genome in E. coli requires DNA helicase activity at

the origin of replication (or£). The helicase is initially inhibited by the AP protein, but the
protein is displaced by host-encoded Hsp70 and Hsp40 chaperones, which were first named
DnaK and Dna], respectively, based on the inability of dnaKand dna] mutants to support A
replicarion.V Another mutant that prevented A replication is encoded by the grpE locus.13

DnaK-Dna]-dependent liberation ofAP from the on and replication of the phage genome can
be recapitulated in vitro , and it was discovered that decreased amounts ofDnaK are required in
these assaysifGrpE is also present.14,15 This phenomenon results from the fact that GrpE strips
ADP from DnaK, and the combination of Dna] and GrpE synergistically enhances DnaK's
ATPase activity in single-turnover measurements by 50-fold, or even up to 5000-fold, depend
ing on whether GrpE is saturating.8.16 The DnaK-Dna]-GrpE "machine" not only regulates
multi-protein complex assembly-as observed during phage A replication-but assists in the
folding of newly synthesized and unfolded polypeptides, and homologues of each of these
proteins reside in the mitochondria and help drive the import or "translocation" and matura
tion of nascent polypeptides in this organelle (see Chapter by Bursae and Lithgow).17.18

The Discoveryof Hsp70 Nucleotide Exchange Factors in Eukaryotes:
Fishing Pays Off

The cytoplasm and ER lumen in eukaryotes contain several Hsp70 and Hsp40 homo
logues, and it was assumed that GrpE homologues would also reside in these compartments.
After many years, the failure to identify them was ascribed either to the fact that GrpE homo
logues are highly divergent and/or that the Hsp70s in the ER and eukaryotic cytoplasm might
have evolved such that GrpE-assisted ADP release is dispensable.i'' Thus, it came as a complete
surprise when BAG-I-which was first identified as a cellular parmer for Bcl-2, a nertive
regulator of apoptosis2o-was found to catalyze ADP release from mammalian Hsp70.2 The
binding between BAG-I and the ATPase domain of Hsp70 is mediated by a ~50 amino acid
"BAG" domain,22-24 which is present in each ofthe many isoforms and splice variants ofBAG-I
that have been identified. However, it is clear that BAG domain-containing NEFs do not
function identically to GrpE, at least in part because their structures are distinct (also see be
low). For example, GrpE catalyzes the release of both ADP and ATP from DnaK, whereas
BAG-I triggers only ADP release.25 In addition, GrpE augments DnaK-Dna]-mediated pro-
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tein folding and assembly, whereas BAG-l has been found to exert either positive or negative
effects on Hsp70-Hsp40-directed protein folding and chaperone activity.These contradictory
results stem primarily from the concentrations of BAG-l employed and the presence or ab
sence of specific co-chaperones.26,27 Thus, future work is needed to define how BAG
domain-containing proteins impact known chaperone activities and how each of the various
isoforms function under normal, cellular conditions and at their native concentrations.

For some time it was thought that yeast lacked a BAG domain -containing protein, but the
available structure of an Hsp70 ATPase domain in complex with a BAG domain fragmen~8

brou~ht about the discovery of a highly divergent BAG-l homologue in the yeast database,
Snll. 9 SNLl was originally identified as a high-copy suppressor of the toxicity produced by
the C-terminal fragment of a nuclear pore protein, and one consequence of this fragment is
the generation of nuclear membrane "herniations".30 Therefore, it was proposed that Snll
modulates nuclear pore complex (NPC) integrity, and consistent with this hypothesis, Snll is
an integral membrane protein that resides in the nuclear envelope/ER membrane. Proof that
Snll is a bona fide BAG homologue derived from the fact that Snll associates with Hsp70s
from yeast and mammals, and that a purified soluble fragment of Snll stimulates
Hsp40-enhanced ATP hydrolysis by Hsp70 to the same extent as a mammalian BAG
domain-containing protein. 29

Because the lumen of the ER houses a high concentration of Hsp70 and because of its
prominent role in catalyzing the folding of nascent proteins, it was also assumed that a NEF
would reside in this compartment. Almost all secreted proteins associate with Bip, the ER
lumenal Hsp70, during translocation and folding.31During translocation, BiP is anchored to
an integral membrane ]-domain-containing protein, but if the subsequent folding of the na
scent secreted protein is compromised, BiP interacts instead with soluble Hsp40s to facilitate
the "ren o-translocation" of the aberrant protein from the ER and into the eyroplasm where it
is degraded by the proteasome.32This processwas termed ER associateddegradation (ERAD33)

and is conserved amongst all eukaryotes.
To identify BiP partners that might include NEFs and that might facilitate protein translo

cation, folding, and/or ERAD, genetic selections were performed in different yeasts. First, the
SLSl gene was ident ified in a synthetic lethal screen in Y. lipolytica strains that lacked a compo
nent of the signal recognition particle, which is essential in this organism for protein transloca
tion .34 Later studies established that the Slsl homologue in S. cerevisiae interacts preferentially
with the ADP-bound form ofBiP, that Slsl enhances the Hsp40-mediated stimulation ofBiP's
ATPase activity, and that Slsl accelerates the release of ADP and ATP from Bip'35 Second,
Stirling and colleaguesisolated a gene that at high-copy number suppressed a growth defect in
S. cereoisiae lacking an Hsp70-related protein, known as Lhsl , and that were unable to mount
an ER stress response.36 The gene, SILl , is identical to SLSl, and the Sill protein was shown to
bind selectivelyto BiP'sATPase domain. Together, these data suggested strongly that Slsl/Sill
is a BiP NEE Further support for this hypothesis was provided by the discovery that SlsllSill
is the yeast homologue ofBAP, a resident ofthe mammalian ER that strips nucleotide from BiP
and synergistically enhances the j-domain-mediated activation of BiP'sATPase activity.37

Surprisingly, Lhsl, mentioned above as an Hsp70-related protein, also appears to func
tion as a NEE Lhsl is a member of the Hspll0/Grpl70 family of mammalian molecular
chaperones that possessN-terminal ATP binding domains with some homology to the Hsp70
ATPase domain; however, the C-terminal halves are comprised of extended, nonconserved
polypeptide binding domains.38 Recent studies from the Stirling laboratory indicate that
Lhsl interacts with BiP in the yeast ER and can strip ADP/ATP from BiP as efficiently as
SlsllSill, thus activating BiP's steady-state ATPase activity when combined with a
j-domain-conraining protein.39 In turn, BiP activates the ATPase activity ofLhsl, and in
both cases the ATP-binding properties of the chaperones are essential for activity. These
results indicate that BiP and Lhsl reciprocally enhance one another's activities, perhaps to
coordinate the transfer of polypeptide substrates. Although it is not yet clear whether all
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members of the HspllO/Grp170 family are NEFs, another group reported that Hsc70
activates the ATPase activity of a cytosolic, mammalian Hsp110 homologue, Hsp 105a,
and that Hsp105a inhibits the hydrolysis of ATP-bound Hsc70. These results are consis
tent with Hsp105a possessing NEF activity.40

To identify new cytoplasmic NEFs, we searched the S. cerevisiae genome for Slsl homo
logues that lacked an ER-targeting sequence and isolated the FESI gene.41 Purified Fesl cata
lyzes the releaseofAD P and ATP from cytoplasmic Hsp70, and the fisl thermosensitive growth
phenotype is rescued by mutations in a cytoplasmic Hsp40. This genetic finding is consistent
with the opposing effects of Hsp40s and NEFs on the identity of the Hsp70-bound nucle
otide; i.e., Hsp40s drive Hsp70s into the ADP -bound state, whereas NEFs drive Hsp70s into
the ATP-bound state. Interestingly, a mammalian Fesl homolog-known as HspBPI-was
identified previously as a Hsp70 interactor in a yeast two-hybrid screen.42 Initially, HspBPI
was reported to inhibit nucleotide binding and chaperone activity, but subsequent work by our
groups established that HspBPI also catalyzes nucleotide release from Hsp70.43,44

Hsp70 NEFs in Eukaryotes Exhibit Diverse Functions
Hsp70s playa prominent role in many cellular processes, and so it was anticipated that the

NEFs would also exhibit diverse functions. Thus far, this prediction has been affirmed, but
because this field is in its infancy, relatively little is known, and in some cases-as mentioned
above for BAG-l-eontradictory results have been obtained. In this section we will highlight
key findings, direct the reader to the pertinent literature, and speculate on important directions
for future studies .

BAG-l is a positive or negative regulator of chaperone-mediated protein folding, depend
ing on several variables, and to a large extent these contradictory results derive from the use of
in vitro assays in which the experimental conditions may vary from the cellular environment
and from in vivo expression systems in which surer-stoichiometric amounts of wild type or
mutant versions ofthe protein are produced.26,27,4 Therefore, and as noted above, future stud
ies must employ conditions that more closelymimic those found in the cell. Nevertheless, what
is becoming increasingly clear is that BAG-l can target proteins for proteasorne-mediated deg
radation (seeChapter by Hohfeld et al). This attribute results from an embedded ubiquitin-like
domain in BAG-I,46which facilitatesproteasome interaction . BecauseBAG-l also binds Hsp70,
it has been proposed that BAG-l couples Hsp70 to the proteasome to facilitate
chaperone-mediated "decisions" during cytoplasmic protein turn-over. In addition to its role in
protein degradation, BAG-l protects cells against apoptosis, consistent with the association
between BAG-l and Bcl-2. BAG-l is also involved in androgen receptor and transcriptional
activation , and associateswith and regulates the Raf-lIERK kinase. Interestingly, some ofthese
activities are independent of the BAG domain, and thus each BAG-l homologue probably
evolved unique functional motifs to diversify its functions. In addition, these data suggest that
BAG domain-containing proteins might prove to be targets for pharmacological interventions
to treat human diseases.

The discovery ofa yeast BAG-l homologue, Snll ,29 provides researcherswith a genetic tool
to define better how one member of this protein family functions in the cell. Asnoted above,
Snll is thought to stabilize the NPC and perhaps modulate its activity,30 but to date it is not
clear how this occurs. Ofadditional interest is Snll 's localization at the ER membrane, suggest
ing that the protein might aid Hsp70 and Hsp40 homologues during translocation or ERAD ;
however, we have found that translocation and ERAD are robust in yeast deleted for SNLI
either alone or when combined with fisl mutants O. Bennett, ] . Young, and G.L. Blatch,
unpublished observations) .

In contrast, several lines ofevidence suggest that the ER lumenal NEF in yeast, SlsllSill , is
involved in ERAD and translocation. First, the mRNA encoding SlsllSill rises when cells are
exposed to stresses that activate the unfolded protein response (UPR),47 Other UPR targeted
genes include chaperones and enzymes required for protein folding, post-translational rnodifi-
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cation, and ERAD, and deletion of SLSIISILJ in one S. cereuisiae strain background modestly
compromises ERAD efficiency.47 Second, yeast deleted both for LHSI (see above) and for
SLSl/SILJ exhibit strong translocation defects, although more modest translocation defects
are evident in lhsI!J. cells.36Third, Y. iipolytica strains expressing a truncated form of Sis1 that
is unable to interact with BiP are translocation-defective.48 One explanation for each of these
findings is that the NEF simply increases the efficiency at which BiP functions during translo
cation and ERAD, although this has not been demonstrated directly. It will also be vital in the
future to determine whether the mammalian homologue, BAP,37 plays a role in any of these
processes.

IfBAG-l and Snll are NEFs for cytoplasmic Hsp70s in eukaryotes, why does the cytoplasm
harbor the Fesl/HspBPl proteins? One possibility is that each NEF acts on only a unique
Hsp70 or family ofHsp70s. For example, there are seven Hsp70s in the cytoplasm of S. cereuisiae
that are grouped into distincr classes: One class(the "Ssas")facilitates translocation and ERAD,
and others (the "Ssbs"and "Ssz")associatewith the ribosome and are involved in translation.31.49

Although this hypothesis still needs to be examined more thoroughly, we reported that fisI
mutants display phenotypes consistent with defects in translation initiation and that the Fesl
protein is associated with the ribosome, even though Fesl is a NEF for an Ssa family member.41

Yeast deleted for FESIalsoexhibit defectsin the folding of newl~ ~thesized fireflyluciferase,44.5o
a process that is similarly dependent on the Ssa chaperones. I. 2 Although preliminary, these
data suggest that NEFs might be promiscuous when choosing their Hsp70 partners. Otherwise,
little else is known about Fesl homologues except that the levels of HspBPI are elevated in
tumor cells,53 a result that is consistent with the observation that many tumors contain in
creased levels of Hsp70.54 Clearly, much more work is needed on the roles played by Fesl/
HspBPI family members in the cell, an undertaking that will benefit from the construction of
new mutants and assaysin which their functions can be better defined.

The Mechanism ofActionof Hsp70 Nucleotide Exchange Factors:
Results from Structural and Biochemical Studies

The first Hsp70 NEF structure determined was the bacterial GrfE in complex with the
ATPase domain of its associated Hsp70, DnaK of E. coli (Fig. lA).5 In the crystal structure
and in solution, GrpE forms tight dimers that asymmetrically contact only one ATPase do
main.56.57 GrpE has a bipartite structure composed ofan alpha-helical N-terminal part and a
small beta-sheet domain at the C-terminus. The alpha-helical fragment forming the dimer
interface extends far beyond the measures of the ATPase domain and might contact the
substrate-binding region of DnaK Indeed, whereas full-length GrpE interferes with substrate
binding, GrpE missing 33 residues at the N -terminus does not. The interaction with the
ATPase domain ofDnaK is mediated primarily by the beta-sheet region of one GrpE molecule
inserting into the cleft between subdomains IB and IIB of the ATPase domain. The highly
conserved ATPase domain of Hsp 70/Hsc70/DnaK has a bilobal structure that is convention
ally divided further into four subdomains, IA and IB forming lobe I, and IIA and IIB lobe II,
respectively.58 The ATP binding site is located at the bottom ofa cleft between subdomains IB
and IIB close to the center of the domain. In the structure of the ADP complex of the ATPase
domain ofmammalian Hsp70, residuesfrom all four subdomains contact the nucleotide. Com
parison of the GrpE-DnaK complex with this structure indicated that binding of GrpE in
duces a 140 rotation of subdomain IIB, resulting in an opening of the nucleotide binding cleft
incompatible with nucleotide binding.

The BAG domain ofBAG-l assumes a structure completely unrelated to GrpE, forming a
~60 A long three-helix bundle, both in solution and in complex with the ATPase domain of
Hsc70 (Fig. IB).59,60 In the complex, highly conserved polar residues in helices 2 and 3
contact subdomains IB and IIB of the ATPase domain. The majority of interactions are,
however, formed with subdomain IIB.61The binding of BAG locks the ATPase domain of
Hsc70 in a conformation very similar to DnaK in complex with GrpE, with subdomain IIB
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c
c

Hsp70

Figure 1. Comparison of the Hsp70 nucleotide exchange factor structures. PanelsA-C dep ict the
crystal structures of the complexes of GrpE-DnaK, BAG-Hsc70 and HspBP1-Hsp70, respec
tively.44,55,60 The peptide backbones are shown in ribbon representation with the nucleotide
exchange factors in green and the ATPasesubdomains lA, IB, IIA and liB in brown, blue, yellow
and grey, respectively. For better comparison, the Co atoms of the ATPasedomains were al igned.
The HspBP1-Hsp70structure in panel C contains an additional nucleotideshown in ball-and-stick
representation. Augmentation with AMP-PNP was necessary for crystallization of HspBP1 with
lobe II of the Hsp70 ATPasedomain, but strongly inhibited HspBP1 binding to the full ATPase
dornaln .t" Panel D illustrates the rotation of subdomain liB observed between the crystal struc
tures of the ATPasedomain in complex with ADP and with BAG.58,GO The ATPasedomains were
superimposed, and are shown in the same orientation as in panel B; the peptide backbone of
subdomain liB in the BAG-Hsc70 complex is highlighted in bright green, otherwise the same
coloring scheme as in panel Bwas applied. The figure was created using the programs Molscript
and Raster3D.70,71 A co lor version of this figure is available online at http ://www.eurekah.com.

rotated outward by 14°. These data suggest convergent evolution of the NEFs and are analo
gous to the structurally divergent nucleotide exchange factors ofsmall G-proteins, all ofwhich
employ a common structural switch. 62 Although the ATPase sequences are highly conserved
in the Hsp 70 family, BAG-l and GrpE do accelerate nucleotide exchange exclusively on their
respective binding partners Hsc70/Hsp70 and DnaK, and it is important to note that the
sequences of the ATPase domains of the inducible Hsp70 and the constitutive Hsc70 are
virtually identical.63

HspBPl , a member of the third class of Hsp70 nucleotide exchange factors, is again
structurally unrelated to both GrpE and the BAG domain (Fig. 1C). The core domain,
which is sufficient for Hsp70 binding, is composed entirely ofalpha-helical repeats contain
ing four regular Armadillo repeats in the central region .l" Armadillo repeats comprise three
helices arranged in an open triangle and are found in many functionally unrelated eukaryotic
proteins as a versatile structural building block. In the crystal structure of the complex with
lobe II of the Hsp70 ATPase domain, the slightly curved core domain ofHspBPl embraces
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Figure 2A,B. Amino acid sequence alignments of select nucleotide exchange factors. A) Align
mentofthe structured portion of E. coliGrpE with mitochondrial GrpEfrom S.cerevisiaeand with
chloroplast type-I GrpE from N. tabacum. B)Alignment of the BAG domains of human BAG-l ,
the BAG homolog from C. elegans, and Snll from S. cerevisiae. A color version of this figure is
available online at http://www.eurekah.com.

subdomain IIB.44 By comparison with BAG-I, HspBPI binds sideways onto subdomain
lIB, which would generate a steric conflict of its N-terminus with subdomain 18 if the
ATPase domain adopts a similar conformation as in the complexes with ADP or BAG-I.
Indeed, probing the conformation of the entire ATPasedomain in complex with HspBPI by
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Figure 2C,D. Amino acid sequence alignments of selectnucleotide exchange factors. C) Align
mentof thecore domainsof humanHspBP1, Fesl from S. cerevisiae, and human BAP. D) Align
mentof partial sequences from subdomain liB of Hsp70homologscomprisingthe main binding
interfacewith BAG-l and HspBP1 . GrpE also interacts extensively with subdomain lB. Similar
residues areshown in red letters, and identical residues eitheroverall or in a sensible subgroup,
e.g., cytosol-ER or eukaryotic-prokaryotic, areshownon a redbackground. Thesecondary struc
ture assignment and the numbering correspond to the top sequence in all alignments. Residues
involved in polar and van-der-Waals contactsbetween NEFs and Hsp70homologsare indicated
respectively by red asterisks and green triangles. Contacts in DnaK-GrpE apart from subdomains
IS and liB areshaded in differentcolors.Accession codesfor thesequences are:Q7ABll, E. coli
GrpE; P38523, S. cerevisiae mGrpE; Q9ZSP4, N. tabacum chlGrpE; Q99933, human BAG-l;
Q44739, C.e/egans BAG;P40548, S. cerevisiae Snll; 095351, humanHspBP1 ; NP_009659, S.
cerevisiae Fesl; AF547994, human BAP; P081 07, human Hsp70; Pl 0591, S. cerevisiae Ssalp;
Pll 021, H. sapiens BiP; POA6Z0, E. coliDnaK. Thealignments were drawn using the program
ESPript,72 A color versionof this figure is available online at http://www.eurekah.com.
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limited proteolysis and fluorescence spectroscopy suggests a less compact conformation for
the ATPase domain as compared to the complex with BAG or in the absence ofNEFs. It is
thus likely that HspBP1 and its homologs trigger nucleotide exchange by a mechanism
distinct from BAG domain proteins and GrpE. The distortion of the Hsp70 ATPase do
main might be sufficient to dissociate bound ADp, however rotation of subdomain IIB as
observed in the BAG-Hsc70 complex might also occur. The different conformations im
posed on the ATPase domain of Hsp70/Hsc70 by HspBP1 and BAG-1 may also differen
tially affect crosstalk between the substrate binding domain and downstream effectors, like
CHIp'64-66 Because each Hsp70 NEF class is conserved to varying extents (Fig. 2), it is
likely that NEF homologs of those for which structures have been determined will function
similarly.

Conclusions
As outlined above, initial characterizations and structural studies of eukaryotic Hsp70

NEFs have proceeded rapidly since the relatively recent identification of this family of
co-chaperones. What has been more difficult to discern, however, is the spectrum of cellular
activities engineered by these proteins . Other Hsp70 co-chaperones appear to augment a
sub-set of cellular activities that are normally carried-out by the chaperone (see other chap
ters in this volume), and we predict that the same rule will apply to Hsp70 NEFs. To some
extent this prediction has been borne-out, since unique NEFs facilitate protein folding,
translocation, and translation. However, only a relativelysmall number of Hsp70-catalyzed
activities have been examined in these initial studies, and in some casesheterologous report
ers (e.g., firefly luciferase) were employed. It is thus imperative that novel cellular assays
using endogenous substrates are developed in which the effects of depleting or mutating
specific NEFs can be investigated. To this end, the described structural analyses will surely
improve our ability to mutate Hsp70- interacting residues on distinct NEFs, and the result
ing mutated proteins can then be examined in both genetic (i.e., yeast) and mammalian
systems.

Another feature of eukaryotic NEFs that remains mysterious but that will likely become
an active area of research is whether these proteins contain built-in stress sensors. Previous
work established that the paired, N-terminal helices in E. coli GrpE dimers undergo a re
versible transition at ~48°C, and that the transition reduces nucleotide exchange activity or
association with DnaK. As a result the steady-state population ofDnaK becomes predomi
nantly associated with ADP and bound tightly to peptide substrates at elevated tempera
tures.67 More recent data indicate that this "rhermosensor" is important for the
DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE-mediated prevention of protein aggregation and protection of enzyme
activity after heat shock.68 Therefore, GrpE function is one component of the cellular "ther
mometer" that controls protein folding in the cell.Although the eukaryotic NEFs discussed
in this review lack homology to GrpE , it will be interesting to examine whether eukaryotic
NEF activities are similarly regulated by temperature or other stresses in vivo.

Finally, given the importance of the Hsp70 chaperone system in human physiology and
medicine, we predict that Hsp70 NEFs will emerge as important players in maintaining
cellular homeostasis. In turn, we anticipate that defects in the activities of select NEFs will
be implicated in disease. Recent data support this supposition: Mice have been found that
contain a spontaneous, recessive mutation in the gene encoding a Sill (Sls1) hornologue.P"
These "woozy" (wz) mice accumulate protein inclusions in the ER and nucleus ofPurkinje
cells and thus become ataxic. Consistent with a role for the murine NEF in protein quality
control, the UPR is induced in Purkinje cells from wz mutants. The discovery of the wz
mutation likely represents only the first of many examples in which loss of a NEF homo
logue in mammals leads to a specific diseaseor disease-likephenomenon. Therefore, we also
predict that the "hunt" will be on for other muta tions in mammalian Hsp70 NEFs that
impact cellular homeostasis.
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CHAPTER 2

Functions of the Hsp90-Binding
FKBP Immunophilins
Marc B. Cox andDavidF. Smith*

Abstract

Hsp90 functionally interacts with a broad array of client proteins, but in every case
examined Hsp90 is accompanied by one or more co-chaperones. One class of
co-chaperone contains a tetratricopeptide repeat domain that targets the co-chaperone

to the C-terminal region of Hsp90. Within this class are Hsp90-binding peptidylprolyl
isornerases, most of which belong to the FK506-binding protein (FKBP) family. Despite the
common association ofFKBP co-chaperones with Hsp90, it is now clear that the client protein
influences, and is influenced by, the particular FKBP bound to Hsp90. Examples include Xap2
in aryl hydrocarbon receptor complexes and FKBP52 in steroid receptor complexes. In this
chapter, we discuss the known functional roles played by FKBP co-chaperones and, where pos
sible, relate distinctive functions to structural differences between FKBP members.

Introduction
Immunophilins are a large, functionally diverse group of proteins that are defined by their

abiliry to bind immunosuppressive ligands. The immunophilins minimally contain a
peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase (PPIase; also termed rotarnase) domain to which the immu
nosuppressive drugs bind. Early investigations into the PPIase enzymatic activity led to the
belief that the immunosuppressive drugs elicited their effects by inhibiting the PPIase activity.
However, some compounds binding the PPIase active site efficiently inhibit PPIase activity
without inducing immunosuppression, so PPIase activity is not critical for immune responses.
It is now known that effector domains on the immunosuppressive drugs project from the
PPIase pocket. This allows the immunophilin-drug complex to bind tightly to and inhibit
calcineurin or target ofrapamycin, signal transduction proteins required for immune responses
(see ref 1 for a detailed review on the mechanisms by which immunophilins and their ligands
suppress immune responses).

Since the initial identification of the immunophilin proteins , multiple family members
have been identified in all major branches of life. Some immunophilins are small proteins
containing only a single PPIase domain while others are large multidomain proteins that
contain one or more PPIase domains, as well as additional functional domains. The
immunophilins are divided into two groups based on their ability to bind different immuno
suppressive ligands: the FK506 binding proteins (FKBP), which also bind rapamycin, and the
cyclosporin-A binding proteins or cyclophilins (CyP). The PPIase domains of FKBP and
cyclophilins are structurally distinct and likely evolved independently. On the other hand,
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% identity

hFKBP52 100

hFKBP51 54

hXap2 FK TPR 18

hFKBP36 FK TPR 26

DmFKBP59 41

AtFKBP42 24

AtFKBP62 37

Figure 1. Do main organization of representative Hsp90-binding FKBPs. TPR-containing FKBPs
from vertebrate, insect, and plant sourceswere selected for comparison of domain organizations.
Theproteins arehuman FKBP52 (accessionnumber NP_002005), human FKBP51 (ace.#Q13451),
human Xap2 (ace. # 000170), human FKBP36 (ace. # NP_003593), Drosophila melanogaster
FKBP59(ace. # MF18387), Arabadopsis thaliana FKBP42(ace. # CAC00654), and Arabadopsis
thaliana FKBP62 (ace. # MB82062). The percent amino acid identity of each compared to
human FKBP52 was determined from ClustalW alignments (http://www.ebLac.uk/ciustalw).
Each protein shown has at least one FKBP12-like domain (FK), which in some cases has
peptidylprolyl isomeraseactivity and is the binding site for the immunosuppressant drug FK506,
and one tetratricopeptide repeat domain (TPR), which is typically an Hsp90 binding site. The
black box in the C-terminus of AtFKBP42 is a transmembrane domain used for anchoring the
protein to the plasma and vacuolar membranes.

some members of either the FKBP or eyclophilin families contain a structurally similar
tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain that targets binding to heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90).

Hsp90 is an abundant molecular chaperone that interacts with a broad array of protein
clients that regulate numerous important cellular pathways. Among the known Hsp90 clients
are transcription factors (e.g., steroid hormone receptors, heat shock transcription factor 1, aryl
hydrocarbon receptor), both serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases (e.g., Rafand Src-relared
kinases), and keyregulatory enzymes (e.g., nitric oxide synthase and telomerase). A compila
tion ofknown Hsp90 clients maintained by Didier Picard at Univ. of Geneva can be accessed
at: http://www.picard.ch/downloads/Hsp90interactors.pdf

In concert with other chaperone proteins, Hsp90 facilitates client folding and proteolytic
stability but can also promote client degradation. In the caseofsteroid receptors, Hsp90 and its
associated co-chaperones also regulate receptor activity. Hsp90 binding to steroid receptors
must be preceded by transient receptor interactions with Hsp40, Hsp70, and associated
co-chaperones. Hsp90, which is recruited as a dimer in the latter stages of complex assembly,
binds directly to the receptor ligand binding domain and stabilizes a receptor conformation
that is competent for hormone binding. Associated with Hsp90 in the functionally mature
receptor complex are p23, a co-chaperone that stabilizes Hsp90 binding to receptor, and any
one ofseveralTPR co-chaperones, including the immunophilin/PPIases FKBP52 (also termed
p59, Hsp56, p50, HBI , FKBP59, and FKBP4), FKBP51 (also termed p54, FKBP54, and
FKBP5), and CyP40, or the protein phosphatase PP5. As discussed below, receptor activity can
vary depending on the particular TPR co-chaperone in mature receptor heterocomplexes.

The domain organization for severalTPR co-chaperones are compared in Figure 1. These
co-chaperones compete for a common binding site in the C-terminal region of Hsp90 that
includes the highly conserved -MEEVD sequence that terminates Hsp90. Co-crystallographic
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structures haveshown how an MEEVD pentapeptide associateswith the TPR binding pocket.2,3

Although the TPR domains for each of these co-chaperones are structurally similar and inter
act in a similar manner with Hsp90, the client protein bound by Hsp90 can influence the rank
order of co-chaperone recruitment to Hsp90-client complexes (reviewed in ref 4). For in
stance, PP5 and FKBP51 are preferred components in glucocorticoid receptor (GR) com
plexes, FKBP51 is preferred in progesterone receptor (PR) complexes, and CyP40 is rela
tively enhanced in estrogen receptor (ER) complexes .v'' On the other hand, another
TPR-containing FKBp, the hepatitis B virus protein X associated protein 2 (Xap2; also termed
AIp,ARA9, and FKBP37) shows lirtle interaction with steroid receptors but is strongly associ
ated with the aryl hydrocarbon receptor-Hsp90 complex,?,8 The distinctive patterns of
preference for co-chaperone association in client complexes is one line of evidence that the
co-chaperones bound to Hsp90 can also interact with the Hsp90-bound client.

In addition to FKBP52, FKBP51, and Xap2, several other FKBP family members contain
TPR domains that are known or likely to bind Hsp90. FKBP6 (also termed FKBP36) is struc
turally similar to Xap2 but is required for male fertility and homologous chromosome pairing
in meiosis." Drosophila melanogaster express a TPR-containing immunophilin (DmFKBP59)
that has high similarity to FKBP52/51 in vertebrates.lo,11 Plants have several FKBP genes that
encode TPR domains; for example, in Arabidopsis thaliana there are 4 such genes: AtFKBP42,
AtFKBP62, AtFKBP65 and AtFKBP72 (reviewed in refs. 12 and 13). Although prokaryotic
and Archaeal genomes also contain FKBP family members.l" none of these genes encode a
TPRdomain.

Structure/Function Relationships of Steroid Receptor-Associated
FKBPs

Three-dimensional crystal structures have been solved for full-length FKBP51 and for
overlapping fragments of FKBP52. Both have a similar TPR domain composed of three
tandem repeats of the degenerate 34-amino acid motif that characterizesTPR proteins.l ' Each
repeat adopts a helix-tum-helix conformation and adjacent units stack in parallel to form a
saddle-shaped domain with a concave binding pocket for Hsp90 (Figs. 2A and 2B). In
addition to the TPR domain, both FKBP51 and FKBP52 have two N-terminal domains, each
of which is structurally similar to FKBPI2. FK506-binding and PPIase activities reside in the
most N-terminal domain (FK1), which has a pocket and activesite residuessimilar to FKBPI2.
Due to severalamino acid differences, the second domain (FK2) lacks drug binding and PPIase
activiry.'" other functions for FK2 have not been identified .

FKBP52 and FKBP51 have distinct functional influences on steroid receptors (see below),
but the underlying structure/function relationships are not well understood. FKBP51 and
FKBP52 share greater than 60% amino acid sequence similarity, and individual domains do
not differ markedly between FKBP51 and FKBP52. The most striking difference in crystal
structures relates to apparent domain:domain orientations. The FKBP52 structure shown in
Figure 2B is a composite model derived from merging the separate FKI-FK2 and FK2-TPR
structures. The composite model suggests that the FKBP52 TPR domain is aligned in a more
linear fashion with the FK domains rather than in the kinked conformation seen with FKBP51
(Fig. 2A). In fact, the static orientations shown in crystal structures are likely more dynamic in
solution , but the different crystal orientations are perhaps telling.Amino acid side chains unique
to FKBP51 form a salt bridge between FK2 and TPR that would stabilize the domain:domain
interaction in FKBP51 relative to FKBP52, which lacks this salt bridge. The apparently more
flexible structure ofFKBP52 might accommodate interactions within the receptor heterocomplex
that are constrained in FKBP51.

FKBP51 and FKBP52 also differ in the hinge region connecting FKl and FK2 domains
(FK loop). The FK loop ofFKBP52 contains a -TEEED- sequence that has been identified as
an in vitro substrate for casein kinase II; the corresponding sequence in FKBP51, -FED-, lacks
the threonine phosphorylation site. Phosphorylation ofFKBP52 is potentially important since
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional structures of FKBPSl and FKBPS2. This is a depiction of X-ray
crystallographic structures for human FKBPSl (A; protein data bank number 1KTO) and a com
posite of two partial structures for human FKBPS2 (B; protein data bank numbers 1Ql C and
1PSQ).ln either protein the two FKBP12-like domains are indicated, the first of which has FKS06
binding and PPlaseactiv ities. A loop structure in the hinge region between FKl and FK2ispointed
out. The C-terminal TPR domain consists of three helix-loop-helix mot ifs that form the Hsp90
binding pocket. Structures of the individual doma ins are highly similar between the two proteins,
but the angle between FK2 and TPR doma ins of FKBP51 is more acute and probably more
constra ined than in FKBP52. The FKBP51 (A) and FKBPS2 (B) structure models shown were
constructed using DS ViewerPro version 5.0 (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CAl . A color version of
this figure is available online at http ://www.eurekah.com .

the phospho-protein is reported to lose Hsp90 binding.V Finally, there are a few amino acid
differences in and around the respective FKl PPIase pockets of FKBP52 and FKBP51.
Although these FKBPs have similar PPIase activity measured against a model small peptide
substrate,18 FKBP specificity for prolines in the context of a full-length protein might be
distinctive. So, for instance, FKBP52 might recognize a receptor proline site that is poorly
accessed by FKBP51.

Cellular and Physiological Functions of Hsp90-Associated FKBPs

FKBP52
FKBP52 is expressed in most vertebrate tissues and eel/lines, althouBh its expression can be

up-regulated by heat stress,1 9by estrogen in MCF-7 breast cancer cel/s,2 and by the homeobox
transcription factor HoxA-l 0 in the peri-implantation mouse uterus.21FKBP52 associateswith
steroid receptor complexes in an Hsp90-dependent manner, but FKBP52 is not required in a
defined cell-free assembly ~stem for receptor to reach the mature conformation that is compe
tent for hormone binding. 2,23 Nonetheless , FKBP52 in cells potentiates hormone-dependent
reporter gene activation by GR,24 AR,25 and PRo26 Potentiation of hormone signaling can be
related to an increase in receptor affinity for hormone,24,27 but there may be additional mecha
nisms by which FKBP52 enhances receptor activity.
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In concordance with hormone binding affinity changes, domain swapping experiments
between GR and ER, which is not potentiated by FKBP52, demonstrated that FKBP52
potentiation is localizedto the ligand binding domain of GR.24 FKBP52-dependent potentiation
of receptor activity is abrogated in point mutants that are defective for HW90 binding or
PPIase activity, and potentiation is blocked by the PPIase inhibitor FK506. 24

, One model to
explain these findings is that Hsp90 recruits FKBP52 to the receptor heterocomplex such that
the FKl PPIase can effectively catalyze isomerization of one or more prolines in the receptor
ligand binding domain. The resultant change in receptor conformation would translate as an
alteration in receptor interactions with hormone or other cellular factors.

FKBP52 has been shown b~ in vitro studies to have a chaperone activity that is independent
of Hsp90-binding or PPIase. 8,29 Like Hsp90 and numerous other chaperone components,
FKBP52 can hold misfolded model proteins in a nonaggregated state that is amenable to

refolding. The possibility that chaperone holding activity displayed by FKBP52 plays some
role in altering receptor activitycannot be dismissed,but this appears unlikelysinceholding activ
ity is highly redundant among chaperone components. Furthermore, holding activity, unlike
FKBP52-dependent potentiation ofreceptor activity, is neither PPIase- nor Hsp90-dependent.
Unfortunately, no one has identified an FKBP52 mutation that disrupts holding activity in a
discrete manner.

In an effort to extend biochemical and cellular data on FKBP functions to the physiological
levelour laboratory has generated FKBP52 gene knockout (52KO) mice.The mutant mice have
striking reproductive phenotypes that can be attributed, at least in part , to loss ofsteroid recep
tor activity. Male 52KO mice are infertileand displayabnormal virilizationwith persistent nipples,
ambiguous external genitalia, and dysgenic seminal vesicles and prostate.25These developmen
tal defects are consistent with androgen insensitivity in these tissues. Testicular morphology,
descent, histology, and spermatogenesis are normal, and androgen production and releasefrom
testes is unimpaired; these developmental features are not highly androgen-dependent. On the
other hand, sperm isolated from the epididymis have abnormal tail morphology and reduced
motility suggestive of a defect in sperm maturation within the epididymis, a process that is
androgen-dependent. Cellular studies confirm that FKBP52 is required for full AR function ,
which provides a rational explanation for androgen insensitivity in tissues of 52KO males.

52KO females have no gross morphological abnormalities, yet are completely infertile,26
Oocyte formation and release are not markedly impaired , and oocytes are competent by in
vitro and in vivo fertilization. Infertility is due , at least in part , to a maternal failure of embry
onic implantation and uterine decidualization. During the early stagesofpregnancy, the 52KO
uterus does not display the usual molecular or physiological markers for implantation. These
events are largely dependent on progesterone actions, and both molecular and cellular studies
confirm that FKBP52 is required for full PR activity.

Thus, FKBP52 is critical for reproductive development and success in both male and
female mice, and its role can be traced to support ofAR and PR function. FKBP52 does not
alter ER function in cellular studies and 52KO mice show no signs of estrogen insensitivity.
Conversely, results from cellular studies would predict that 52KO mice are resistant to

glucocorticoids; consistent with this prediction, 52KO mice have elevated levelsof serum cor
ticosterone, although they clearly do not display features suggestive of major glucocorticoid
deficits. Endocrine feedback mechanisms may be sufficient to compensate for partial reductions
in GR activity, but more in-depth physiological studies are required to determine whether
52KO mice display less apparent immunological or behavioral alterations that could result
from partial loss of GR activity.

Apart from the well-established roles of FKBP52 in steroid hormone receptor function,
FKBP52, as with other Hsp90 co-chaperones, has been identified in a variety ofclient-Hsp90
heterocomplexes such as those containing kinases, aryl hydrocarbon receptor, and heat shock
transcription factor; however, many of these interactions might reflect passive, transient asso
ciation ofFKBP52 with Hsp90 and have no functional impact on client activity. FKBP52 also
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has been found to interact directly with the copper transport protein Atoxl ,30 which is pan of
the copper efflux machinery in neurons , interferon regulatory factor 4,31 which regulates gene
expression in Band T lymphocytes, and FKBP associated protein 48,32which influences
proliferation of]urkat T cells.33A Drosophila homolog termed dFKBP59 was found to interact
with the Ca2

+ channel protein TRPL in photoreceptor cells and to influence Ca2
+ influx.10

Subsequent studies revealed that FKBP52 similarly interacts with a subset of rat TRPC
proteins that form ci+channels in the mammalian brain.34 Each of these interactions were
found to be disrupted by FK506 and to target the FKBP52 PPIase domain to specific proline
sites in each partner protein. Phenotypes potentially related to these interactions have not yet
been assessedin 52KO mice. Not only does FKBP52 interact with proteins , but also FKBP52
is capable of directly binding adeno-associated virus DNA and regulating replication of the
viral genome.35.36The relevant DNA binding site in FKBP52 has not been identified.

FKBP51
FKBP511p54/FKBP54 wasoriginallyidentified asa component of chicken PR complexes37-39

and is now known to assemble as an Hsp90 co-chaperone with all steroid receptors and other
Hsp90-client complexes. FKBP51 is functionally similar in some ways to FKBP52; both have
similar PPIase activity in the presence of model peptide substrates, both hold misfolded
proteins in a folding competent state, and they compete for binding a common site on
Hsp90.18,40 As noted above, the overall structural similarity of these FKBPs is consistent with
these shared functional properties, yet their distinct effects on steroid receptor activity belie
these similarities. Another distinction is that the FKBP51 gene is highly inducible by glucocor
ticoids, androgens and progesterone,4l-47

FKBP51 acts as an inhibitor of steroid receptor function. The first indication of its inhibi
tory role came from studies by Scammell and colleagues of glucocorticoid resistance in New
World primates.48.49 In squirrel monkeys GR has a relatively low affinity for hormone yet the
cloned monkey GR has an affinity similar to human GR in vitro. This observation led to a
search for cellularfactors in monkey cells that reduced GR binding affinity. A key factor identified
was FKBp51 , which is constitutively overexpressedin squirrel monkey cells as well as cells of
other New World primates, all ofwhich display some degree of glucocorticoid resistance.
Human FKBP51 was also found to inhibit GR function but not to the degree of squirrel
monkey FKBp51, which differs in amino acid sequence from its human counterpart at 15 of
457 amino acids. These differences are scattered fairly evenly along the sequence and mapping
studies have shown that amino acid changes in severaldomains contribute to the more potent
inhibitory actions of squirrel monkey FKBP51.50 Crystal structures for both human and squir
relmonkey FKBP51 have been solved;16 although functionally relevant structural changes are
not yet apparent, comparison of these structures should ultimately help to understand why
inhibitory potencies differ.

In a yeast model for studying functional interactions between steroid receptors and human
FKBPs, FKBP51 does not inhibit the activity ofGR; however, FKBP51 can effectivelyreverse
the potentiation ofGR activity conferred by FKBP52.24Therefore , FKBP51 acts as an antago
nist ofFKBP52, which is unexpected based on measured similarities ofFKBP functional
properties noted above. FKBP51 has also been shown to inhibit PR function,46 presumably
through a similar inhibition of FKBP52-mediated potentiation. The mechanism by which
FKBP51 antagonizes FKBP52's ability to enhance steroid receptor function is not understood.
Other Hsp90-binding TPR proteins do not block FKBP52 actions, so it does not appear that
competitive displacement of FKBP52 from receptor complexes by FKBP51 can fully account
for antagonism. On the other hand, FKBP51 is known to preferentially associate with PR and
GR complexes.GAODomain swapping studies indicate that the FKl PPIase domain partial~
contributes to antagonism but sequences in the FK2 and TPR domain also playa role.24. 0
Currently, we are genetically mapping sequence differences in FKBP52 and FKBP51 to

distinguish how FKBP52 potentiates steroid receptor function and FKBP51 blockspotentiation.
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Nuclear Transport
There is some evidence to suggest that FKBP51 and FKBP52 have a role in

hormone-dependent translocation of GR from the cytosol to nucleus.51-54 The Pratt laboratory
has demonstrated that FKBP52, CyP40 and PP5 bind dynein and therefore link the receptor/
Hsp90 complex to the cytoskeleron.P Unlike FKBP52, FKBP51 lacks the ability to bind dynein,
and hormone-induced switching from FKBP51 to FKBP52 in GR-Hsp90 heterocomplexes
has been reported. 52Thus, one can imagine a model in which FKBP51 holds the receptor in
the cytosol until hormone is present, then upon hormone binding FKBP52 replaces FKBP51
in the complex and FKBP52 mediates translocation of the receptor to the nucleus. This is an
attractive model , but several observations raise concerns about the general relevance of
FKBP52-dynein interactions to steroid receptor function. First, there is a dynamic exchange of
Hsp90 co-chaperones within mature Hsp90/steroid receptor complexes before binding hor
mone ,6 which would seemingly confound receptor localization. Next, although rapid nuclear
translocation of GR can be slowed by disrupting cytoskeletal interactions or altering FKBP
levels, hormone-bound GR still concentrates in the nucleus within 30 minutes. While one
might expect that hormone-dependent activation of a reporter gene might lag in parallel with
delayed GR transport, inhibition of reporter expression persists for as long as 16 hours in cells
lacking FKBP52. Moreover, FKBP52-dependent potentiation of GR activity is unaltered in
yeast that express or lack dynein. 24 Another concern with the transport model is the lack of
explanation for why PP5, which binds dynein similar to FKBP52 and assembles preferentially
with GR heterocomplexes,5.55 fails to compensate for loss ofFKBP52-dependent GR activity.
Clearly, FKBP52 is functioning as more than a linker between GR and dynein complexes. A
final consideration relates to differences in subcellular localization of GR, AR, and PR, each of
which is similarly potentiated by FKBP52. Although GR is largely localized to the cytosol in
the absence of hormone, and thus requires nuclear translocation in response to hormone, AR
and PR are more typically localized to the nuclear compartment even in the absence of
hormone. It is unlikely that FKBP52 actions relate to nuclear translocation ofAR and PRo

MutualAntagonism
Given that FKBP51 gene expression is inducible by some steroid hormones and FKBP51

can inhibit receptor function, one can reasonably speculate that FKBP51 serves as a cellular
modulator ofhormone responsiveness. In cellsunexposed to hormone, FKBP52 actions would
predominate and promote a robust response to hormone; as a consequence, however, FKBP51
levelswould rise and partially desensitize cells to a secondary hormone exposure. These effects
can be demonstrated in cellular models, but the physiological importance of this mechanism
must be established with animal models. Toward this goal, our laboratory has recently gener
ated FKBP51 gene knockout mice. Homozygous mutant animals are grossly normal and re
productively viable (unpublished observations), so FKBP51 does not appear to be critical in
the same physiological processes as FKBP52. Nonetheless , modulatory actions of FKBP51
might be relevant but subject to compensatory physiological mechanisms. Interestingly, double
knockout of both FKBP51 and FKBP52 genes is embryonic lethal in mice (unpublished ob
servation) , suggesting either that FKBP51 and FKBP52 have a critical, mutually redundant
function or that FKBP51 and FKBP52 function in a common developmental pathway that
requires the distinct actions of both immunophilins.

Aside from its role in steroid receptor complexes, FKBP51 has been shown to regulate
NFlCB pathways. FKBP51 was identified 56 by a proteomic approach in complex with IKKa,
one of the serine/threonine kinases that stimulates phosphorylation and degradation of the
NFlCB inhibitor IlCB. Knockdown ofFKBP51 expression was shown to inhibit IKKa activa
tion and thereby block TNFa-induced activation of NFlCB, which confirmed the functional
significance ofFKBP51 in IKKa complexes. Perhaps related to FKBP51-dependent regulation
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ofNFKB pathways, overexpressionofFKBP51 has been correlated57with idiopathic myelofibro
sis, a rare clonal stem cell disorder. Experimental overexpression of FKBP51 was subsequently
shown to stimulate NFKB activity and, as a consequence, to increase secretion of pro-fibrotic
TGF_~1.58 IKKa had previously been shown to be an Hsp90 client,59 so it is possible that,
analogous to steroid receptor complexes, FKBP51 assembles with IKKa as a heterocomplex
with Hsp90. Whether FKBP51 Hsp90 binding or PPIase is required for regulation of IKKa
has not been determined.

Xap2 and FKBP6
Apart from the highly characterized steroid hormone receptor-associated FKBPs, several

other TPR-containing FKBPs are present in higher vertebrates. As mentioned in earl ier
sections ofthis chapter, Xap2 is aTPR-containing immunophilin that is found almost exclusively
in AhR complexes. As the name implies, Xap2 also functionally interacts with the hepatitis B
virus protein X.60 In addition Xap2 is known to have functional interactions with peroxisome
proliferator activated receptor a (PPARa),61 however these interactions have not been extensively
characterized. AhR is a ligand-dependent transcription factor that mediates the physiological
response to specific environmental contaminants termed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
the most notorious ofwhich is 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenw-p-dioxin. Similar to steroid receptors,
AhR requires assembly with Hsp90 and p23 to achieve a mature ligand-binding conformation
(reviewed in ref 62), although the AhR ligand binding domain is unrelated to steroid receptor
ligand binding domains. AhR complexes also contain an FKBP component, but in this case it
is Xap2 rather than FKBP52 or FKBP51.

As with FKBP51 and FKBP52, Xap2 has a C-terminal TPR domain that is known to
facilitate binding to the MEEVD motif on Hsp90 (Fig. 1).63 In addition Xap2 contains one
N-terminal FK domain that lacks drug binding and also likely lacks PPIase activity. Although
the FK domain is not required for Hsp90 binding, it is required for an interaction with the
AhR-Hsp90 complex that functionally influences receptor activity.63,64 In a cell-free assembly
system that lacks Xap2, AhR is capable of assembling with Hsp90 and binding ligand, and
upon ligand binding AhR is capable of binding AhR response elements on DNA.8 Again,
similar to FKBP52 or FKBP51 in steroid receptor complexes, Xap2 is not required for basal
maturation of AhR activity, but in both yeast and mammalian systems, Xap2 can modulate
AhR-mediated reporter gene expression.7,8,63,65 By titrating the relative level ofXap2 protein
in cells, AhR activity can be enhanced or decreased. For example, when Xap2 is expressed at a
level 2- to 3-fold higher than normal, binding ofp23 in the AhR-Hsp90 complex is reduced.66

Displacement of p23 by high levels ofXap2 would destabilize binding of Hsp90 to AhR and
reduce the proportion ofAhR in functionally mature complexes. Conversely, there is also
evidence that at elevated Xap2 levels AhR is protected from ubiquitination and proteosomal
degradation which would increase total AhR levels.67-71 Finally, several studies suggest that
Xap2 facilitates nucleocytoplasmic shuttling ofAhR following ligand binding.71'75

The physiologicalrelevanceofXap2 interactions with AhR complexeshas not been examined
in a whole animal model , but Xap2 could potentially influence any ofseveral physiological and
pathological pathways mediated by AhR. Mice that are homozygous for a disrupted AhR gene
have many physiological and developmental defects; among these are immune system
impairment, hepatic fibrosis, cardiac hypertrophy, impaired insulin regulation, and defects in
ovarian and vascular development.76-79 In addition, many of the toxic and teratogenic effects
produced by AhR ligands require an intact AhR signaling pathway.80,81 For example, dioxin
induced defects in prostate development are absent in AhR knockout mice.82 Development of
a mouse strain lacking Xap2 could be very helpful in determining the role Xap2 plays in these
processes and might validate Xap2 as a potential target for therapeutic intervention.

In addition to Xap2, vertebrates contain FKBP36 (gene name FKBP6 in humans), another
TPR-containing FKBP that is structurally similar to Xap2 yet functionally distinct. FKBP36
has a single N-terminal FK domain and a C-terminal TPR domain. In vitro studies show that
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FKBP36 binds Hsp90 and can assemble with steroid receptor complexes (unpublished
observation), but there is currentlynoevidence that FKBP36 alters receptor activity. FKBP36
mRNA is broadly expressed in vertebrate tissues with an exceptionally high level observed in
the testis; male FKBP6 knockout mice lack sperm and FKBP36 was shown to be a critical
component in meiotic synaptonemal complexes' Patients with Williams syndrome, which is
characterized by congenital cardiovascular defects, dysmorphic facial features, mental retarda
tion, growth defects, azoospermia, and hypercalcemia, are typically haploinsufficient for
FKBP6;83 however, the contribution of FKBP6 deletion in this syndrome is not clear since
several contiguous genes on chromosome 11, including genes for elastin and LIM-Kinase 1,
are also deleted in these patients and clearly contribute to some phenotypic aspects.

PlantFKBPs
Hsp90-binding TPR immunophilins have been identified in all eukaryotes examined. A

few examples ofplant TPR-containing FKBPsare shown in Figure 1. The TPR domain of each
FKBP is very similar in amino acid sequence to that ofvertebrate proteins; these are presumed
to bind Hsp90, but that has not been determined in all cases. The plant and insect FKBPs
contain one or more PPIase-related domain and can contain other functional domains . For
example, AtFKBP42 contains a C-terminal transmembrane domain that localizes the protein
to the inner plasma membrane and the vacuolar membrane.84-86

There is ample evidence to suggest that the plant and insect FKBPs are physiologically
important. Mutations in AtFKBP42cause the severedevelopmental phenotypes termed twisted
dwarf 1 (TWD)85 and ultracuruata (UCU2).87 The mechanism by which these phenotypes
occur likely involves impairment of membrane transport as AtFKBP42 is known to interact
with severalATP-binding cassette transporters on the plasma and vacuolar membranes.85,86,88
Mutations in AtFKBP72result in a classofmutants termed pasticcino or pas mutants, which are
characterized by a wide variety ofdevelopmental defects.89Two Hsp90-bindingTPR FKBPs in
wheat , wFKBP72 and the heat shock-inducible wFKBP77, have been shown in transgenic
plants to distinctively influence developmental patterns .90

Summary
In addressing the physiological importance ofPPlases, Heitman and colleagues" generated

an S. cereuisiae strain that lacked all 12 PPIase genes in the FKBP and eyclophilin families; the
pluri-mutant strain displayed some growth abnormalities but was viable, thus demonstrating
that these genes collectively are nonessential in yeast. Nonetheless, it has become increasingly
clear that the Hsp90-binding PPIases, through interactions with steroid receptors, kinases, and
other cellularfactors,play important physiological and potentially pathological rolesin mammals.
Elucidation of these roles, definition of underlying molecular mechanisms, and identification
of specificinhibitors will likelyquicken in the coming few yearsand lead to therapeutic targeting
of individual PPIases.
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CHAPTER 3

Hop:
An Hsp70/Hsp90 Co-Chaperone That Functions
Within and Beyond Hsp70/Hsp90 Protein Folding Pathways
Sheril Daniel, Csaba Soti, PeterCsennely, Graeme Bradley*
andGregory L. Blatch*

Abstract

M olecular chaperones and their co-chaperones are crucial for the facilitation of
efficient protein folding, and prevention ofdenaturation and aggregation ofnascent
polypeptides. Hsp70/Hsp90 organizing protein (Hop), a co-chaperone of the two

major molecular chaperones, heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) and heat shock protein 90
(Hsp90), facilitates their interaction by acting as an adaptor between the two chaperones, so
that substrate is efficiently transferred from Hsp70 to Hsp90. Although initial studies re
ported its scaffolding properties to be its primary function, recent findings suggest an addi
tional modulatory effect of Hop on the activities of Hsp70 and Hsp90. In addition, a more
diverse role ofHop, involving structurally and functionally unrelated biomolecules and com
plexes, is currently being revealed. This review focuses on the integratory and modulatory
effects of Hop on the Hsp70 and Hsp90 protein folding pathways, and puts forward evi
dence and theories regarding its multifaceted roles within various biological systems.

Introduction
The efficient folding ofpolypeptides is extremely challenging within the complex cellular

environment due to various reasons, including proteotoxic conditions such as heat stress,
anoxia, exposure to heavy metals or other chemical agents. The assistance ofmolecular chap
erones, a group of proteins that are adapted to facilitate protein folding, has thus proven to
be critical in this regard. Molecular chaperones are known to interact reversibly with nascent
polypeptide chains in an attempt to reduce inappropriate interactions that can otherwise
lead to poorly reversible conformations and aggregations.' Heat shock proteins (Hsps) are a
group of cytoprorective proteins synthesized in response to various kinds of cell stress, and
they form the central components of the molecular chaperone machinery./ They protect
functional proteins from irreversible denaturation as well as assist them in renaturation. Two
of the most studied heat shock protein families are Hsp70, a structurally conserved protein
with a role in the survival of the organism and Hsp90, one of the most abundant cytosolic
proteins in eukaryotes, essential for its viability.3

Hsp70, found in eukaryotes, eubacteria and manyarchaea, is primarily involved in protect
ing proteins against misfolding and aggregation within the cell'sovercrowded environment.4 1t
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is well known for its role in recognizing, binding and stabilizing unfolded proteins, transloca
tion of newly synthesized proteins, protein degradation and protection of the cell against the
effects of cellular stress.5-7 The Hsp70 family is composed of four major members : cytosolic
constitutive heat shock cognate 70 (Hsc70) , cytosolic inducible heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70),
endoplasmic reticulum Hsp70 which is also known as the immunoglobulin heavy-chain bind
ing protein (BiP), and mitochondrial Hsp70 (mtHsp70}.8

The chaperone activity ofHsp70 is regulated by co-chaperones, which usually act by modi
fying the ATPase cycle of Hsp70. Hsp70 in the ATP bound state has a lower affinity for sub
strates than the ADP bound state . ATP hydrolysis converts Hsp70 to its higher affinity
substrate-binding state and subsequent nucleotide exchange allows for substrate release and
return of Hsp70 to its lower affinity state.9 Hsp40 proteins are well-known co-chaperones of
Hsp70, regulating the activity ofHsp70 by stimulating its ATP hydrolysis step (seeChapter by
Rosser and Cyr). GrpE is an additional co-chaperone ofprokaryotic Hsp70 that acts by stimu
lating nucleotide exchange thereby enhancing the basal ATPase activity of Hsp70 up to 50
times.10 A functional equivalent of GrpE in eukaryotes , Bag- l (Bcl2-associated anthanogene),
also regulates Hsp70 nucleotide exchange in a similar manner to GrpE (see Chapter by Brodsky
and Bracherl .l ' In eukaroyotes, Hsp70-interacting protein (Hip) stimulates the assembly of
the Hsp70-Hsp40-substrate complex and stabilizes the ADP-bound form ofHsp70 so that the
unfolded polypeptide has more time to attain its proper conformation before being released
from the chaperone complex. Once released, the polypeptide either folds to its native state, or
is passed on to other molecular chaperones , which include the Hsp90 chaperone machinery.12

Hsp90 is a ubiquitous and abundant cytosolic molecular chaperone that is conserved
from bacteria to mammals.13,

14 lt plays a variety of roles in processes such as protein restora 
tion , protein degradation, signaling, cytoplasmic organization, nuclear transport, DNA re
arrangements, DNA-protein interactions, the cell cycle and apoptosis. Hsp90 interacts with
a diverse range of proteins (referred to as client and/or substrate proteins) and ensures the
folding and maturation of these molecules, which includes steroid receptors, phosphatases,
protein kinases and other signaling intermediates of the mitogenic signal transduction path
way.15,16 In vitro experiments have shown binding and anti-aggregation properties of puri
fied Hsp90 to denatured protein, however a cohort of co-chaperones, which form several
subcomplexes with Hsp90, are necessary for it to carry out its functions in vivo. These
co-chaperones enable Hsp90 to attend to such a versatile range of client proteins.17,18 Some
of these co-chaperones also interact directl y with Hsp90 substrates, as well as display chaper
one activity on their own .19

Hsp90 contains two ATP binding sites within the N and C- terminal domains and ATP
hydrolysis is of crucial importance for Hsp90 functioning in vivo.17,20-23 The ADP-bound
form ofHsp90 is described as "relaxed" and therefore ideal for client protein loading, whereas
the ATP-bound form of Hsp90 is described as a "closed" conformation, which is capable of
tightly retaining the substrate.22 Conversion of the ATP state of Hsp90 to its ADP form
allows for the efficient release of substrate,21,24 and this is in stark contrast to the ATP regu
lated substrate-binding cycle ofHsp70. The benzoquinone ansamycin antibiotic geldanamycin
blocks this cycle by maintaining Hsp90 in an ADP-bound state, thereby acting as a specific
inhibitor ofHsp90.17The Hchl/Ahal proteins have been identified as Hsp90 co-chaperones,
accelerating the ATPase activity of yeast Hsp90 to 12 times its basalleve1.25 Cdc37 (p50) is
an inhibitor of the Hsp90 ATPase activi7' and this suppression is restored to normal levels
when Cdc37/p50 is displaced by Cpr6.2

Although both Hsp70 and Hsp90 protein folding systems act independently of each
other and on different substrates, some protein substrates are processed by Hsp70 and then
transferred to Hsp90. The collaboration between the two major chaperone machineries,
Hsp70 and Hsp90, is coordinated by a number of co-chaperones. This review will focus on
Hop, the Hsp70/Hsp90 organizing protein, which is a unique co-chaperone that interacts
with both Hsp70 and Hsp90, bringing them together in a molecular chaperone complex.
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Hop (Hsp70/Hsp90 Organizing Protein)
The 60-kDa protein Hop, was first identified by Nicolet and Craig26 during a genetic

screen for proteins that were involved in the heat shock response in yeast. Hop has been
found to associate with Hsp70 and Hsp90 within intermediate steroid receptor complexes
and appears to be essential for the in vitro assembly of steroid receptors with Hsp90.27.28

Homologues ofHop have also been identified in humans,29mice,30 rats,31 insects,32 plants,33
andf,arasites34 and are classified as belonging to the stress-inducible protein I (STI1) fam
ily.2 In th is review, Hop will refer to the protein of mammalian origin, and that ofa specific
species such as yeast or mouse, will be designated with the first letter of the species next to
Hop, egoyHop (yeast Hop) and mHop (mouse Hop).

The presence of nine tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) motifs structurally defines homo
logues of Hop, in which the TPR motifs are grouped into three domains , each comprising
three TPRs (Fig. IA). TPRs are protein-protein interaction modules, characterized b~ a loose,
34-amino acid consensus motif that is found in varying numbers of tandem repeats. 5The N
terminal TPR domain of Hop (TPRI) is required for Hsp70 binding36 and a central TPR
motif-containing region (TPRlA, Fig. IA,B) is essential for Hsp90 binding.37.38 The
TPR-acceptor site on both Hsp70 and Hsp90 is comprised of an EEVD motif on the
C_terminus.38.39 It is also possible that there are networks of interact ions between Hop and
the chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp90, apart from those mediated by the TPR domains, which
allow for its functionaliry as a scaffolding protein .38

Hop possesses insignificant chaperoning capabilities40 and despite an increase in mRNA
levels of mHop in mouse cells there is no change in the steady state levels of this protein
following heat shock.41 A similar occurrence has been described for human Hop (hHop) upon
viral transformation .29 Hop appears to be regulated between a monomeric and dimeric state,
interacting with the dimeric Hsp90 as a dimer while associatingwith Hsp70 as a monomer.42

Initial studies of Hop focused on its role as an adaptor between Hsp70 and Hsp90 (Fig.
2) and the functioning of this multi -chaperone complex in steroid receptor (SR) regulation.
SRs comprise of soluble intracellular proteins , which shuttle between the cytosol and the
nucleus. They exist in an inactive or non transformed state in the absence of their particular
steroid hormone. Diffusion of the appropriate hormone into the cell transforms the receptor
into an active transcription factor, which is capable ofactivating or repressing the expression
of the steroid response genes.43 The assembly of the progesterone receptor (PR) and the
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) requires the participation of Hsp70, which brings the sub
strate protein into contact with Hsp90 via the scaffolding function of Hop. In the initial
stage of the models proposed by both the Smith and Toft groups42,44-46 Hsp40 binds to free
SR, and facilitates the binding of the SR to Hsp70 through modulation of the ATPase cycle
of Hsp70. Hip stabilizes this complex formation. Hsp70 then interacts with Hop, which is
already in complex with Hsp90, and in this way,allowsfor the SR to come into contact with
Hsp90. Hop is thus able to act as a "bridge" between the two major Hsps. This complex is
generally referred to as the "intermediate complex".46 Recent reports demonstrate the need
for both TPRI and TPRl domains ofyHop to be present on the same polyp~tide, in order
to maintain regulation of steroid receptor activation by Hsp70 and Hsp90 .4

The intermediate step is followed by the release of Hop, Hsp70 and its co-chaperones
Hsp40 and Hip and the formation of a mature complex that is stabilized by the presence of
p23 and one of its TPR-containing immunophilins (immunophilins are a group of proteins
which bind to immunosuppressive ligands; see Chapter by Cox and Smith). The result is a
high affinity hormone binding conformation of the receptor. Hormone binding to the re
ceptors releases them from Hsp90, and in the absence ofbound hormone, dissociated recep
tor subunits reassociate with Hsp70 and proceed through the cycle again.1.48

Hop Modulates the Activities of Hsp70 and Hsp90
Some studies have suggested that Hop may change its conformation during the assembly

of the Hsp70-Hop-Hsp90 chaperone heterocomplex, due to the fact that the affinity and
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Figure1. TheHop TPR2A domain overlaps with a putative NLS.A) Schematic diagramshowing
the TPR domain organizationof Hop.ThethreeTPR motifswhich form partof the TPR1domain
aredenotedby boxeswith diagonalpatterns, while those that form TPR2A andTPR2B domains
aredepictedasgreyandblack boxes, respectively.A solid white rectangle denotes theproposed
NLSdomain, which overlaps with TPR2A. TPR2A hasbeenfurther enlarged diagrammatically,
to show the amino acid sequence of this domain and a flanking (-terminal helix. TPR2A com
prises of threeTPR motifs (residues are shown by a thick black overline) denotedasTPR2A-l,
TPR2A-2 and TPR2A-3.80 The residues against a gray background are those of the proposed
bipartite NLS70,71 andwhich overlapwith TPR2A-l motif. Themajorarm of the bipartite NLSis
denotedby an asterisk undereachresidue. The residues shown in bold, K229, N233 and K301
havebeenshowntobe importantfor Hsp90binding.38B)Ribbonrepresentation of thestructure
of theTPR2A domain of hHop. TheTPR2A domain and a flanking Csterminal helix (green) are
shown interacting with theC-terminal MEEVD peptide (red) of Hsp90(ProteinDatabase code:
1ELR) .80 Residues shown in gold are thosethat are important for interaction with Hsp90 (refer
to A). Residues denoted with an asterisk correspond to those that form the major arm of the
bipartite NLS, which overlapswith the TPR2A domain. The fi~ure wasgenerated using Pymol
Molecular GraphicsSoftware(http://pymol.sourceforge.net). A color version of this figure is
available online at www.eurekah.com.
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Figure 2. A summary of known cellular functions of Hop. Hop appears to exist either in the
bound form to Hsp90, or as free Hop (A). B) reflects a simplistic view of its function as a
scaffolding protein in bringing Hsp70 with the client protein into contact with Hsp90. Once
the client protein is transferred onto Hsp90, Hop and Hsp70 dissociate, and the refolded client
prote in is then released, freeing Hsp90 (C). The Hsp70-Hop-Hsp90 chaperone complex isalso
involved in chaperone-mediated autophagy (D). Free Hop in yeast, interacts directly with
Hspl04 (E), which is a stress tolerance factor that acts in concert with Hsp40 and Hsp70 to
reactivate denatured proteins. Hop also interacts directly with TRiC (F), wh ich is otherwise
involved together with Hsp70, in the refolding of certain specific client proteins. YeastHop
interacting with Cdc37 (G), a molecular chaperone and co-chaperone of Hsp90, appears to
be important for Cdc37 to enter the chaperone dependent-folding pathway. Mouse Hop binds
to Prpcboth in vitro and in vivo, and this interaction was found to transduce neuroprotective
signals (H). Hop has been speculated to shuttle bi-directionally between the nucleus and
cytoplasm (I). It is now known that both Hsp70 and Hsp90 also move into the nucleus during
specific conditions. The nuclear role of Hop within its co-chaperoning context remains to be
elucidated (J).Although Hop is generally depicted asa dimer, it must be noted that the stoichi
ometry of Hop in some of these interactions has not been determined . Heat shock proteins are
identified by their molecular mass stated as numbers. CP stands for cl ient protein. A color
version of this figu re is available online at www.eurekah.com.

stoichiometry of Hsp70-Hop binding is dramatically affected by binding of Hsp90. Al
though Hsp70 binds to Hop with a relatively lower affinity than Hsp90, this affinity is
increased five fold in the presence ofHsp90.42 Hsp90 may thus be altering the conformation
ofHop to one that better accommodates interactions ofHop with Hsp70. Another possibil
ity is that Hop binding to Hsp90 may open up a new conformation of Hsp90 that provides
contact sites for Hsp70 binding.42.49

Despite findin~ that show that hHop and yHop are capable of functionally complement
ing for each other, 5.50the involvement of Hop within the chaperone machineries ofmamma
lian and yeast cells have shown some differences. Practicallyall of the yHop protein exists in a
complex with Hsp90 .42•5! The basic elements of the Hsp90 chaperone complex in yeast are
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similar to that of vertebratesr' ! however it has been suggested that yHop is not essential for
mediating associations between Hsp70, Hsp90 and target proteins in yeast.52 This is in con
trast to the mammalian system in which it has been shown that Hop is necessary for efficient
assembly ofsteroid receptor-Hsp90 complexes in vitr027,28,38 and that Hop is essential in inte
grating Hsp70-Hsp90 interactions.45,47

Morishima et al53 reported that Hop, rather than being essential for GR folding by the
Hsp90 based chaperone system, enhances the rate of this phenomenon. Furthermore, the same
authors have shown that the protein levelsof Hop were increased in geldanamycin-blocked GR
complexes ofHsp90 compared to GR-Hsp90 complexes in the absence of geldanamycin. This
may be due to the fact that geldanamycin-inhibited Hsp90 is in an ADP-bound conformation,
which has higher affinity for Hop than the ATP-conformation.53,54 In a Hop-depleted system,
GR that was incubated with Hsp90 inhibitor geldanamycin, displayed little or no association
with Hsp90, whereas the same system showed a more stable GR-Hsp90 association in the
presence of Hop.53The same authors reported that the effect of Hop on GR-Hsp90 interac
tions in the presence ofgeldanamycin could either be due to the stable retention of Hsp90 by
Hop, or due to some kind of influence that Hop may be exerting on the geldanamycin-Hsp90
conformation such that its affinity for GR is increased. Exclusion of Hop results in the reduced
activity, but not accumulation, of two structurally and functionally unrelated Hsp90 client
proteins, the steroid receptor GR and the oncogenic tyrosine kinase v-Src. The exclusion of
Hop did not , however, have an effect on the activity of c-Src which is a protein closely related
to v-Src but less dependent on Hsp90. This suggests that Hop is an important factor in pro
moting the maturation of Hsp90 client proteins .52

In the human ?;stem, hHop has no effect on Hsp70's ATPaseactivity, alone or in combina
tion with Hsp90. 7 hHop does not affect Hsp90's ATPase cycle in the human system either,
although it is capable of inhibiting client protein-stimulated ATPaseactivity ofHsp90.55yHop
however, in direct contrast, stimulates ATP hydrolysis ofHsp70, enhancing its ATPase activity
by a factor of 200 and is a noncompetitive inhibitor of Hsp90's ATPase activity.56,57 Studies
conducted by Wegele er al 56 showed that yHop is capable of accelerating ATP hydrolysis of
Hsp70 to a greater extent than any other stimulation factor including yeast Hsp40. Even if
yHop was added to a preformed Hsp70-Hsp40 complex , it was still able to activate the AT
Paseactivity ofHsp70 and moreover, yeast Hsp40 was unable to replace yHop in a preformed
Hsp70-Hop complex. Binding of yHop to Hsp90 and Hs~70 allowed activation of Hsp70
ATPase and inhibition of Hsp90 ATPase at the same time . 6

The ATPase inhibition of Hsp90 by yHop is achieved by restricting N-terminal dimeriza
tion, which is a necessary conformational change in Hsp90 for ATP hydrolysis. This was con
firmed by studies demonstrating a Hop binding site in the N-terminal region of Hsp90, in
addition to the already characterized C-terminal peptide region that interacts with the TPR2A
domain ofHop.57 This Hop-mediated suppression of ATP turnover by Hsp90, is the motiva
tion underpinning the Eostulation that Hop is involved in preparing Hsp90 for fresh "loading"
ofsubstrate protein. 24, 8

The Hsp70-Hop-Hsp90 multi -chaperone machinery is also involved in a process called
"chaperone-mediated autophagy" , one that targets eytosolic proteins to the lysosomes for deg
radation in response to stress conditions such as prolonged starvation or serum withdrawal
(Fig. 2).59 Protein substrates have to become unfolded in order to be transported into the
lysosomal lumen. Hop is speculated to be part of the strategy employed to stabilize the lysoso
mal Hsp70-substrate complex on the lysosomal surface in such a way that it allows for the
complete unfolding of the substrate protein before import into the lysosome.59

A recent report by Song and Masison 47 clearly demonstrates impairment of an
H sp70-dependent chaperone pathway upon deletion of the TPRI domain in yHop, as well
as an impaired Hsp90-dependent chaperone pathway upon deletion of the TPR2 domain of
yHop. Deletion ofTPRl did not affect Hsp90-dependent client protein activity, and dele
tion ofTPR2 also had no adverse effect on Hsp70-dependent client protein activity. These
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deletions, however, impaired client protein folding pathways that involved both Hsp70 and
Hsp90Y This strongly indicates that Hop regulates Hsp70 and Hsp90 chaperone pathways
independently, as well as concurrently. These findings strengthen the potential role of Hop
as an active modulator of the functions of both Hsp70 and Hsp90, in addition to its passive
role of serving as an "adaptor" between these two chaperone machineries.

Hop Interactions Go Beyond Hsp70 and Hsp90
Hsp70-Hop-Hsp90 interactions are the most well characterizedTPR-mediated interactions of

Hop, however protein-protein contacts through this domain are not exclusive to the
Hsp70-Hsp90 multi-chaperone complex. Studies done with Saccharomyces cereoisiae, show that
in the presence ofnonferrnenrable carbon sources like ethanol and glycerol, yHop (in addition
to other Hsp90 co-chaperones, Cpr7 and Cns l) interacts with Hsp104 through its N -terminal
TPRI domain (Fig. 2) and this interaction has been shown to be independent of Hsp90.19

Hspl04 is a stress tolerance factor, which acts in concert with Hsp40 and Hsp70 to reactivate
denatured proteins. 6O

yHop directly interacts with Cdc37 (Fig. 2), a co-chaperone ofHsp90, and this interaction
is speculated to occur via both TPRI and TPR2 domains ofHop but possibl~not on the same
binding sites as those involved in binding ofHop to both Hsp70 and Hsp90. 1Recent work by
Harst et al62 confirmed this interaction with the mammalian homologue ofCdc37, p50, and
suggested the presence ofa complex that comprises ofHsp90, yHop and p50 , in which one of
the Hsp90 cofactors acted as the central component. yHop is not essential for growth ofyeast
cells at 30°C but growth ime&airment occurs at higher and lower temperatures or in the
presence of minimal media.2 • 7 Interestingly however, the combination of Cdc37 and yHop
mutations issynthetically lethal to yeast under normal conditions, implying that their interaction
may contribute to the vital functioning of yeast.61 On the basis of Cdc37 being a molecular
chaperone (see Chapter by Caplan), as well as the findings that prevention of aggregation of
polypeptides and folding ofprotein kinases require the presence ofCdc37 as a co-chaperone to

Hsp90, Lee er al63have speculated that yHop interaction with Cdc37 may becrucial for Cdc37
to enter the chaperone dependent-folding pathway.

Hop has also shown a direct interaction with the eukaryotic chaperonin-containing TCPl
(CCT), also known as the TCP-l ring complex (TriC), which seems to be involved in the
proper folding ofactins and tubulins.64 This isdiagrammatically represented in Figure 2. While
Hop showed no effect on the ATPase activity of CCT, it significantly stimulated nucleotide
exchange, thereby interfering with substrate-associative capabilities of CCT. CCT cooperates
with Hsp70 in refolding of luciferase in vitro, and this phenomenon is proposed to occur in
vivo for certain substrates after translation or after stress-induced damage. The interaction of
Hop with CCT was mediated through its C-terminal domain, in contrast to its interaction
with Hsp70, which is mainly through its N-terminal domain, and this is consistent with the
observation that the presence ofHsp70 did not affect Hop-CCT interaccions.P"

Hop contains, in addition to its TPR domains, two smaller domains with characteristic DP
repeat motifs comprising four amino acid residues, reflected in an arrangement that corresponds
to TPRI-DP1-TPR2A-TPR2B-DP2.65.66 Recent comparison studies on hHop, yHop and Droso
phila melanogaster Hop which lacks DPI (dHop), showed that dHop cannot support GR func
tion in yeast, although it can still bind to both Hsp70 and Hsp90, and can complement for, and
thus rescue, growth defects in yeast which lack yHop.66 Disruption of DP2 abrogates Hsp70
binding (implying an interaction between DP2 and TPRl). The substitution ofDP2 ofhHop by
DP2 from dHop does not affect Hsp70 binding although it failsto support GR activity. A substi
tution of DP2 from dHop with DP2 from hHop regains the ability to enhance GR activity. It is
possibletherefore, that the DP2 domains may beresponsible for an additional function ofHop to
enhance GR activity,besides its Hsp70 binding capabilities.Carrigan er al66 have thus proposed a
novel role for Hop in GR maturation in vivo, which is independent ofHsp70/Hsp90 binding and
showed using chimeric studies, that DP2 is critical for this "new" role ofHop.
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Another novel role of Hop, in neuroprotection, was proposed by Martins' group.67
Recombinant mHop was found to bind to Prp" (a protein whose expression is crucial to the
propagation of neurological disease, in particular, Prion disease) both in vitro and in vivo. The
interaction of Prp" with mHop was found to transduce neuroprotective signals (Fig. 2). A
number ofother molecules have shown in vitro association with Prp" such as Hsp60, Bip, BcI-2
and a 37/67 kDa laminin receptor,68but physiological relevance in the form ofneuroprotection
has only been attributed to the Prp" -Iaminin complex. The laminin receptor-binding site on
the Prp" molecule maps to a region ofamino acids that is significantly distinct from that of the
mHop-binding domain. mHop may therefore participate within a Prp" - laminin complex
wherein association of Prp" with both molecules may supply an additive effect.67

Subcellular Localization of Hop Affects ItsActivities
The subcellular localization of Hop has definite implications on its various functions, both

within, as well as outside the context of the Hsp70/Hsp90 chaperone heterocomplex. hHop
has been found in the Golgi apparatus and small vesicles in normal cells, and nucleolar localiza
tion of hHop has been described in SV40-transformed cells.29 In contrast, mHop has been
described as being predominantly cytoplasmic with a small percentage of it being identified in
the nucleusY Nuclear Hop has been shown to be a crucial component ofthe OCA-S complex,
involved in the regulation of S-phase dependent Histone H2B transcription.69 An investiga
tion into mHop's subcellular localization by Blatchs group described a predominantly nuclear
accumulation of mHop under conditions of G 1/S arrest or leptomycin B treatment in mouse
fibroblast cells, leading to the proposal that there is a constant shurcling ofthe protein between
nucleus and cytosol, with the export of mHop from the nucleus occurring at a faster rate than
its impo rt.7° A proposed nuclear localization signal (NLS) in rnl-lop, when fused to EGFP
(enhanced green fluorescent protein), resulted in the localization ofEGFP within the nucleus ,
suggesting that this NLS was functional in mHop.7°

Interestingly, the proposed NLS overlaps with the TPR2A domain, which modulates
interactions between Hop and Hsp90. Figure 1A shows a partial amino acid sequence ofHop,
demonstrating the overlap of the proposed NLS with the TPR2A domain. The NLS, by virtue
of its proximity relative to the TPR2A domain, may therefore contain residues involved in
Hsp90 binding. A three dimensional representation of the crystal structure ofTPR2A interact
ing with the pentapeptide MEEVD peptide ofHsp90 is presented in Figure 1B, displaying the
proximity of the NLS relative to the sites on TPR2A involved in binding to Hsp90.
Interactions of Hop with Hsp90, may therefore be involved in the mechanism of the nuclear
localization ofHop. A possibility is that Hop binds a nuclear import factor like importin a and
Hsp90 alternately and each interaction mediates nuclear import or cytosolic retention,
respectively. Binding ofHsp90 to the TPR2A domain may mask the NLS preventing interactions
with importin a and thus retaining Hop within the cytosol.

Acidic isoforrns ofHop were elevated after viral transformationf' and heat shock,41 suggesting
that this protein is phosphorylated during stress. There is evidence for the in vitro phos
phorylation ofmHop by casein kinase II (CKII; S189) and cdc2 kinase (T198) at sites located
upstream ofa putative NLS.71 Furthermore, there is evidence that phosphorylation of Hop at
these sites regulates its localization.7° The postulation is that phosphorylation of mHop by
CKII or cdc2 kinase promotes the nuclear import or cytosolic retention ofmHop, respectively.
It is therefore possible that phosphorylation of mHop at eith er or both of these sites may affect
its interactions with Hsp90, thereby regulating the assembly of the Hsp70-Hsp90 chaperone
heterocornplex. Y

In light of Hop's subcellular localization and its interaction with Prp", it is interesting to
note that wild-type Prp" is not detected in the cytoplasm and is localized predominantly on cell
surfaces or synaptosomal fractions. 67,73 Martins et a174 reported the presence ofa small fraction
of the Prp" ligand, which was unknown at the time, at the cell surface. Using membrane prepa
rations from mouse brain , the same authors have shown through immunoprecipitation that at
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least part of mHop, which is postulated to be that "unknown" Prp"-ligand, is localized at the
cell surface, where it interacts with prpc.67 It has been proposed that mHop is taken into the
cell membrane as part ofa protein complex, or secreted by a pathway that is distinct from the
classical route through the ER and Golgi apparatus'" due to the absence of a transmembrane
domain or signal peptide for membrane transport within the amino acid sequence ofmHop.41,67

Conclusion
Although the function of Hop has conventionally been restricted to that ofHsp70/Hsp90

organizing protein, it is apparent now that even within this system Hop has an active role to
playas a modulator of their chaperone activities and protein folding pathways (Fig. 2). The
presence of its various isoforms, the strong evidence for post-translational phosphorylation, a
varied subcellular localization pattern and the possibility that its localization may be linked to
post-translational modifications, strongly suggests complex roles for Hop in different systems
and under different cellular conditions.

Members ofthe Hsp70 family migrate to the nucleus particularly during heat shock, where
they are involved in stress-related cytoprotection. Hsp70 is capable of translocating nuclear
proteins into the nucleolus during stress, possibly to prevent the random aggregation of ther
molabile proteins within the nucleus and thereby preventing damage to other nuclear compo
nents,?6 Hsp70 is also known to regulate the activity of certain nuclear DNA-binding tran
scription factors,?7Although Hsp90 is predominantly cytosolic, it is also known to translocate
into the nucleus and associatewith nuclear membranes, under conditions ofstress,15,78,79 thereby
maintainin9the integrity of the nuclear envelope and possibly other nuclear structures during
heat shock. 9The presence of Hop in the nucleus under prescribed conditions, and the possi
bility that it may be translocating to the nucleus via a functional NLS, is particularly intriguing
and poses a number of questions as to what its functions are within the nucleus. Reports have
already been published regarding the involvement of nuclear Hop in complex with Hsp70, in
cell cycle-regulated transcription of histone H2B.69 Considering the potential variety of roles
and complexes ofHop in the cytosol, it is likely that Hop may also possessa varied role within
the nucleus and may be interacting within a number of other nuclear complexes. However,
these proposed new roles of Hop remain to be fully elucidated.

Interactions ofHop with structurally and functionally unrelated proteins makes it increas
ingly difficult to define Hop as merely a Hsp70/Hsp90 adaptor or co-chaperone, and presents
the multifaceted nature of its biological functions (Fig. 2). Questions regarding the actual
mechanism(s) by which Hop is able to distinguish between its different interactions as well as
its subcellular localization, need to be answered in order to gain further insight into its global
function within the biological system.
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CHAPTER 4

Do Hsp40s Act as Chaperones
or Co-Chaperones?
Meredith F.N. Rosser andDouglas M. Cyr*

Abstract

The Hsp70 family plays an essential role in cellular protein metabolism by acting as a
polypeptide binding and releasefactor that interacts with nonnative regions ofproteins
at different stages of their life cycles.1Hsp40 proteins not only act as co-chaperones to

facilitate complex formation between Hsp70 and client proteins , but it has also been proposed
that Hsp40s use an intrinsic chaperone activity to bind and deliver the nonnative substrates to
Hsp70. Herein, we review genetic, biochemical and structural data that describes the mecha
nisms by which Type I and Type II Hsp40 proteins act to bind substrates. The manner by
which the functions of the Type I and Type II proteins are specified is also discussed.

Introduction
The Hsp40 family of proteins has been shown to playa role in a multitude of cellular

processes including protection from cellular stress, folding of nascent polypeptides, refolding
of denatured or aggregated proteins, disassembly of protein complexes, inhibition of
polyglutamine aggregation, protein degradation, and protein translocation acrossmembranes.v''
There are over 100 different Hsp40 family members with 44 Hsp40 genes present in the
human genome alone and 20 Hsp40s identified in the Saccharomyces cereoisiae genome.9,10

These proteins were identified as co-chaperones that stimulate the ATPaseactivity of the Hsp70
family of proteins (Fig. 1), but as we will see in the following discussion, there is more to the
Hsp40s than this one function alone. There are three classes of Hsp40 proteins which are
divided on the basis of their domain structure (Fig. 2).11 Type I Hsp40s are descendants of E.
coli Dna] and contain the] domain, followed by a glycine/phenylalanine-rich region (G/F-rich),
a zinc finger like region (ZFLR), and a conserved C-terminal domain (CTD) which plays an
important role in dimerization. The Type II Hsp40's are similar to the type I Hsp40s but
instead of the zinc finger like region they contain an extended G/F-rich region or a glycine/
methionine (GM)-rich region and a CTDI domain. Type III Hsp40s contain the ]-domain
but none of the other conserved domains found in Type I or II Hsp40s . Instead, they often
have specializeddomains that localize them to certain areasofthe cell and provide specificity in
substrate binding.12,13 The Hsp40s are conserved across species and are found in organisms
from bacteria to humans , and there are a variety ofType I, Type II, and Type III Hsp40s found
in different cellular organelles where they can play specialized roles.9,14 In order to better un
derstand the cellular processes that involve these proteins , we first need to understand the
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mechanism by which these different types of Hsp40s function to bind substrates and to interact
with and thereby regulate specific Hsp70 proteins . In the following sections, we will review the
genetic, biochemical, cell biological, and structural data that have helped elucidate the unique
mechanisms that different Hsp40s use to play such vital roles in cellular physiology.

Hsp70 Co-Chaperone Activity of Hsp40s
Similar to the Hsp40 family, the Hsp70 chaperones playa variety ofessential physiological

roles in the cell including assistingwith protein folding and assembly, refolding of misfolded or
aggregated proteins, d~radation of misfolded proteins, and driving translocation of proteins
across rnembranes.v' .16 In all of these processes , the affinity of Hsp70 for substrate is
regulated by its nucleotide bound state. In the ATP bound form, Hsp70 has a low affinity for
substrate proteins . However, upon hydrolysis of the ATP to ADp, Hsp70 undergoes a confor
mational change which increases its affinity for substrate proteins (Fig. 1). In order for Hsp70
to act as a chaperone and help substrate proteins fold, it goes through repeated cyclesof ATP
hydrolysis and nucleotide exchange thereby binding and releasing the substrate multiple times
until it has reached the desired state.S•15

The Hsp70 proteins are assisted and regulated by several different co-chaperones. These
co-chaperones have been shown to not only regulate different steps of the ATPase cycle of
Hsp70 (Fig. 1), but they also have an individual specificity such that one co-chaperone may
promote folding of a substrate while another may promote degradation. For example, the
co-chaperones CHIP and Bag-I are both thought to promote the degradation ofHsp70 bound
substrates (see Chapter by Hohfeld er al)Y On the other hand , the co-chaperones Hip and
Hop are thou~ht to promote the folding ofHsp70 substrates (seechapters by Hohfeld et al and
Daniel et al). -19 Hsp40 proteins have been shown to playa role in both Hsp70 dependent
folding and degradation pathways,14.20-22 thereby suggesting a unique role in the regulation of
Hsp70 activity.The Hsp40 proteins are classified as co-chaperones for Hsp70 due to the fact
that they can use their various domain structures to (1) bind Hsp70 (2) help load the substrates
on Hsp70 and (3) stimulate the ATPase activity of Hsp70. The action of Hsp40 to help load
substrates on Hsp70 explains the ability of Hsp40 to participate in such a wide variety of
cellular processes including steps in both folding and degradation pathways. The mechanism
by which Hsp40s bind and interact with Hsp70s has been reviewed in great detail.14.23.24
Therefore in the remainder of this chapter we will focus on the question ofhow Hsp40s bind
substrates, and how th is activity may specify any autonomous chaperone activity of the
different Hsp40s.

Do Hsp40s Act as Chaperones?
It has been well established that Hsp40s can cooperate with Hsp70s in a variety of cellular

processes. However, the exact manner by which the Hsp40s cooperate with the Hsp 70s is not
completely understood. One question about Hsp40 function is whether or not this family of
proteins plays a role in cellular processesstrictly by acting as a co-chaperone and regulating the
affinity of Hsp70s for substrate proteins (Fig. 1), or if the Hsp40s use an intrinsic chaperone
activity of their own to regulate this diverse multitude of cellular processes. IfHsp40s strictly
act as co-chaperones, then they may participate in the loading of substrates on Hsp70s simply
by stimulating the ATPase activity of the Hsp70s to convert the Hsp70 to a higher affinity
conformation. However, if Hsp40s do have an intrinsic chaperone activity to bind nonnative
substrates, then the Hsp40 can playa more active role in the Hsp70 dependent folding process
by physically binding and delivering the substrates to Hsp70 as well as stimulating the ATPase
activity.There is evidence that will be discussed below that Type I and Type II Hsp40s can act
as independent chaperones, while Type III Hsp40s likely play more of a co-chaperone role.
Some Type III Hsp40s do have individualized polypeptide binding domains, but they are
generally considered to not bind denatured substrates and therefore are not considered to have
any specific chaperone activity of their own.
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The first observations of intrinsic chaperone activity of an Hsp40 came from studying the
bacterial type I Hsp40, Dna].25,26 Dna] was first shown to have the ability to directly bind
substrate in a study that showed the copurification of a 1:1 stoichiometric Dna]-RepA
complex from E. coli.25 Another pivotal study of the Dna]lDnaK complex showed that the
Dna] protein alone was able to sup~ress the aggregation of denatured rhodanese more effec
tively than the Hsp70, DnaK, alone. 6These studies were the first to show that Dna] could not
only bind denatured substrates, but it could also prevent the aggregation of those denatured
substrates, thereby categorizing the Hsp40s as chaperones in their own right.

Future studies bolstered the idea of intrinsic chaperone activity of Hsp40s when it was
shown that Dna] could also bind nascent polypeptides27 and that Dna] could bind denatured
luciferase in an early step, followed by the formation of a ternary complex with DnaK.28 In
these experiments , the denatured luciferase was not efficiently refolded unless Dna] bound
first.28This chaperone ability is not limited to the Dna] protein, and in fact numerous Type I
Hsp40s from different organisms and different cellular locations retain the ability to both bind
denatured substrates and suppress the aggregation of those substrates.29-31For example, Ydj1, a
yeast type I Hsp40, was shown to suppress aggregation of denatured rhodanese and chemically
or heat denatured luciferase,31-33 and ERdj3, the human Dna] homolog found in the ER, was
shown to be able to directly bind multiple unfolded substrates irrespective of an interaction
with Bip, the ER Hsp70.30Therefore, it is clear that the Type I chaperones can bind denatured
substrates and prevent the aggregation of those substrates. Once the Type I Hsp40s bind
substrate, it has been proposed that they then directly transfer that substrate to an Hsp70. In
such a scenario, a ternary complex formed between the Hsp40, substrate , and Hsp70, would
be an important intermediate step. In fact, Dna]:polypeptide:DnaK ternary complexes have
been isolated and the formation of such complexes appears to facilitate substrate transfer from
Hsp40 to Hsp70.34

The story for the Type II Hsp40s has not been as clear. Studies with the yeast Sisl protein
have shown that Sisl can bind chemically denatured luciferase and reduced u-lacralbumin and
that this binding is dependent on specific residues within the C-terminal peptide binding
domain. 35This ability ofSis1 to recognize and bind nonnative polypeptides classifies Sis1 as a
chaperone. However, Sis1alone is not as effectivea chaperone as the Type I Hsp40s because Sis
1 can not prevent the aggregation of thermally denatured luciferase nor does it hold the ther
mally denatured luciferase in a folding competent state.33 However, Sisl is able to hold chemi
cally denatured luciferase in a folding competent state.36The human Hsp40, Hdj -l , also re
tains a weak abili~ to bind denatured luciferase,37and is also able to cooperate with Hsp70 to
refold luciferase.3 However, as seen with Sisl , the Hdj-I alone is unable to hold thermally
denatured luciferase in a folding competent state.38 Other studies showed that Hdj-l was un
able to bind denatured ~-galactosidasewith a high enough affinity to gel shift the ~-galactosidase

into a native ~el, but it could stimulate the ability of Hsp70 to refold the denatured
~-galactosidase. 9 These studies would suggest that Type II Hsp40s do not bind denatured
substrates with as high an affinity as the Type I Hsp40s. However, recent studies by the Van
Bennett group have shown that Hdj-l can bind the C-terminal domain of ankyrin-B with
nanomolar affinity, and deletion of the Hdj-I binding site results in loss of function of the
ankyrin_B.40

The observed differences in the independent chaperone activity of the type I and type II
Hsp40s may come from their ability to select different substrates. Perhaps the Type II Hsp40s
recognize different amino acids combinations or conformations than the Type I Hsp40s such
that they may bind one substrate with a lower affinity than the Type I Hsp40, but other
substrates, such as the ankyrin-B, with a higher affinity. In fact, studies of the substrate specificity
ofType I and Type II Hsp40s do show that there are subtle differences between the two types
of chaperones. In order to determine what type of structure the Hsp40 chaperones recognize,
studies first used the bacterial Hsp40, Dna], to determine whether it shows a preference for
peptides consisting of either L- or D-amino acids.41,42 The results showed that Dna] could
bind peptides consisting of both L- and D-amino acids thereby suggesting that Hsp40s rely
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more on side-chain interactions than backbone recognition to bind substrates. This is different
than to the way Hsp70 chaperones have been shown to recognize substrates since sub
strate binding by Hsp70 involves both side-chain and backbone contacts .43 It has been pro
posed that the ability of an Hsp40 to recognize amino acids side chains may enable it to

scan substrates for hydrophobic surfaces and make the initial contacts with proteins that
are subsequently targeted to Hsp70.42 In order to determine if other Type I Hsp40s use a
similar mechanism to bind substrates, selectivity was compared between Dna] and Ydj1. Dna]
and Ydj1 both bind peptides enriched in the aromatic amino acids F, W and Y, the large
hydrophobics I and L and the polar residue H. In addition Ydjl and Dna] appear to exclude
the amino acids P and K from the peptides they select.42.44

Studies have also utilized peptide arrays to do a side by side comparison between Type I and
Type II Hsp40s. Ydjl and Sisl were used to biopan a 7-mer phage peptide display library,44
and the results showed that both Hsp40s selected peptides which were enriched in aromatic
and bulky hydrophobic amino acids. However, the groups of peptides that were selected by
Ydjl and Sisl exhibited slight differences in the enrichment ofspecific amino acids such that
Ydj1 preferred peptides that had a hydrophobic stretch of3-4 residues, but peptides selected by
Sis1did not contain a patch ofhydrophobic residues.44 Thus, while Type I and Type II Hsp40s
can both bind hydrophobic residues, there are slight differences in their substrate specificity
that may lend to their differences in chaperone ability.

Direct comparisons between the Type I and Type II Hsp40s show that not only are the Type
I proteins more effectivechaperones, but they alsoare more effectiveat cooperating with Hsp70
to refold denatured substrates. For example, Ydj1 can co~erate with Ssal to refold a higher
percentage of denatured substrate than a Sisl : Ssal pair.3 This same trend where the Type I
Hsp40 is more effective than the Type II Hsp40 is also seen with the human Hdj-2 and Hdj-l
proteins.2.37 The Type I protein, Hdj -2, binds denatured luciferase better than the type II
protein, Hdj_1.37 In one study, a direct comparison of Hdj-l and Hdj-2 showed that under
those experimental conditions, the Hdj-2:Hsp70 pair could effectively refold denatured
luciferase, while the combination of Hsp70 and Hdj -I could not .2 However, other studies45

have shown that Hdj -I can cooperate with Hsp70 to refold denatured luciferase. So, there is
some ambiguity in the data as to the ability ofHdjl.

Overall, the data do suggest that Type I Hsp40s are not only better independent chaper
ones, but they are also more efficient at cooperating with Hsp70 to refold substrates than the
Type II Hsp40s.2,33 Whether or not this is due to the intrinsic chaperone ability of the different
types ofHsp40s, or due to different co-chaperone abilities is still not clear. The ability ofType
I Hsp40s to protect nonnative substrates from aggregation may keep a higher percentage of
substrate'in a folding competent state, or it is also possible that the Type I and Type II Hsp40s
do not transfer substrates to Hsp70 with the same efficiency. It is also possible that the above
results could be explained by the idea that certain Hsp40s may functionally partner with only
specific Hsp70s and not others.

Interestingly, while Type II Hsp40s do have diminished chaperone capacity in relation to

the Type I Hsp40s, it is the yeastType II Hsp40, Sisl that is essential for viability,IO,46.51 while
deletion ofthe yeastType I Hsp40, Ydjl , only causesgrowth defects.47Studies have also shown
that Ydjl cannot substitute for Sis 1 function.46This lends to the obvious question ofwhether
it is the chaperone or co-chaperone functions of the Hsp40s that are essential in vivo. To
address this question , yeast were engineered to expressYdj1 or Sisl mutants that do contain the
] domain, which is responsible for stimulating Hsp70's ATPase activity, but do not contain the
substrate binding domains.48.49 The original studies showed that these mutants were completely
able to sustain growth of the yeast at normal temperatures, thereby suggesting a less important
role for the intrinsic chaperone ability of the Hsp40s.48.49 However, future studies were able to

show that the chaperone activity is indeed important for in vivo function by looking in yeast
strains mutant for both Ydj1 and Sis1. In this genetic ba~round, the substrate binding ability
of either Ydjl or Sisl was necessary to maintain growth, thereby suggesting an overlapping
role of the Ydj1 and Sis1 chaperone activity. Therefore there must be unique roles besides the
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chaperone ability of the Sis1 protein, which are essential for viability. It is likely that there are
unique roles ofSis1 that the Ydj1 protein cannot compensate for.

Determination ofSpecificity
Not only do Type I and Type II Hsp40s bind different substrates and have different chaperone

activities in vitro, but they also have distinct functions in vivo. Sis1 is required to maintain cell
growth and to maintain the prion state of the RNQ1 protein, while Ydj1 is not.46,51 The
unique function ofSis1 is conserved by the Type II Hsp40s since both human and Drosophila
Type II Hsp40s can substitute for Sis1, while neither yeast nor human Type I Hsp40s can.52

Sequence analysis reveals two possible regions that may be responsible for specifying this differ
ence in function between the Type I and Type II Hsp40s. First the G/F rich region ofYdJ1 and
Sis1 are different, with that ofSis1 containing the 10 residue insert, GHAFSNEDAF. 2 Sec
ond, as mentioned previously, the protein modules located in the middle ofYdj1 and Sis1 are
different such that Ydj1 contains the ZFLR and Sis1 contains the G/M region as well as a
CTD1 domain (Fig. 2). Thus, it is plausible that either the G/F domain or the central domain
(ZFLR vs. G/M CTD1) ofYdj 1 and Sis1 serve to specify their in vivo functions. Below we will
discuss the studies that were carried out in order to determine whether either of these differ
ences has a role in specifying the functions of the Type I proteins versus the Type II proteins.

The G/F Region
To determine whether the G/F regions ofType I and Type II Hsp40s help specify Hsp70

functions the Craig group has carried out a number of complementation studies with Hsp40
fragments.48 In these studies, which were conducted with a sis1d strain, the G/F region ofSis1,
but not that ofYdF' was shown to be important for suppression oflethality caused by the loss
of Sis1 function.4 Deletion of the G/F region also prevents Sis1 from maintaining the prion
state of RNQ1 , while truncated versions ofSis1 containing just the Jdomain and G/F region
(Sis1 1-121) can functionally substitute for wild type Sis1.51.52 In order to determine if the
unique insertions of the G/F region allow the Sis1 G/F region to be functionally distinct from
the Ydj1 G/F region, deletion analyses were carried out. Normally, truncated versions of Sis1
containing the J domain and G/F region (Sis1 1-121) are able to maintain cell growth in the
absence ofwild type protein. Deletion of one of the unique insertions of the Sis1 G/F region
(Sisl 1-121 d101-113) causes a defect in cell growth in the absence ofwild type Sis1, thereby
suggesting that the unique insertion ofthe G/F region isat least partially responsible for specifying
the in vivo functions of the Sis1 protein.52

Clues as to why the unique G/F region ofSis1 is important came from studies in which Sis1
dG/F and Ydj1 dG/F proteins were overexpressed in yeast.53The overexpression ofSis1 dG/F
had deleterious effects on cell growth while the overexpression ofYdj1 dG/F did not. In order
to determine why the G/F deletion had these deleterious effects, the Sis1 dG/F protein was
purified and tested for its ability to function in different ways.53 Sis1 dG/F could still bind
denatured luciferase and the RNQ1 protein, and Sis1 dG/F could still stimulate the Hsp70
ATPase activity. The function that was lacking in the Sis 1 dG/F protein was the ability to

cooperate with Hsp70 to refold denatured substrates. Since Sis 1 dG/F can still bind substrates
and stimulate ATPase activity, the defect likely comes from an inability to efficiently transfer
substrates from Sis1 to Hsp70. The combination of the genetic and biochemical studies
discussed above suggests that the G/F region ofthe Type II Hsp40s may playa role in substrate
transfer and thereby helps specify the unique functions of the Type II Hsp40s.

Central Domains
In addition to the differences found in the G/F regions , the central domains of the Type I

and Type II Hsp40s also have dramatic structural differences. The central domain ofthe Type
II Hsp40s contains the G/M region and a polypeptide binding site found in the CTD1, while
the Type I Hsp40s contain a ZFLR. The differences in the substrate binding domains will be
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discussed in the next section so for now we will concentrate on how the GIM region versus
the ZFLR may help specify function. Studies with the full length Sisl;rotein indicate that
the GIM region has some overlapping funct ion with the G/F region.' As discussed above,
deletion of unique residues within the G/F region has deleterious effects on cell growth in
cells that only have a truncated version of Sisl containing the] domain and G/F region.
However, in cells expressing the full length Sisl , deletion of the same unique residues, Sisl
~lOl-l13, no longer effects cell growth at normal temperatures. These cells also maintain the
prion state of RNQl. Likewise, deletion of the GIM region from the full length protein (Sis
1 ~GIM) has no effect on cell growth at normal temperatures and has a very mild effect on
the maintenance of the RNQl prion. However, deletion of both the GIM and the unique
residues within the G/F region from the full length protein (Sis 1~GIM ~lOl-ll3) prevents
the maintenance ofthe RNQ1 prion. These studies indicate that the essential function ofSisl
is actually specified by both the GIM region and the unique residues within the G/F region.52

Studies ofthe ZFLR ofType I Hsp40s have also provided clues as to why the function ofthe
Type I proteins is unique from the Type II proteins . While the central domain of the Type I
Hsp40s , the ZFLR, has been implicated as a component of the poly£e~tide binding site in
combination with the adjacent C-terminal region for Type I Hsp40s, 2, 4,55 the exact role of
the ZFLR is not completely clear. A NMR structure of the ZFLR reveals a V-shaped groove
with an extended ~-hairpin topology, which could potentially be involved in protein:protein
interactions.56 However, Hsp40 ZFLR mutants which do exhibit defects in protein folding
activity, do not exhibit defects in polypeptide binding. 32 In addition, deletion of the ZFLR
from Dna] does not abolish substrate binding.55A proteolytic fragment ofYdjl ,Ydj1 (179-384),
which is missing the ]-domain and the first zinc binding module ofthe ZFLR is also cafable of
suppressing protein aggregationand therefore must retain the ability to bind substrates.' There
fore, while thesestudies do not rule out the possibilitythat the ZFLR is involvedwith polypeptide
binding, it is definitely not required for polypeptide binding.

Mutation ofthe ZFLR does revealthat this domain is necessaryto cooperate with Hsp70 in
folding reactions.32,57,58 In order to determine why the ZFLR is necessary to cooperate with
Hsp70, yeast cells expressing a zinc binding domain 2 (ZBD2) mutant ofYdjl were exam
ined.57 These cells show a decrease in the activity of the androgen receptor (AR), which is a
known Hsp70 substrate. Isolation of androgen receptor complexes revealed that mutation of
the ZFLR ofYdjlleads to the accumulation of Hsp40-AR complexes with the concomitant
decrease in Hsp70-AR complexes.57Therefore , it seems that one important role of the ZFLR is
to stimulate the transfer of substrates from Hsp40 to Hsp70.

In order to directly decipher the involvement of the ZFLR versus the GIM CTD 1 central
domains in specifying Hsp40 function, chimeric forms ofYdjl and Sisl were constructed in
which the central domains were swapped to form YSYand SYS.44 Purified SYSand YSYwere
found to exhibit protein-folding activity and substrate specificity that mimicked that ofYdjl
and Sisl , respectively.44 In vivo studies also showed that YSYexhibited a gain of function, and
unlike Ydjl, could complement the lethal phenotype ofsisl~ and promote the propagation of
the yeast prion [RNQ+]. SYSexhibited a lossoffunction and was unable to maintain [RNQ+].
These in vitro and in vivo data suggest that the central domain ofYdj1 and Sis1 are exchangeable
and that they help specify Hsp40's cellular functions .44

Substrate Binding Domains
The studies discussed above suggest that the unique residues in the G/F region and the

different central domains may help specify the function of the Type I vs. the Type II proteins by
affecting the manner in which the individual chaperones interact with or transfer substrates to
Hsp70. Another important determinant of specificity could obviously come from the substrate
binding domains themselves. Since the Type I proteins do prefer to bind peptides that are
distinct from those that the Type II proteins bind,44 one would hypothesize that there are
differences in the substrate binding domains of these two types of proteins . Studies have shown
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that the substrate binding domains of both TypeI and Type II Hsp40s are found in the C-terminal
domain. 32,33,36,54,55 For example, the carboxyl terminus of the Ydj1 protein (residues 206-380)
was shown to be at least partially responsible for polypeptide binding,32 and a single point
mutation in this C-terminal domain (Ydjl G315D) exhibits severe defects in polypeptide bind
ing.32A fragment ofYdj1 consisting of residues 179-384 was also shown to be able to suppress
rhodanese aggregation to the same level as the full length protein. 32This fragment lacks the J
domain, the G/F region and the first zinc binding domain, but contains the C-terminal
domain. Studies of the yeast T~e II Hsp40, Sis1, have also localized the polypeptide binding
site to the C-terminal domain, and a C-terminal fragment that is truncated at the end of the
G/M region and contains the unique CTD1domain aswellas the CT02 domain (Sisl 171-352)
was shown to bind denatured luciferase as efficiently as the full length protein.33 Yeast two
hybrid analysesshowed that the CTDI or CTD2 domains ofHdjl cannot function alone but
instead must function together to bind the substrate, ankyrin_B.4oTherefore, similar regions
within Ydjl and Sisl are implicated in polypeptide binding.

C~stal structures of the C-terminal domains of both Ydjl and Sisl have been solved (Fig.
3).36,5 ,60These structures confirm that the C-terminal domain is a site for peptide binding for
both types of Hsp40s and they suggest similar yet unique mechanisms for substrate binding.
The Ydjl crystal structure is of the monomer form of a truncated C-terminal domain (Ydjl
F3350 102-350) in complex with a short peptide substrate, GWLYEIS.6O The crystal struc
ture showed that the truncated C-terminal domain forms an L-shaped structure, which can be
broken up into 3 domains. Domain two contains the ZFLR, while domains 1 and 3 each
contain a hydrophobic depression (Fig. 3A). The crystal structure shows that the peptide
substrate binds to Ydj1 by forming an extra ~-strand in the domain 1 depression.P"There is
also an interaction in which the leucine from the peptide is buried in a small hydrophobic
pocket found in this surface depression (Fig. 3A). The pocket that the leucine is buried in is
formed by a variety of highly conserved hydrophobic residues (1116, Leu135, Leu 137, Leu
216, and Phe 249), thereby suggesting that the pocket may be a common feature found in Type
I Hsp40s, and may playa role in determining the substrate specificity.Mutational studies were
later carried out which verified that this hydrophobic pocket on the surface of the Ydj1 domain
1 is indeed required for peptide binding and for both Hsp70 dependent and independent
chaperone activity.61

The second hydrophobic depression in domain 3 could potentially be a part ofthe substrate
binding site, but the short length of the peptide in this study prevented the identification of
any such interactions. The depression in domain 3 also had a small hydrophobic pocket, but in
this case it was occupied by a unique phenylalanine found only in domain 3, but not domain
1. So, whether or not an extended polypeptide substrate would interact with both depressions
on the Ydj1 monomer has yet to be determined. In order to determine how the individual Ydj1
monomers would line up with each other, the structure of the Ydj1 F3350 102-350 monomer
was later combined with structural data of the Ydjl dimerization domain (Ydjl 253-381) to
form a more complete model of the Ydj1 molecule.62This model proposes that a large cleft is
formed between two monomers and that the zinc finger like regions point directly towards one
another, but are not in close proximity to the bound peptide substrate. These data reinforce the
idea discussed above that the zinc finger like domains most likely playa role in specifYing Type
I function not by being directly involved in substrate binding, but instead by mediating
productive interactions between Hsp40 and Hsp70 that allow for the transfer of substrate.

The X-ray crystal structure ofSis1 171-352 was also solved36,63 and it depicts a homodimer
that has a crystallographic two-fold axis (Fig. 3B). Sisl 171-352 monomers are elongated and
constructed from two barrel-like domains that have similar folds and mostly ~-structure. Sisl
dimerizes through a short C-terminal lX-helical domain, and the dimer has a wishbone shape
with a cleft that separates the arms of the two elongated monomers. The CTO1 on each mono
mer also contains two shallow depressions that are lined by highly conserved solvent exposed
hydrophobic residues (Fig. 3B). Mutational analysis of the residues that line the hydrophobic
depression in Sisl has identified Kl99, F20 1 and F25l as amino acids that are essential for cell
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Figure 3. Structures of the Hsp40 peptide binding sites. Models ofthe Ydj1 and Sis1 C-terminal
pept ide binding sites were rendered from PDB files INLT and 1C3G respectively with the
MacPyMol software package, and then labeled using Adobe Photoshop. A) The Ydj1 structure
represents amino acids 108-349 from the structure that was solved of Ydj1 F335D (102-350)
in complex w ith a peptide substrate.t? In this figure, the peptide has been subtracted out to
show the surface of the Ydj1 molecule that corresponds to the peptide binding domain. The
red highlighted areasindicate two hydrophobic pockets. The lower pocket iswhere the leucine
of the peptide substrate makes an interaction with Ydj1 . The upper hydrophobic depression
did not show any contacts w ith substrate perhaps due to the short length of the peptide
substrate. B) A model of the monomer of Sis1 (171-284) that came from the crystal structure
of Sis1 (171-352).36 The surface shown in this figure depicts the contours on the CTD1 where
a hydrophobic groove with two shallow depressions is visible. Hydrophobic residues are
labeled in red. PPBD: polypeptide binding domain; ZFLR: zinc finger like region. A color
version of this figure is available online at www.eurekah.com.

viability and required for Sisl to both bind denatured substrates and cooperate with Hsp70 to
refold those substrates.35

Hsp40 Quaternary Structure
A common feature of the Type I and Type II Htr40s is that dimerization was shown to

be necessary for the chaperone activity of both .37. The residues responsible for dimeriza
tion are found in the C-termini of both types ofproteins.36.62.64 Deletion of the C-terminal
(331-376) residues of the bacterial Type I Hsp40, Dna], not only prevented dimerization,
but it also decreased the affinity for p~tide substrate and destroyed the ability of the Dna]
to prevent aggregation of GAPDH. Interestingly, monomerization of the yeast Type I
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protein, YdjI, does not prevent binding of short peptide substrares.P'' but how the
monomerization affects the affinity for a polypeptide substrate or its chaperone activity is
unknown. Monomerization of the human Type I Hsp40, DjAI (Hdj-2) , also had a delete
rious affect on binding of denatured luciferase.37 Dimerization is also a requirement for the
Type II Hsp40, Sisl , to maintain denatured luciferase in a folding competent state and
cooperate with Hsp70 to refold denatured luciferase.36Whether or not dimerization is re
quired for simple polypeptide substrate binding by Sisl , however, is not known. Since dis
ruption of dimerization does affect the ability of the Type I Hsp40, Hdj-2, to bind sub
strate,37 it would be interesting to determine if the two binding sites of Sisl (one on each
monomer) are also necessary for the Type II proteins to bind substrate. While the Type I and
Type II proteins seem to behave similarly when monomerization is induced, crystal struc
tures show that the mechanism by which the dimerization occurs in each type is actually
very different .62The Type I protein, Ydj I , utilizes a unique mechanism whereby a ~-sheet is
formed between the dimerization motif and domain III of the protein. Whether or not this
unique dimerization motif plays a role in specifying the function of the Type I proteins has
yet to be determined.

The unique domain structure of the different types of Hsp40 proteins could also con
tribute to unique quaternary structures, and any differences in overall structure of the pro
teins could easilyspecify different functions for the proteins. Recent studies have used small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to determine the quaternary structure of the human Type I
Hsp40, DjAI , and the human type II Hsp40, DjB4.37The SAXSdata does not provide as
high resolution data as the X-ray crystallography or NMR structures discussed previously,
but this technique does allow for the determination of density and overall protein shape in
solution . Therefore, the combination of the NMR structural data and the X-ray crystallog
raphy data with the SAXSdata provides a very powerful tool to help determine exactly how
the protein domains are oriented in solution. The SAXS data collected from the human
Type I and Type II proteins37were modeled together with the crystal structure data from the
yeast Ydj I and Sisl proteins36,6o as well as the NMR data of the J domain.65These studies
show that there are indeed substantial differences in the quaternary structure of the Type I
and Type II Hsp40 that may help account for the different substrate specificity and chaper
one activity (Fig. 4).37

The models (Fig. 4),37show that the Type I Hsp40 forms a bullet shaped compact dimer
with both the N- and C-termini of each monomer facing the opposing N- or C-termini of
the other monomer respectively. The ZFLR of each monomer directly face each other, and
may act to ensure proper spacing between the two monomers. The Type II Hsp40, DjB4,
forms a more extended dimer where only the C-termini of the opposing monomers interact.
This model helps us understand why the central domains of the Type I and Type II regions
may help specify function. From the model it looks as if the ZFLR may be responsible for
hold ing the two individual monomers at an appropriate distance from each other. This may
allow for productive and unique interactions with both substrates and/or Hsp70. The exten
sion of the G/F region and the addition of the G/M region in the Type II Hsp40 allows for
a different structure in which the J domains are extended out away from each other. Based
on the structural data in this study, along with previous data on DnaJ -DnaK and Sisl -Ssal
interactions,22,66-68 the authors have also proposed a model in which Type I Hsp40s and
Type II Hsp40s use different mechanisms to interact with Hsp70s. 37

While it appears that the unique structures almost certainly do playa role in specifying
function, the exact mechanism by which these structures affect both the chaperone and
co-chaperone function of the Hsp40s is not yet known. A combination of all the unique
characteristics of the Type I and Type II chaperones discussed above likely explain the differ
ent levels of chaperone and co-chaperone activity that we see from the different types of
Hsp40s. The unique domains and overall structures of the Hsp40s may also allow for certain
Hsp40s to be localized to specific multi-chaperone complexes where they can play individu
alized roles.
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Figure 4. Models ofType I and Type II quaternary structures. Ab initio models ofType I and Type
II Hsp40s were generated by SAXSdata and molecu lar modeling ofthe human DjA1 and DjB4
proteins. The dotted lines represent the G/F rich regions, and the J domains are labeled. The
ZFLR corresponds to the zinc finger l ike region. These models show the major differences in
the quaternary structure of the Type I and Type II Hsp40s. The Adobe Photoshop software was
usedto render this figure. Reprinted from BorgesJCetal , JBioi Chern2005;280(14):13671-13681;3 7

<02005, with permiss ion from American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the
format Other Book via Copyright Clearance Center. A color version of th is figure is avai lab le
online at www.eurekah.com.
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CHAPTER 5

The Chaperone and Co-Chaperone Activities
of Cdc37 during Protein Kinase Maturation
Avrom J. Caplan*

Abstract

Eukaryotic protein kinases fold in the cytosol in association with the Hsp90 molecular
chaperone machine. This machine comprises a large number of chaperones and
co-chaperones, among them Cdc37, which is essential for protein kinase maturation.

Cdc37 interacts with protein kinases via their catalyticdomains and with Hsp90. Cdc37 in
hibits Hsp90's ATPase activitywhich is thought to promote assembly of the misfolded kinase
into a multi-chaperone complex.This function shows that Cdc37 isa co-chaperoneof Hsp90.
However, Cdc37 alsohas chaperoneactivity of its own and can protect protein kinases against
unfolding and degradation. Recentstudiessuggesta model in which the chaperoneactivities of
Hsp90 and Cdc37 cooperate to promote efficientprotein kinasefolding.

Introduction
Cdc37 is a molecularchaperone that is requiredfor foldingof protein kinases. Th is chapter

willfocuson the issueof how Cdc37 functionsasa molecularchaperoneand asa co-chaperone
of the largerHsp90 machinery. Its ability to function in both capacities derives from Cdc37's
ability to interact with misfolded protein kinases as well as with Hsp90 itself While these
binding activities are distinct, it is thought that they allow for coordinated action of both
Cdc37 and Hsp90 in the folding process. Several previous reviews have focused on Cdc37
involvementin protein kinasefolding,and the readeris referredto thesefor backgroundinfor
mation.I-3 In this chapter, I will focuson what is known about the contribution of Cdc37 as a
chaperone and as a co-chaperone to the folding process.

Cdc37 was discovered in yeast as a gene required for cell cycle progression (hence the cdc
designationfor celldivision cycle).4.5 Further studiesnoted geneticinteractions betweenCdc37
and the yeastcyclin-dependenrkinase,Cdc28, and that Cdc37 was important for Cdc28 sra
bility.6.? Meanwhile, biochemical analyses ofHsp90 tertiary organizationshowed that it could
complex with a frotein called p50, and that Hsp90/p50 could be found in complexes with
protein kinases..9 Subsequent cloning of the gene for p50 found it to be identical with
Cdc37.10.11Continued interest in Cdc37 derives from findings that it is upregulatedin tumor
cells12and is required for cell proliferarion.P As such, Cdc37 presentsan excellent target for
chemotherapy in a similar manner to the way in which Hsp90 has been targeted using
benzoquinoid ansamycins.

Cdc37 interacts with many protein kinases and a few nonkinase clients, such as androgen
receptor, a viralreverse transcriptase and MyoD.I4-16 Itsfunction in biogenesis of thesenonkinase
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clients is barely understood, nor is it known which domains of the chaperone interact with
them. By contrast, an increasingly sophisticated picture of Cdc37's interaction with protein
kinases is emerging. Cdc37 interacts with both serinelthreonine and tyrosine specific protein
kinases although one of the many questions that remain to be answered is how many kinases
need Cdc37 for aerivity?Based on recent analyses ofCdc37:kinase interactions it seems likely
that the chaperone will have a general role in kinome biogenesis since Cdc37 interacts with
highly conserved sequence motifs found in almost all kinases (more details below). Details of
the kinases currently known to interact with Cdc37 may be found at the following web site:
www.picard.ch/downloads/Cdc37interactors.pd£

The distinction between 'chaperone' and 'co-chaperone' actions is currently not very clear.l ?

For the purpose of this review, the chaperone activity reflects the ability of Cdc37 to interact
with misfolded client polypeptides , proteering them against aggregation and degradation. This
binding action may also involve promoting the folding event itself but this is not necessary for
a protein to be defined as a chaperone . The co-chaperone aerion reflects the ability ofCdc37 to
interact with other chaperones and modulate their activity; In this case, Cdc3 7 is an integral
part of the Hsp90 chaperone machine, and is a regulator of the ATPase activity of Hsp90.
Indeed, there are two quite different views in the literature of how Cdc37 functions. One is
that Cdc37 is a kinase-targeting subunit ofthe Hsp90 chaperone machine.3,10 In this case, it is
proposed that the main function of Cdc37 is to interact with protein kinases and then target
them to Hsp90 for proper folding to the active state. In this hypothesis, Cdc37 may playa
passive role. In other studies (see below), there is a suggestion that Cdc37 may playa more
active role in the folding process rather than passivelytransferring misfolded kinases to Hsp90.

Cdc37 Structure
Mammalian Cdc37 is 44.5 kDa, exists in a dimeric form and comprises three distiner do

mains (Fig. 1). The gene is known to be essential in several organisms and Cdc37 protein has a
eytosolic localization. The N-domain consists of the first 126 amino acids and binds to protein
kinases (see below). The N-domain struerure is unknown although it contains the most con
served sequences among Cdc37s from different phyla. This conservation is highest over the
first 30 amino acids and contains residues that confer kinase binding ability. Cdc37 from yeast
has a large insertion in the N-domain compared with Cdc37s from metazoan phyla, and is
larger than its mammalian paralogs at 58.4 kDa. The middle domain, by contrast, is quite well
characterized from a structural perspective. It comprises a protease stable a-helical struerure of
approximately 150 amino acids that binds to Hsp90.I8-20 The crystal struerure of this domain
revealsa compact globular 6-helix bundle ofapproximately 80 amino acids that interacts with
the N-terminal ATP binding domain of Hsp90. C-terminal to this bundle is a long a-helix
that appears to separate the middle domain from the rest of the C-terminal portion ofCdc37.18

The proximal sequences of this long helix are part of the protease-stable domain of 150 amino
acids and technically belongs to the middle domain. The dimerization interface is thought to
reside in the middle domain of Cdc37 as judged from studies with Cdc37 itself and by com
parison to a related protein called Hare. Hare has a conserved middle domain with Cdc37 but
a quite different N-domain architeerure and does not bind to protein kinases .i! The function
of the C-domain of Cdc37 is not clear and is dis~ensable for growth at normal and stressful
growth temperatures in S. cereuisiae and S. pombe. 2,23

Cdc37 from both yeast and mammalian sources is phosphorylated by casein kinase II. Yeast
Cdc37 is phosphorylated on both Ser14 and Ser17, while mammalian Cdc37 is phosphory
lated on Ser13 (equivalent ofSer14 ofyeast Cdc37; there is no Ser17 equivalent in the mam
malian protein) . Phosphorylation at Ser13 or Ser14 is important for prote in kinase binding by
Cdc37 and in its absence protein kinase maturation is inhibited, often leading to rapid
proteasome-dependent degradation ofthe misfolded client.24

-
26 The phosphorylation ofCdc37

is an intriguing and important finding , since casein kinase II requires Cdc37 for activity.This
implies the existence of a positive feedback loop, whereby casein kinase II controls Cdc37
activity and therefore kinase folding on a broad scale.24 What is unknown is whether any
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Figure 1. Domain organization and structure of Cdc37. A) Domain organization of Cdc37. Blue
line denotes residues 138-378 which represent the limits of the structure described by Roe et
al.18 B)Structure of Cdc37 amino acids 138-378 with the isolated N-domain of Hsp90 (green).
The compact 6-helix bundle that interacts with Hsp90 is shown in blue and the rest of the
C-domain of Cdc37 shown in orange (adapted from ref. 18; PDB 1US7). Cn3D was used to
render the structure (http://www.bios ino .orgimirror/www.ncbi .nlm .nih.gov/Struct ure/cn3dl
cn3d.html). A color version of this figure is available online at http://www.eurekah.com.

physiologically relevant dephosphorylation occurs, which might serve to inh ibit folding at a
kinomic level. Furthermore, the function ofCdc37 phoshorylation itself is unclear. One possi
bility is that it may serve to mimic one of the phosphates ofATP and provide a structural role
during the chaperoning process.However,addition ofATP to immunoprecipitated Cdc37 :Cdk4
complexes did not induce any disassembly.27

Cdc37 as a Co-Chaperone of Hsp90
Initial biochemical characterization of Cdc37, or p50 as its was first described, was as an

Hsp90 binding protein in association with the viral oncogenic protein kinase v_Src.28 Subse
quent cloning of the gene for mammalian Cdc37 led to the first description of it as a
kinase-targeting subunit of the larger Hsp90 chaperone machinery. This was based on the
finding that Cdc370verexpression in insect cells led to a substantial increase in the amount of
Hsp90 bound to Cdk4.10 Subsequent studies have defined the interaction ofHsp90 with Cdc37
from both yeast and animal cells.
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Mammalian Cdd7 interacts with Hsp90 with a dissociation constant of1.5-2.5 ~M19,29 in
the absence ofa client kinase. Bycontrast yeast Cdd7 interaction with Hsp90 is much weaker
having a dissociation constant ofapproximately 100 ~.29 Both mammalian and yeast Cdc37
can inhibit the ATPase of Hsp90, although to quite different extents and in a manner that is
consistent with the difference in binding affinities; i.e., mammalian Cdd7 is a much more
potent inhibitor ofHsp90's ATPase than yeast Cdd7.29To a certain extent this may be due to
the finding that ArgI67 of mammalian Cdd7 points into the ATP binding pocket of Hsp90
and interacts with Clu33, which is thought to function in the ATPase reaction. 18 This interac
tion is therefore thought to playa role in inhibition ofHsp90's ATPase by Cdd7. By contrast,
yeast Cdc37 has isoleucine at the equivalent position and is unlikely to regulate Hsp90's AT
Pase by a similar mechanism.

It is important to note that the crystal structure described by Roe et all8 (see Fig. 1)provides
only partial viewofHsp90:Cdc37 interaction. This is almost cenainly because the kinase-binding
N-domain of Cdc37 was not present in the complex containing the isolated N-domain of
Hsp90. Indeed, full-length Cdd7 failed to interact with the isolated N-domain of Hsp90
suggesting that the kinase-binding domain ofCdd7 influences Hsp90:Cdd7 interactions.l '

This is supported by the finding that mutation of the conserved Trp7 near the N-terminus
ofCdd7led to decreasedcomplex formation with Hsp90 present in celllysates.2oThe N-domain
and flexible linker regions of Hsp90 comprise the minimum amount needed for stable com
plex formation with full-length Cdd7. Funhermore, complexes were even more stable when
the N-domain, flexible linker, and middle domains ofHsp90 were present (see ref 30 for more
information on Hsp90 structure) . On the other hand, the same study found that Cdd7 trun
cations lacking the N-domain formed stable complexes with the isolated N-domain ofHsp90.19

Whether the N-terminus of Cdd7 can interact with Hsp90, perhaps in the flexible linker is
not clear, and no direct evidence for such an interaction has been presented. Alternatively, it is
possible that the N-terminus of Cdc37 negatively influences the conformation of the middle
domain that interacts with Hsp90.

Hsp90 interacts with a great many co-chaperones that form large complexes.30,31 Cdd7's
abiliry to interact with HSf90 is coincident with the binding of some of the other co-chaper
ones but not allof thernr' Ahal , for example, is a co-chaperone that stimulates Hsp90's AT
Pase, and is known to bind to the middle domain of Hsp90.33,34 However, Cdc37 andAhai
compete for bindin~ to the same Hsp90 molecule, consistent with their roles at different stages
of the Hsp90 cycle. 5Interestingly, Cdc37lacking the N-terminal kinase-binding domain does
not compete with Aha1 for binding to Hsp90,36 suggesting that N-terminal sequences in Cdc37
either bind to Hsp90, or otherwise sterically hinder Ahal binding. In other studies, it was
found that Cdc37 can coexist in complexes formed between Hsp90 and co-chaperone p23.32,35

However, Cdc37lacking its N-terminal kinase binding domain was unable to enter these com
plexes, once again suggesting a role for this domain in modulating the interaction between
Cdd7 and Hsp90.36

Inhibition of Hsp90's ATPase by Cdc37 is thought to reflect an early stage in the cycle of
Hsp90 action in client maturation. Another co-chaperone called Hop (Hsp70/Hsp90 organiz
ing protein; Stil in yeast) also inhibits Hsp90's ATPase and is known to function in the loading
of misfolded clients onto Hsp90 from complexes containing Hsp70.37 Hop/Stil and yeast
Cdc37 interact directly with each other. Moreover, Stil is required to stabilize Cdc37 in kinase
client complexes with Hsp90 in yeast.35,38,39 Deletion ofSTll in yeast leads to defects in v-Src
maturation and in signaling via a MAP kinase signaling pathway. In both cases, the defect
resulting from STll deletion was suppressed by CDC37 overexpression. Furthermore,
overexprexpressed CDC37 helped recover stable binding of Hsp90 to a kinase in the stiL1
mutant.39These combined data fully support the general model that Cdc37 functions in the
loading ofclients on Hsp90 and that it does so in association with Sti1.The abiliry ofCdc37 to

function in place of Stil demonstrates that each protein has a similar role in the assembly
process. However, it seems unlikely that they need to funcrion together at all times for two
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reasons. The first is that STIJ is not an essential gene whereas CDC37 is essential; indeed ,
deletion of STIJ does not result in a growth phenotype under normal growth conditions.4o

The second is that although we have found evidence for a role of Stil in maturation of some
yeast kinases, we also found some kinases that need Cdc37 but not Stil for their maturation to
the active state (Lee, P. and Caplan, A.J., unpublished observations) .

The combined actions ofCdc37 and Stil of inhibiting Hsp90's ATPase appear to arrest the
cycle for the purpose of client loading . Also, the binding of Hsp90 together with Cdc37 and
the client kinase forms salt-stable complexes that can be distinguished from more labile com
plexes that dissociate at lower salt concentrations.Y Once this is achieved, the cycle may re
sume and Hsp90's ATPase may bestimulated by the actions ofAhal , and this somehow pro
motes client folding and/or dissociation of the complex in a manner that is also facilitated by
the co-chaperone p23. 41 This view points to a rather passive role for Cdc37 as a protein that
simply loads clients onto Hsp90. Genetic studies, however, are beginning to paint a more
complex portrait ofCdc3 7 as a chaperone that may funct ion independently ofHsp90 in client
kinase folding and maturation.

Chaperone Actions of Cdc37 in Protein Kinase Maturation
Initial characterization ofCdc37 as a molecular chaperone demonstrated that it could main

tain ~-galactosidase in a folding-competent conformarion.V Cdc37 could not function to re
fold ~-galactosidase itself-suggesting it had 'holdase' activity but not 'foldase' activity. Fur
thermore, purified Cdc37 prevented salt induced denaturation of a client kinase in vitro.42

Interaction of Cdc37 with client kinases has been investigated by mutagenesis and trun
cation studies in an attempt to identify the sites of interaction. Eukaryotic protein kinases
have a highly conserved bi-lobal architecture. The N-domain is primarily ~-sheet while the
Codomain is almost entirely a-helical. ATP fits in a deep groove between the lobes and is
stabilized by residues in the N-domain. Previous studies noted that Cdc37 interacted with
the catalytic domain of different kinases.43•44 Further analyses led to the conclusion that
Cdc37 binding was restricted to sequences in the N-domain, which in unliganded protein
kinase A is rather unstable even in the folded molecule .V Truncation analysis of Cdk4 re
vealed that two conserved glycines in the glycine-rich loop serve to stabilize kinase:Cdc37
interactions. However, sequences that extended from the glycine-rich loop to the loop be
tween the u -C helix and the ~4-sheet also seem to be important for Cdc37 binding (see Fig.
2},27 Similar binding studies using truncated versions of Lck suggest that Cdc37 interacts
with a region that included the u-C helix and the loop between this helix and the ~4-sheet.46

Hsp90 appears to interact with distinct portions of a misfolded kinase , including the linker
between the N- and C-Iobes (between ~5 and helix D}.46.47 It isEerhaps worth noting that
neither Cdc37 nor Hsp90 interact with properly folded kinases 8 from which these struc
tural designations are taken-and that the precise conformations recognized by the chaper
ones are unknown.

The effect of Cdc37 loss of function on kinase stability has been well addressed by two
different approaches. In yeast, loss ofCdc37 function leads to rapid degradation ofsome client
kinases,7 but not all of them. 49 In mammalian systems, mutation ofSerl3 to Ala also leads to
kinase destabilization. 25These data suggest that failure ofCdc37 to interact with client kinases
leads to their rapid clearance from the cell. This effect is not restricted to loss of Cdc37 func
tion , since inh ibition of Hsp90 with geldanamycin has a similar effect on many but not all
kinases. IO

•
50 Interestingly, geldanamycin does not cause dissociation of Hsp90 from Cdc37

itself, but it does stimulate removal ofa client kinase from the complex. This suggests that both
chaperones function together in the maturation of client kinases. On the other hand, results
from genetic studies also suggest a model whereby Cdc37 might function independently of
Hsp90. Foremost among these observations is that overexpression ofCdc37 suppresses defects
arising from mutation in yeast Hsp90.23•

42 However, this effect works in this one direction
only, and overexpressing Hsp90 does not suppress phenotypes in cdc37mutants.42
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Figure 2. StructureofCdk6 showing lim itsofCdc37 bind ing asdeduced from studies with Cdk4
and Lck. The parts of the kinase that interact with Cdc37 are shown in blue. The glycine-rich
loop location is arrowed (adapted from refs. 43,46). Cdk6 structure is shown (pDB 1JOW)
because there is no crystal structure of Cdk4, and Cdk6 is known to bind to Cdc37. 10 A color
version of this figure is available onl ine at http://www.eurekah.com .

The ability of Cdc37 to function independently of Hsp90 has been suggested by various
genetic studies. For example, truncation of Cdc37 to a small N-terminal fragment of 148
amino acids was sufficient for cell viability (Fig. 3) and was capable ofstabilizing v-Src levelsin
cellsdeleted for ST/123 (also see ref 22). These data suggest that Cdc3Ts chaperone activity is
sufficient to stabilize a client kinase. However, the activity of the stabilized kinase was relatively
low in cells expressing the Cdc37 truncation, although not as low compared to the stiJ,1 cells
alone. On the other hand, cells expressing a Cdc37 truncation that had the Hsp90 binding
domain intact had both stabilized and active v-Src. This suggests that the N-terminal kinase
binding domain of Cdc37 has a chaperone activity that can stabilize client kinases but cannot
promote folding efficiently-for this Hsp90 is also required. However, since cells expressing
Cdc3y1-148 are viable, it is clear that regulation of Hsp90's ATPase by the middle domain of
Cdc37 is not essential for kinase maturation, although it may affect the efficiency of the fold
ing reaction.

One further set of data suggests that Hsp90 and Cdc37 have a more complex relationship
than simply inhibiting Hsp90's ATPase. Several studies have shown that expression of a trun
cated form of Cdc37 that is deleted for the Hsp90 binding domain (Cdc37dc; amino acids
1-163) results in a dominant negative effect on kinase maturation and cell growth. 13,48.51 This
appears to result from failure of truncated Cdc37 to recruit Hsp90 to client kinases, although
it can bind directly to the kinases themselves. However, one study has shown that Cdc37dc can
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Figure 3. Domains of Cdc37 that are essential for viability in yeast.A) Schematic representation
of truncations of yeast Cdc37 . Domain organization as in Figure 1. B) Study showing viabil ity
of yeast grown under normal (30°C)and stressful (37°C) conditions. The images show colonies
of yeast strains serially diluted on agar plates. Note that even the smallest truncations that are
deleted for the Hsp90 binding domain mediate cell viability, although only under nonstress
conditions. This suggests that the interaction of Cdc37 w ith Hsp90 is more important when
cells are grown in a stressful environment. Reproduced with perm ission from : Lee Pet al. JCell
Bioi 2002 ; 159(6) :1051-1059,23 <02002 The Rockefeller University Press. A color version of
this figure is available online at http ://www.eurekah.com.

actually stabilizea mutant form ofHck, a nonreceptor tyrosine kinase, in animal cells.52 In this
study, overexpression ofCdc37dc also led to recruitment of Hsp90 to the mutant Hck. This
finding is unexpected based on the notion that Cdc37dc is deleted for the Hsp90 binding
domain . There are two possibleexplanations for the ability ofCdc37dc to stabilize the mutant
Hck and recruit Hsp90. The first is that Cdc37dc can still bind to Hsp90 . Although the
evidence for this is still weak, mutation ofTrp7 of Cdc37 did affect complex formation with
Hsp90.20 The second possibility is that Cdc37 affects Hsp90 binding to client kinases via an
allosteric mechanism. In this case, binding of Cdc37 to misfolded client kinases gromotes a
conformational change that reveals a binding site for Hsp90. The ability ofCdc37d to do this
might be selectivefor different kinases. This is because the Cdc37dc has a dominant negative
phenotype for Rafand HRI, since it failed to promote the conformation with which Hsp90
could interact.48

,51 On the other hand, an even smaller truncation ofCdc37 (called Dl; amino
acids 1-126) bound to HRI in lysatesbut this binding wassensitive to geldanamycin-suggest
ing that Hsp90 was present in a ternary complex with the client.2o It would appear, therefore,
that Cdc37 and Hsp90 relate to each other via the client itself, or perhaps through a direct
binding interaction that is distinct from the middle domain of Cdc37 interacting with the
N-terminal ATP binding domain of Hsp90.

It is perhaps worth mentioning that severalother chaperones and co-chaperones are needed
for protein kinase folding/maturation beyond those mentioned above. Both biochemical and
genetic studies point to the involvement of the Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperones, HsplIO,
immunophilins and p23 in this process.24,53-58 How these coordinate their efforts with Hsp90
awaits further exploration.
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CHAPTER 6

UNC-45:
AChaperone for Myosin and aCo-Chaperone for Hsp90
Odutayoo. Odunugaand HenryF. Epstein*

Abstract

UN C-45 is a prototype of the protein family characterized by the presence of the
C-terminal DCS (UNC-45/CROllShe4p) domain. These proteins function in vari
ous important actin - and myosin-dependent cellular processes that include myofibril

organization and muscle functions, cell differentiation, embryonic development, cytokinesis
and endocytosis. Mutations in the genes that code for DCS domain proteins cause serious
defects in these actomyosin-based processes. Homologs of DCS domain proteins have been
identified in fungi , nematodes, insects, fish, amphibians, birds and mammals. In addition to
the DCS domain, the animal homologs (UNC-45) contain an N-terminal TPR domain and a
conserved central region. UNC-45 has been shown to act as chaperone to fold the heads of
myosin heavy chain ofvarious types.Apartfrom assistingmyosin heads to fold correctly,UNC-45
is known to bind Hsp90 directly and several DCS protein complexes appear to be dependent
on the Hsp90 chaperone machinery. These findings suggest that UNC-45 and other proteins
containing the DCS domain are a new class ofHsp90 co-chaperones.

Introduction
UNC-45 is a prototype ofa classofproteins known as the DCS - (UNC-45 in Caenorhabditis

elegans, CRO1 in Podospora anserina and She4p in Saccharomyces cerevisiae) domain containing
proteins.I

,2 The DCS-domain containing proteins are emerging as essential for a wide spec
trum ofmyosin- and actin -related cellular processes in many eukaryotes, ranging from fungi to
humans (Table 1). They are necessary for important cellular processes such as myofibril organi
zation, cell d ifferentiation, embryonic development, cytokinesis, endocytosis, and
syncytial-eellular stage transition.1,2The DCS proteins can be divided into two broad sub-classes;
animal and fungal DCS-containing proteins. The only similarity between these two sub-classes
of proteins is the presence of the homologous C-terminal DCS domain. The animal DCS
proteins contain an N-terminal tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)3domain which is absent in the
fungal proteins. While, only one copy of the gene is found in invertebrates, vertebrates have
two copies encoding differentially expressed isoforms.4 Mutations in the DCS proteins result
in various defectiveactomyosin-based processessuch as cytokinesis in Schizosaccharomycespombe,5
endocytosis and trafficking in S. cerevisiae,6,7syncytial-cellular stage transition in P. anserina,8
and myofibril organization and cytokinesis in C elegans.9•

IOC elegans UNC-45 has been estab
lished as a chaperone for the motor domain ofmyosin.I I Other DCS proteins such as Rng3p in
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Table 1. ues domain containing proteins

Type of Loss of Function
UCS Proteins Organisms Interacting Myosin Phenotypes Refs.

General cell Vertebrates Cytoskeletal myosin II Inhibition of cell 4
(GC) UNC-45 (Mouse, Humans) proliferation and fusion
Striated muscle Vertebrates Sarcomeric myosin II Loss of sarcomere 4
(SM) UNC-45 (Mouse, Humans) organization
DUNC-45 D. melanogaster Sarcomeric myosin II Embryonic and late larval 14

(Fruitfly) stage lethality, reduced
body size and defects
in mobility

UNC-45 C. e1egans Cytoskeletaland Fewer thick filaments, 9,41,42,
(Soil Nematode) sarcomeric myosin II myofibril disorganization, 49,50

paralysis and failure
of embryonic cytokinesis

Rng3p S. pombe Cytoskeletal myosin II Defective actomyosin 5,12,36,
(Fission yeast) ring, failure of cytokinesis 54,57

She4p S. cerevisiae Myosin types I & V Loss of actin polarization 6,7,13,
(Buddingyeast) of cell, defective 56

internalizationof membrane,
defects in endocytosis

CR01 P. anserina Inabilityto form septum, 8
(Filamentous defective syncytial-cellular
fungus) transition

s.pombe,12 She4p in S. cerevisiae,I3and DUNC-4514 in Drosophila melanogaster have also been
shown to interact with myosin and modulate its functions. The interaction ofUCS proteins is
not limited to sarcomeric myosins alone ; cytoskeletal myosins including both conventional
(filament assembling) myosin II and unconventional (nonassembling) myosins I and V, are
known to require UCS proteins for the ir proper functions (Fig. IA) .1O,13 Myosins may require
the UCS-containing chaperones due to their large size, complexity of their structures and the
need to form highly organized oligomeric assemblies which are sometimes composed ofdiffer
ent isoforms and other associating proteins.15 Furthermore, UCS proteins may recruit Hsp90
to form a ternary complex with myosin, 1l,12 although the physiological role of this association
is not understood. In this chapter, we discuss the functions ofUNC-45 proteins as chaperones
for myosin and co-chaperones in targeted chaperone systems, genetic and biochemical studies
carried out on UCS proteins in various organisms, and their involvement in cell differentia
tion, embryonic development, muscle functions and other actomyosin-dependent processes.

UNC-45 and Myosin Folding, Assembly and Function
The myosin family is a large group of motor proteins that interact with actin, hydrolyze

ATP and produce movement along the actin filament. Myosins are involved in a broad
spectrum of cellular processes that include cellular trafficking, phagocytosis, muscle contrac
tion, cytokinesis and cytoskeletal assembly. The full protein complement ofa myosin is com
posed of two parts : the myosin heavy chains (MHC) and the myosin light chains (MLC).
Typically, a myosin heavy chain is comprised of three functional regions: (1) a conserved (cata
lytic) motor or head that contains actin and ATP binding sites, (2) the neck domain which
binds myosin light chains , and (3) the tail domain, an a -helical coiled-coil rod that serves to

anchor and position the motor domain to interact with actin (Fig. I B). Myosin II includes the
classical conventional myosin first isolated from muscle, but subsequently found in nonmuscle
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Figure 1. A) UCS domain-myosin interactions. UCS doma ins from C. elegans (UNC-45), S.
pombe (Rng3p) and S. cerevisiae (She4p) interact with various types of myosin. B) Domain
organization in type Myosin II. The head and the neck alone are sufficient for motor activity.
Myosin light chains interact with the short neck. Other myosin types e.g., Myosin V have longer
necks. HMM and LMM represent heavy meromyosin and light meromyosin, respectively.

cells and protists. 16 The sarcomeric muscle myosin II is the only member of the myosin family
that isassembled into the thick filaments ofskeletaland cardiacmuscles. Myosin isa multidomain
protein; therefore its folding pathway may be expected to be complex.17 The myosin head itself
contains multiple domains connected by flexible 100psl 8,19 while the light chains and rod are
simpler in structure. Myosin light chains and rod when expressed in bacteria, fold into func
tionally active structures.20

,21 Regardless of their origin , expression of myosin motors has
proved difficult in bacteria; this may be due to the complex nature of their structure.22

,23

Using the baculovirus expression system, in insect cells, considerable success has been achieved
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in expressing heavy meromyosin (HMM; Fig. IB) from eytoskeletal types II, V and VI, and to
a limited extent, cardiac sarcomeric myosins.24-26 These HMMs have properly folded motor
domains that are capable of binding actin. 24-26 However, the fast skeletal muscle myosin head
has been expressed in active form in C2Cl2 mouse myogenic cell line suggesting that this
myosin requires additional cofactor(s) which are present in myogenic cells for folding. 27.28 In
vitro, chimeric fast skeletal muscle myosin head fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) folds
very slowly and transits through multiple intermediates in a temperature-dependent manner
that strongly suggests a high susceptibility to off-pathway interactions and aggregations and
hence the need for chaperone-assisted folding. 28 Expression of the protein in vivo is
cell-dependent: C2C12 myogenic cell lines yield a folded and active protein that exhibits Mi+
ATP-sensitive actin-binding and myosin motor activity, while epithelial cell lines yield inactive
protein aggregares .f" This observation suggests that the myosin motor requires cytosolic
molecular chaperones to fold correctly under physiological conditions and that the required
factor(s) are optimized in muscle cells.28 Inaddition, during de novo folding and assembly of
striated muscle myosin heavy chain, Hsp70 and Hsp90 colocalize with the myosin intermedi
ates but not the mature myofibrils, though this does not implicate direct physical interaction
between either chaperone and myosin.29

UNC-45 andthe Molecular Chaperone Hsp90
Biochemical and genetic evidence confirm that UNC-45 and other UCS containing

proteins interact with Hsp90 chaperone,u·12,29 Full-length UNC-45 from C. e/egans binds
both endogenous Hsp70 and Hsp90 from S{9 insect celllysates.l ! Mutant UNC-45 protein
lacking the TPR domain interacts with Hsp70 but not Hsp90 also from S{9insect celilysates ,
indicating that the interaction ofUNC-45 with Hsp90 requires the TPR domain and that the
Hsp70-binding site lies within the central/UCS region. I I Insurface plasmon resonance spec
troscopy experiments, the binding of Hsp90 to the TPR domain of UNC-45 is preferentially
competed by Hsp90 C-terminal peptides in comparison to the analogous Hsp70 peptides.I!
At 30·C, purified Hsp90, myosin and UNC-45 can form the three possible binary complexes
in pull-down assays.I UNC-45 possesseschaperone activity which maps to the central/UCS
region of the protein, and demonstrates prevention of thermal aggregation of both myosin
head and citrate synthase (Fig. 2A).11 Therefore both Hsp90 and UNC-45 are capable of inter
acting directly with the myosin head and exerting chaperoning activities. The myosin-binding
site of UNC-45 also lies within the central/UCS regions. The interaction of UNC-45 with
Hsp70 and Hsp90 may occur via two mechanisms . First, it may be a classicalchaperone-client
interaction, especially with the promiscuous Hsp70 which binds nonspecifically to several
recombinantly expressed proteins to fold them. Second, the interaction may be specific
co-chaperone-chaperone association such as the TPR-based interaction between the Hsp70/
Hsp90 organizing protein (Hop) and Hsp70 and Hsp90.30The specific binding ofUNC-45
to Hsp90 appears to be a direct co-chaperone-chaperone interaction between these proteins,
respectively. On the other hand, Hsp70 may be acting simply as a chaperone to fold the recom
binant UNC-45 protein. We propose that similarly to Hop30.31 (see Chapter by Daniel et al)
UNC-45 acts as an adaptor to bring Hsp90 in close proximity to the myosin protein (Fig.
2B). Many oligomeric protein assemblies are mediated by Hsp90 chaperone and associated
protein partners.32The ability of UNC-45 to perform this role depends on its possession of
a TPR domain, a structural domain mediating protein-protein interactions and found in
several proteins that interact with Hsp90.33 However, unlike Hop which dissociates from
the stero id receptor in the presence of Hsp90 and other steroid-associating proteins,31.34
UNC-45 seems to perform more than a targeting role; its chaperoning activity on myosin
heads may be necessary for myosin assembly, contractile function and turnover in vivo.35

Recent studies on S. pombe show that recombinant Rng3p protein activates the contractile
function of myosin in vitro;36 this observation is consistent with our proposal. Also, in a
yeast two hybrid assay, S. cerevisiae She4p was found to interact with Hsp90,37 The ability of
UNC-45 to chaperone myosin heads makes it similar to several proteins such as p23,38
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Figure 2. A) UNC-45 exhibits chaperone activity for myosin head. UNC-45 prevents aggregation
of myosin head (1.0 11M) measured by light scattering (320 nm) with no add itional protein (solid
circles), 2.011Mbov ine serum albumin (open circles), 0.5 11M UNC-45 (squares), 1.0 11M UNC-45
(diamonds) and 2.0 11M U NC-45 (triangles) . Experiments were carried out at 43°C 11 B) Proposed
model for the function of UNC-45 in the fo ldi ng and assembly of myosin motors. The model is
based on the mechan ism of maturation of steroid hormone recepto rs.l" Nascent or unfolded
myosin may interact first w ith other chaperones or chaperonins (1). UNC-45 targets Hsp90 (2)
chaperone machinery to part ially unfolded myosin, and may also exert its own chaperone
activity on the myosin molecu le. Hsp90 and UNC-45 may promote further folding and stabi l ity
of the near-nat ive myosin molecu le (3). After the myosin reaches a fully native state, both Hsp90
and UNC-45 may dissociate from the com plex to begin another cycle (4). In addition, UNC-45
may also associate with assembled thick filaments, possibly related to the dynamics of myosin
assembly, disassembly, and turnover.
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immunophilinsi" and Cdc3ro which are capable of binding directly to Hsp90 as well as
exerting chaperone effects on their clients.

UNC-45 Proteins in Invertebrates: C. elegans and D. melanogaster
T he unc-45 gene was originally identified in C. elegans through the recessive,

temperature-sensitive (u) mutant allele,e286.9 C.elegans possesses only one copy ofthe unc-45
gene.The E286 mutant worms are paralyzed,with disorganized thick filamenrs in their muscles
when grown at 25'C, but at the permissive temperature of I5'C, the worms display pheno
types essentially similar to the wild-type.' These phenotypes can be reversed by temperature
shifts in developing embryos and larvae but not in adult worms, implying that UNC-45 pos
sesses a function essential for proper myofilament arrays to form.9 Detailed genetic anal.xsis
revealed three additional recessive (u)mutations and two lethal mutations in the unc-45 gene. 1,42

All of the (ts) alleles, which show similar effects on myofibril format ion, contain missense
substitutions in the C-terminal region of the UNC-45 protein. 42 The lethal alleleseach con
tain a stop codon located within the central region of the protein (Fig. 3) preventing further
translation of the unc-45 gene product.42 Genetic analysis suggests functio nal relationships
between the protein products of unc-45and of the unc-54and myo-3genes, which code for
myosin heavy chains A and B respectively, that form homodimeric myosins in the body wall
muscle of C. eiegans.43 The unc-45 (ts) mutants may directly affect myosin B, the major
isoform, by generating an incorrectly folded myosin B which drastically reduces the number
of intact thick filaments and therefore incapable of forming proper myofilament assem
blies.43,44 Null mutations in the unc-54gene generate defects in muscle structure and func
tions similar to that of the unc-45(ts) alleles, implying that the two genes may be epistatic.43

In the normal C.elegans thick filament , the two myosin isoforms are differentially assembled
such that myosin B flanks a central myosin A zone.45,46 However, in worms harboring the
unc-45 (ts) mutant genes, this differential assembly is lost and instead, there is a scrambling
of the myosins,42 which might be due to improper folding of the myosins and consequent
decreases in their concentrations. The lethal unc-45allelescause arrest ofdevelopment at the
two-fold embryonic stage resulting in inability to produce functional body wall muscle.41

TPR Central domain UCS domain
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Figure 3. Structure and domain organization of UNC-45 homol ogs. Hs GC UNC-45, Ce
UNC-45 and Sp Rng3fl representthe human general cell UN C-45 (NP_061141),4 C. elegans
UNC-45 (NP_497205)9,11and S.pombe ring assembly prote in 3 (0 74994),5 respectively. The
TPRand UCS domains are represented by small and large boxes, respectively. The horizontal
line represents the central domain. The positions of amino acid substitutions are indicated by
vertical arrows.
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Interestingly, mutant worms lacking the essential myo-3 encoded myosin heavy chain A, the
minor isoform of myosins found in C elegans body wall muscle, also manifest severely im
paired thick filament assembly with little or no body movement.V This observation suggests
the necessity for myosin A in the formation of the nematode thick filament; moreover, myosin
B cannot substitute for myosin A to reverse the phenorype.Y In addition, decreased pharyngeal
pumping in worms containing the unc-45(ts) mutant genes suggests that myosins C and D,
which are exclusivelyfound in the pharyngeal muscles of C elegans,48 may be affectedY Local
ization by both antibodies and GFP ra.r~ing show that UNC-45 protein is expressed in all C
elegans muscle cells at the adult stage. .50 In the developing body wall muscle of C elegans
larvae, UNC-45 is found in the cytosol, whereas in the mature adult muscle, it is localized to

the A bands of the sarcomere, apparently chiefly with myosin B.50 C elegans UNC-45 also
colocalizes in the cleavage furrow with the conventional cytoskeletal myosin II, a protein that
plays an essential role during embryonic cyrokinesis.t' RNA interference studies reveal that the
UNC-45 protein (l) is maternally contributed, hence rescue can occur to some extent and, (2)
that it plays a role in cytokinesis in addition to muscle development. 10

In D. melanogaster embryos, high levels of dunc-45 (D. melanogaster homolog of unc-45
gene) RNA are present in mesodermal precursors to muscle; with accumulation in other tissues
as well.14This suggests that dunc-45gene product (DUNC-45) may be important in multiple
cell types. Similarly to C elegans, D. melanogaster possessesonly one copy of the dunc-45gene.
DUNC-45 is constitutively expressed during development in D. melanogaster and peaks at
pupation, when adult tissues are being formed. Mutations in the dunc-45gene cause embry
onic as well as late larval stage lethality. Reduced body size and defects in motility appear to be
the results of embryonic body wall muscle dysfunction.14

UNC-45 Proteins in Vertebrates: Mouse and Human
Vertebrates have two copies of unc-45-like genes encoding distinct isoforms ofUNC-45.4

The genes are designated as UNC45A and UNC45B in human, and Unc45a and Unc45b in
mouse respeerively. In mouse , Unc45a encodes an isoform that is expressed in multiple adult
organs including uterus, kidney, lung and liver, hence the designation general cell (GC)
UNC-45. 4 The second isoform encoded by Unc45b is found almost exclusively in heart and
skeletal muscles, and was therefore designated as striated muscle (SM) UNC-45.4 The two
isoforms share 50-55% sequence identity with in both human and mouse. There is >90% se
quence identity among similar isoforms between these species. When compared with C elegans
UNC-45, both isoforms show 30-40% identity with the worm protein. In the eight-day old
mouse embryo, SM UNC-45 is predominantly expressed in the contractile heart and is hardly
found in other organs; whereas GC UNC-45 is diffusely expressed and later concentrates in
regions of intense development such as the branchial arches and the forelimb bud .4 In C2C12
myogenic cells, only GC UNC-45 mRNA is detected in proliferating myoblasts , with the level
decreasing as the cells progress to form rnyotubes." In contrast, SM UNC-45 mRNA is de
tected only after the cells start fusing, peaking in young myotubes and dropping off as the
myorubes age." These observations in both mouse embryos and C2C12 myoblasts implicate
stage-specific expression and functions of the UNC-45 isoforms in embryogenesis and muscle
differentiation. The GC UNC-45 isoform may be involved in celldivision and related cyroskeletal
functions while the SM isoform may be related to striated muscle differentiation and myofibril
formation. In fact, in C2C12 knock-down experiments using anti-sense oligonucleotides, GC
UNC-45 antisense severely reduces myoblast proliferation and fusion while SM UNC-45
antisense results in significant loss of sarcomere organizarion.l Interestingly, reduction of SM
UNC-45 mRNA did not affeer the level of skeletal myosin heavy chain,whereas lowering of
GC UNC-45 levels by antisense did. 4 Low levels of GC UNC-45 result in reduction of cell
proliferation and differentiation which decreases the expression of sarcomeric myosin . The
expression of SM UNC-45, however, starts at the fusion stage; therefore it may not affect
myosin synthesis but rather its organization into thick filaments. Thus the expression of the
two UNC-45 isoforms separates myosin synthesis from its organization into myofilarnents .
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On-going experiments are testing whether the two mammalian isoforms function indepen
dent of one another or whether there is any redundancy in their functions.The functions ofthe
two isoforms may not necessarilybe exclusiveof one another, because the cytoskeleton is needed
for myofibril formation and maintenance.

Structure of UNC-45 Proteins
The DNC-45 protein is predicted to contain three regions: a distinct N-terminal domain

characterized br the presence ofthree TPR repeats (Fig. 4A), a central region, and a C-terminal
DCS domain.4 The TPR repeat is a degenerate motif that occurs in multiple copies in proteins
and forms scaffoldsthat mediate protein-protein interactions.33,52.53TheTPR region ofUNC-45
preferentially binds Hsp90.11 Both the central and the DCS domains of C. elegans UNC-45
share strong sequence conservation only with other animal DCS-containing proteins .The DCS
domain was identified based on the positions of (ts) mutations in C. elegans UNC-45 and the
presence of blocks of sequence identity between UNC-45, CROI and She4p (Fig. 4B).42.54 It
was confirmed by the presence of analogous (ts) mutations in S. pombe Rng3p.54 The two
UNC-45 null mutations that result in stop codons are both located in the central domain
while three of the four UNC-45 (ts) mutations are found in the DCS domain. C. elegans and
other animal DNC-45 proteins share conservation with fungal DCS-proteins only at key sites
within the DCS domains. Hence it seems plausible that the myosin-chaperoning activity and
involvement of the DCS-domain proteins in cytokinesis is mediated via their DCS domains .
The central domain may act as a regulator of the activity of the protein, possibly through
phosphorylation or other forms of protein modification. In addition, this domain could act to
connect or transduce Hsp90 action to targeting activity.

Fungal DCS-Containing Proteins
DCS domain proteins have been identified in S. cereoisiae (She4p),6.7 P. anserine (CROl),8

and S. pombe(Rng3p).5 Sequence similarity among the three fungal proteins and DNC-45 is
restricted to the C-terminal DCS domain. A striking difference between UNC-45 and the
fungal DCS proteins is the absence ofTPR domains in the latter. Despite the lack ofTPR
motifs, the N-terminal sequences of fungal DCS proteins may contain sequences capable of
recruiting molecular chaperones. 55 However, all four DCS proteins are linked by their com
mon association with cellular processesinvolving myosins.Although sequence similarity among
the fungal DCS proteins is low,36 the (ts) mutations in S. pombe, like C. elegans, are in con
served residues (Fig. 4B).

The she4p gene was identified and named differently in two independent screens in S.
cereuisiae. The first screen was for the expression of the HO endonuclease in mother cells
yielding the She4p-encoding gene (SHE; Swi5p-dependent HO expressionl.i' and the other for
defects in endocytosis identifying the diml gene (dim;defective internalization ofmembranej .i
In each case, only one copy of the mutant allele was found . Both null and (ts) mutants of the
she4p gene cause defects in endocytosis and loss of actin polarization in the cell. Two-hybrid
and biochemical experiments showed that She4p interacts, via its DCS domain, with the mo
tor domains ofconventional type II myosin (Myol p) aswell as unconventional types 1 (Myo3p/
My05p) and V (My02p/My04~) myosins in an actin-dependent manner for proper endocyto
sis and cytokinesis to occur.l3•5 This observation suggests further that DCS proteins in general
interact with myosin thro~h their C-terminal regions. In addition, She4p interacts with Hsp90
in yeast two-hybrid assays. 7The She4p protein is comf<osed of 789 amino acids and shares
about 33% similarities with other fungal DCS proteins. 6

The mg3gene was identified in a large-scale screen for genes whose products function in
cytokinesis.I The gene encodes a protein of746 amino acid residues. Actin ring formation
was found defective in S. pombe cells harboring mutants of both mg3 (mg3-65) and rng5
(mg5-El) which codes for myoz , suggesting a functional interaction between the protein
products of the two genes. Null mutants in mg3 resemble deletion mutants in myo2(a type
II myosin heavy chain) while (ts)mg3mutants show strong adverse interactions with My02-El
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TPR motif 1.
Helix A
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Helix B

* * * * * * * *
CeUNC-45
hGCUNC-4 5
Hop
hPP5
FKBP51

8 AEEI DEG AVKDQDYlKADE LYTEALQLTTDE
21 VEQL KEG ELFKCGDYGGALAAYTQALGLDATP
22 5 ALKE ELG DAYKKKDFDTALKHYDKAKELDPTN
28 AEEL TQ DYFKAKDYENA IKFYSQAIELNPSN
2 68 AP. IV EKGTVYFKGGKYMQAV IQYGKIVSWLEME

TPR motif 2
Helix 2A Helix 2B

* * * * * *
CeUNC-4 5
hGCUNC- 45
Hop
h PP5
FKBP51

47 PVLYR RAMARLKRDDFEGAQSDCTKALEFDGAD
58 AVLHR RAACHLKLEDYDKAETEASKAIEKDGGD
2 59 MTYIT QAAVYFEKGDYNKCRELCEKAIEVGREN
62 AIYYG RSLAYLRTECYGYALGDATRA IELDKKY
317 LAAFL LAMC YLKLREYTKAVECCDKALGLDSAN

TPR motif 3
Helix 3A

* *

Helix 3B

* •
CeUNC-45
hGCUNC-4 5
Hop
hPP 5
FKBP51

81 V
92 V
300 A
96 I
351 E

LF
LY

AYA
GYY
GLY

RSLAREQLGNVGPAFQDAKEALRLSPND
RSQALEKLGRLDQAVLDLQRCVSLEPKN
I GNSYFKEEKYKDAI HFYNKSLAEHRTP
RAASNMALGKFRAALRDYETVVKVKPHD
RGEAQLLMNEFESAKGDFEKVLEVNPQN

Figure4A. UNC-45 homologscontain canonical TPR domains.TheTPR domainsof C.elegans
UNC-45(CeUNC-45; NP_497205)andhumangeneral cell UNC-45(hGCUNC-45; NP_061141)
werealignedwith the Hsp90-binding TPR domainsof humanHop (AAV38813), humanprotein
phosphatase 5 (hPP5; NP_006238)andhumanFK506 binding protein51 (FKBP51; NP_004108).
The TPR consensus residues are indicated by asterisks.33

,52 Residues in grey backgrounds are
involved in electrostatic and hydrogenbond interactionswith Hsp90.53 Thebroken linesrepre
sentthe extentof helicesA and B of eachTPR motif.

mutant myosin.54 Rng3p colocalizeswith myo2-El mutant myosin at the cell division site in
an F-actin-dependent manner. More importantly, Rng3p has been shown to be necessaryfor
the formation of progenitor 'spots' that form the actomyosin ring assembly in interphase S.
pombecells.57 Maintenance ofthe myosin-containing spots however, is independent ofF-actin.
While the actomyosin ring has a rapid turnover, the interphase spot does not, showing that
this progenitor structure in the interphase is necessary to ensure proper assembly of the
actomyosin ring and successful cell division. Recombinant full-length Rng3p or its DeS
domain alone are necessary and sufficient to activate the actin-based motility of myosin in
vitro and double its actin-activated Mg2

+-AT Pase activity.36 Whether Rng3p and other fun 
gal Des proteins require Hsp90 for their myosin-dependent functions is uncertain. How
ever, in vivo, Swo1p (Hsp90 homolog in S. pombe) and Rng3p have been shown to be both
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524 --AVISLAKTCKKFLLETEKYSVDIRRYACEGLSYLSLDAOVKEWIVDDSLLLKALVLLA
322 LAFQYQLSQVIPTLKLLLQS--KVYDSVLLEALRQSSTLGPVKQLI ADDSCLLNNLSKLL
268 TTSIEDLSKRFTRMLLDEDE--IEHVQPSI EGLAYASLQPKVKESLSKDSKTLKRLVKAL
341 --SRRIHPKIENVNESAVKLEEVPKVEMSVEALAYLSLKASVKIHIRSNESFTEILLTMI
506 --STEKLAKQCRKWLCNMSI-DTRTRRIIAVEGLAYLTLDADVKDDFVQDVPALQAMFELA
522 - - STLKLAKQCRKWLCNDQI - DAGTRRWAVEGLAYLTFDADVKEEFVEDAAALKALFQLS

582 KK- -AGALCVYTLATIYANLSNAFEKPKVDEE-HVKLAQFAKHH- - VPETHPKDTEEYVE
380 LDTNIS PLDASSIATI I YNHCKFKITKSEHERELNQLRNMAEAS- - KT I DYKE DETAPTE
326 DEAPPRSPMIYGALSIFTNLTRYRPIETDEEKRIRQLKAYANAAGKLQQVDPLNEDEHVT
399 KS-QKHTHCLYGLLVlMANLSTLPEESNGSSQSINDLKNYADLK--GPGAOKVGAE KESK
563 KAGTSDKTILYSVATTLVNCTNSYDVKEVI PE- LVQLAKFSKQH- - VPEEHPKDKKDFID
579 RL- - EERSVLFAVASALVNCTNSYDYEEPDPK- HVELAKYAKQH- - VPEQHPKDKPSFVR

637 KRVRALVEEGAV-P ACVAVSKTES--- -KNALELIARSLLAFAEYEDLRGR1rlAEGGTVL
438 RRIQKI LEYDIL-SKLFSAAKHYN--- - - SLNGLLAHILVNMANYKLARRKLVQIGALKF
386 ERCKRVFEAGLT-PVLIKQSKSGS----AASLALIISl lHALSTPPPLRGQLAQQGAVRL
456 EDILLFNEKYILRTELI SFLKREHHNLSPNCKQQVVRVI YNITRSKNFI PQCISQGGTTI
620 HRVKRLLKAGVI-S ALACMVKADSAILTDQTKELLARVFLALCDNPKDRGTIVAQGGGKA
634 ARVKKLLAAGVV-S AMVCHVKTESPVLTSSCRELLSRVFLALVEEVEDRGTVVAQGGGRA

692 CLR--LTKEASGEG-Kl KAGHAI AKLGAKADPMI SFPGQR--- AYEVVKPLCDLLHPDVE
492 LTR- -QCFIQTQDS---NAAFALAKILISVAPHSIFTKAFP--SNRAIHPMSKLLSTNSA
441 LIAAlITALPETENGPKRAAAQALAAILISTNPALVFGGTRPIPQSAAI RPLAS ILTPDPT
516 I LEYLANKQDIGEPI RILGCRALTRMLIFTNPGLIFKKYS- - -ALNAIPFLFELLPRSTP
679 LIP- -LALEGTDVG-KVKAAHALAK1AAVSNPDIAFPGER- --VYEVVRPLVRLLDTQRD
693 LI P- - LALEGTDVG-QTKAAQALAKLTITSNPEHT FPGER- - -1 YEVVRPLVSLLHLNCS

746 G-- - - -- ------- KANYDSLLT~ VS- - - - DS IRGRILKEKAI PKIEEFW FHTDH
545 DT- --- - - - EYPILLGKFEVLIJ\ TNIJ\ HD-- - - EESRQAIVQECWRELD-EL- IIETN
501 AD--- - - - -RR-DLLPTFES~ TNL~ TD----DDTRKSIIR-TAWDDVEE-QLFNPN
573 VDDNPLHNDEQIKLTDNYEALL~ TNL~ SETSDGEEVCKHIVSTKVYlISTI ENLMLGEN
733 G-------- - - - - -LQNYEALLG TNLS RS- - - - DKLRQKIFKERALPDI -ENYHFENH
747 G-------------LQNFEA~ TNL~ IS--- -ERLRQKILKEKAVPHI-EGYMFEEH

789 EHLRAAAAELLLNLLFFEKFYEETVAPGTDRLK----LWVLYSAEVEEERLSRASAAGFA
592 PLIQRATTELINNLSLSPYCLIKFIGDKDSDFENTR-LHIVLALSDTEDTPTRLAACGIL
547 SRVCTAAVELVCNLVQDPEQTLALFGDGS PKAKNR-VKVIVALADAEDPKTRSAAGGALA
633 VPLQRSTLELISNHHSHPLTl AAKFFNLENPQSLRNFNILVKLLQLSDVESQRAVAAI FA
775 DQLRQAATECMCNHVLHKEVQERFLADGNDRLK- - - -LVVLLCGE- DDDKVQNAAAGALA
789 EMIRRAATECMCNLAMSKEVQDLFEAQGNDRLK- - - -LLVLYSGE- DDELLQRAAAGGLA

845 I LTED-ENACARIMDEIKSIIPEVFKDIAMH-EDAETQRR~LHGIANIMHSSNKLC---- S
652 VQI TSVDEGCKKI LSLQND- FNYIVRMLTD-QDEGIQHRGLVC ICNIVYSKDQEIFN--K
606 SLTGFDEVVRAVHGLERG--VEVVLGLCRD-EREDLRHRGAVVVRNMVFSEGEVGRLARG
693 NIATTIPLIAKELLTKKELIENAIQVFADQI DDIELRQRLLMLFFGLFEVIPDNG- - - - 
830 MLTAAHKKLCLKHTQVTTQIILEI LQRLCLH- DQLSVQHRGLVIAYNLLAADAELA- - - -K
844 HLTSHRPTLCSRIPQVTTHIILEI LQALLLS-SNQELQHRGAVVVLNHVEASREIA- ---S

899 EIVSSEVFRVLVAVTKLGT INQERAGSTEQAKRGLEAAEKFGLlKATDR-EIYERENQHS
707 FIKTPKAVETLRTYITK------ -QAALKELQHEALVHIDSRLQGSK- - - - - - - -----
663 KLVEGGAVEALMECAKG-- - - - - - - - SKRREVVEVVVQAAEGLMGEGGK- - - - - - - - - - 
748 --- TNEVYPLLQENQKLKDALN---HSLKRDDSGPEFSAAI PVl LAKI KV- - - - - - - - - 
885 KLVESELLEI LTVVGKQ-EPDEKKAEVVQTARECLIKCHDYGFIKPVS--- - - - -----
899 TLHESEMMEILSVLAKG-DHS P--- - VTRAAAACLDKAVEYGLIQPNQDGE- - ---- - --

958 T1QE----
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Figure 4B. Conserved mutations in the C-termini define the UCS domain of UNC-45 protein
homologs. The UCS domains of animal UNC-45 proteins, C. elegans UNC-45 (CeUNC-45;
NP_497205 ), human general cell UNC-45 (hGCUNC-45; NP_061141), human striated muscle
UNC-45 (hSM UNC-45; AAI01 064) and fungal UCS proteins, s.pombe ring assembly protein 3
(Rng3p; 074994), P. anserinaCR01 protein (CR01; CAA76144)and s.cerevisiaeShe4p (She4p;
NP_014678) were aligned . Mutations in homologous regions in CeUNC-45 and Rng3p that are
used to define the UCS domain are indicated by asterisks and arrows respectively. A highly
conserved region common to all UCS proteins is boxed .
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required for Myo2 assembly in the contractile ring.12 These observations suggest that some
functional relationship exists between the S.pombeUCS protein and Hsp90.

The CRO1 protein of the filamentous fungus, P. anserina, is a 702-residue protein that is
required for sexual sporulation.f GFP-tagging of the CRO1 protein reveals that it is a cytosolic
protein expressed mainly at the beginning of the dikaryotic stage and at the time of ascospore
maturation. The primary defect ofnull mutant alleleofthe gene, crol-l is the inability to form
septa between the daughter nuclei after mitotic division. The mutant also results in abortive
meioses of resultant polyploid nuclei and lack of progression from the syncytial (vegetative)
state to the cellular (sexual)state.8 Unlike the wild type fungal filaments, disorganization ofthe
actin prevents microtubule disassembly.

Conclusions and Future Work
The discovery of C elegans UNC-45 and other UCS-domain proteins has led to the new

researcharea of myosin-targeted chaperones. The complexity of myosin motor domain in terms
of its structure and the multiplicity of its conformational states59 suggest that it is a target for
molecular chaperones. Evidence presented above confirms that the UCS proteins function as
chaperones for myosins. In addition to assisting myosins to fold completely, UNC-45 and
probably fungal UCS proteins may participate in myosin assembly, and modulate its contrac
tile function and turnover.35 It is notable that UNC-45 may target to myosin motors the
participation ofHsp90, a chaperone whose interactions are necessaryfor the folding and func
tions of many different kinds of proteins. Much work still has to be done to fully understand
the roles ofUNC-45 and other UCS proteins.
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CHAPTER 7

The Roles of GroES as aCo-Chaperone
for GroEL
Han Lin and Peter A. Lund*

Abstract

GroES works with the essential chaperone GroEL to mediate the folding of certain
proteins from an unfolded or partially folded state. These two prote ins form the only
essential chaperone machine in E. coli. Both proteins have seven-fold symmetry.

GroES acts by binding to one end of the GroEL complex in the presence of nucleotide. In
doing this , it has several roles. It displaces bound substrate protein from GroEL into the
fold ing cavity within the GroEL complex, and caps it while the protein folds. It also helps
mediate the allosteric transitions that the GroEL complex undergoes during the course of its
reaction cycle. A key part of the GroES co-chaperone is an extended loop of amino-acids
that is highly mobile when the protein is free but becomes ordered on binding to GroEL,
and the interaction between this mobile loop and GroEL helps define both the strength of
the binding and the speed with which the chaperone machine passes through its cycle.

A Note on Nomenclature
Many different names have been used to refer to the co-chaperone GroES, its chaperone

partner GroEL, and their many homologues. Strictly, the names GroEL and GroES refer
only to the two proteins found in E. coli whi ch together form the GroELlGroES chaperone
complex. The GroEL protein is responsible for the binding and folding of substrate pro 
teins, and is thus a true molecular chaperone. GroES has no independent role as a chaper
one, but acts on GroEL to modify its properties, and is hence correctly referred to as a
co-chaperone. GroEL and its many homologues are also called the chaperonins,I a term
which should not be applied (but sometimes is) to chaperones in general. GroES is there
fore often referred to as a co-chaperonin, Homologues of the GroEL and GroES proteins go
by various names, depending on the organism or organelle in which they are found. A
general term for GroEL and GroES homologues is Cpn60 and CpnlO proteins (for
chaperoninl .t The homologues in mitochondria are usually referred to as the Hsp60 and
Hsp10 proteins. The homologues in chloroplasts are usually referred to as Cpn60 and Cpn10
or Cpn20 proteins althou~h the chloroplast Cpn60 protein was originally referred to as
"Rubisco binding protein". In the text that follows, GroEL and GroES will be used strictly
to refer to the E. coli proteins.

*Corresponding Author: PeterA. Lund- School of Biosciences, University of Birmingham,
Birmingham B15 2TT, U.K. Email: p.a.lundwbharn.ac.uk

NetworkingofChaperones byCo-Chaperones, edited by Gregoty L. Blatch.
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Figure 1. Organisation and transcription of the groE operon in E. coli.

The in Vivo Roles of the GroEL andGroES Proteins
The groE locus was first discovered in a screen for mutants of E. coli that failed to plate

bacteriophage lambda. It was subsequently noted that mutants at this locus were temperature
sensitive and failed to plate several other bacteriophages, including ones quite distinct from
bacteriophage lambda, pointing to a protein with a rather broad function. 3 Subsequent genetic
analysis showed there to be two genes present at the groE locus,4 which were named groEl (for
large) andgroES (for small). The proteins they encode have molecular massesof 57.3 kDa and
10.3 kDa respectively, and it was soon established that both proteins assembled into high
molecular weight complexes, with fourteen sub-units in the GroEL complex and seven in the
GroES complex.5•6 Subsequent experiments showed that both of these proteins were essential
for E. coli growth.?The groES and groEl genes are organized in an operon in that order, tran
scribed predominantly from a sigma-32 dependent ~romoter, although with some expression
also from a sigma-70 dependent promoter (Fig. 1). Sigma-32 is the subunit of RNA poly
merase that directs transcription of the heat shock genes ofE. coli, and expression of the groE
operon is highly heat shock inducible. Early genetic evidence showed that the GroEL and
GroES complexes associated.' and this was confirmed biochemically, in studies which also
showed the association required the presence of nucleotide.6

A significant advance was made in the understanding of these proteins when it was discov
ered that the GroEL protein of E. coli had a homologue in plant chloroplasts which was in
volved in assisting the large sub-unit ofRubisco to reach its fully folded form.' On this basis it
was proposed that both these proteins had a role in helping other proteins to reach their active
form, an idea that was somewhat heretical as it appeared to contradict the previously estab
lished fact that proteins are most thermodynamically stable in their folded state, and hence
should (and under defined in vitro conditions, demonstrably do) fold sponraneously.l'' How
ever, it was subsequently demonstrated that certain proteins folded more efficiently in the
presence of the GroEL and GroES proteins. This was first shown in vivo using a bacterial
Rubisco as a substrate. This protein folds very poorly when expressed in E. coli, but if the levels
ofboth the GroEL and GroES proteins were increased by expression from a strong promoter,
folding could be markedly improved .J' Significantly, it was shown that both GroEL and GroES
had to be expressed for this improved folding to occur.

Much work on the GroELlGroES system has established that together these two proteins
form a chaperone machine, which can assist the refolding of a variety of proteins from dena
tured or partially unfolded conformations to their folded, active states. The GroEL rrotein
provides the environment where folding occurs (often referred to as the "Anfinsen cage" 2),but
the GroES protein also has a number ofkey roles in the efficient functioning of this chaperone
machine, as will be discussed in detail below.

In E. coli, and by extension in other bacteria, the GroELlGroES chaperone has a relatively
small number ofobligate substrates-s-i .e., prote ins which rely on the GroELlGroES chaperone
machine for folding and which, if it is not present, fail to fold. In total , 89 such substrate
proteins have been identified to date, ofwhich 13 are known to be essential for E. coli to grow,
thus explaining the essential nature of the groEl and groES genes.13 Although it has not been
formally proven that every obligate GroEL substrate in E. coli also requires GroES, this is true
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Figure 2. Refolding of mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase from the denatured state, in the
presence (filled triangles) or absence (filled squares) of GroES. The refolding mix also con
tained GroEL and ATP.

for all casestested in vitro. A major focus of researchon these proteins in the last fifteen years
has been trying to establish the precisemechanism by which they both function , and to relate
this to the remarkable structures of the complexes that the two proteins form. This will be
discussed in the sections that follow.

The Roles of GroES in the Chaperonin Mechanism

Early Experiments on the GroEUGroES Chaperone Machine
Initial in vitro evidence for the chaperone activity of GroEL and GroES came from ex

periments where bacterial Rubisco (ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase) was dena
tured, and then renatured in the presence of purified GroEL, GroES, and ATP. Under these
conditions, the yield of active Rubisco was shown to increase to a maximum of 80%.14,15

This was completely dependent on the presence ofboth GroEL and GroES; in the absence of
either of these two proteins, or of ATP, no active protein was formed. Many subsequent
studies of this type using a variety of protein substrates investigated the function of GroEL/
GroES in vitro. The results of these showed that GroEL/GroES acts by suppressing aggrega
tion and facilitating folding. Examples of such studies are described in references 16-20, and
an example from the authors' laboratory is shown in Figure 2. However, the need for the
co-chaperone GroES in this reaction was variable: in some cases, protein folding was shown
to require both GroEL and GroES, whereas in others it could be shown that the presence of
GroEL alone was sufficient for folding and the co-chaperone was not required. A detailed
investigation into this phenomenon showed that the requirement for GroES frequently de
pended on the precise nature of the conditions employed for protein refolding.21 Under
stringent conditions, when folding of the protein in the absence of chaperones was negli
gible, GroES was shown to be required for the chaperone complex to act, whereas if the
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protein was able to fold up to some extent in the absence of the complete chaperone system,
GroES became less important in the reaction. However, even in caseswhere GroES was not
absolutely required for folding, it was shown to speed up the refolding reaction.

It was unclear from these early studies exactly what the role of the GroES co-chaperonin
in the reaction mechanism of the GroELlGroES machine might be. The current view of the
mechanism ofGroELlGroES is that it acts by encapsidating unfolded or partially proteins in
the central cavity of one of the GroEL rings, capped by bound GroES protein. This
encapsidation gives the protein time to fold without interacting with other unfolded pro
teins, and hence reduces the risk of protein aggregation. Detailed insights into this process
had to await two major developments: a description of the different structures of the GroELI
GroES machine as it progresses through the protein refolding cycle, and a more detailed
understanding of the individual steps of the chaperone-mediated protein refolding cycle
itself These will be discussed in the next two sections.

The Structure ofGroES and the GroEL/GroES Complex
The structures of GroEL, GroES, and the GroELlGroES-nucleotide complex have been

extensively studied with electron microscopr2-28 and X-ray crystallography.29-32 More re
cently, NMR spectroscopy has been used to investigate the structure of GroES either free in
solution or bound to GroEL.33 GroEL consists of 14 identical subunits that form two rings
stacked back to back. Each subunit folds into 3 distinctive domains: an apical domain that
binds substrates and GroES,34an equatorial domain that contributes to inter-ring and most
intra-ring contacts and also contains the nucleotide binding site, and a flexible intermediate
domain that connects the other two domains. GroES consists of 7 identical subunits that
form a dome-shaped structure (Fig. 3). Each subunit is composed ofan irregular anti-parallel
~-barrel and two ~-hairpin loops (one upward and the other downward). The upward loops
from the 7 subunits collectively form the roof of the dome. The downward loop contains
about 20 amino-acid residues and was largely undefined in the original structure of GroES,
showing that it has high mobility. This mobile loop modulates the interaction between GroES
and GroEL, and becomes structurally ordered upon binding of GroES to GroEL, when a
highly conserved hydrophobic tripeptide (125, V26, and L27 in GroES) makes the major
physical contacts with GroEL, princi~alll with residues found in two short a-helices at the
top of the GroEL apical domain;31.32, 5.3 see Figure 4. Mutations in the mobile loop region
of GroES result in altered flexibility of the loop and changed affinity to its GroEL partner,
which can affect the function of GroEL. 36 The GroELlGroES-(ADPh complex has a "bul
let" shape, in which GroES binds to one end of the double ring of GroEL, thus covering the
cavity in one of the two GroEL rings (Figs. 5, 6).26,32 The ring that is bound to GroES is
termed the cis ring, and the opposite ring that is free of GroES is termed the trans ring. The
binding of GroES to GroEL is accompanied by major changes in the conformation of the
sub-units in the cis ring of GroEL, and minor ones in the trans ring. In the cis ring, these
involve large rigid body motions of the apical domain, which lead to an approximate dou
bling of the volume of the cavity inside the GroEL ring,26.32 relative to the size of the cavity
in the absence of bound GroES. This increases the maximum theoretical size of unfolded
proteins that can be encapsidated in the cavity.

Under certain conditions, GroES can bind to both ends of the GroEL complex, forming
a structure whose shape is reminiscent ofan American football. Controversy has long existed
over whether the "bullet" or "football" structures are the more important in the folding cycle
ofproteins bound to GroEL.38-40The consensus is now strongly in favour of the bullets, but
it is fair to say that the majority of in vitro experiments done on the GroELlGroES system
are under conditions which are far from physiological, so it would be premature to com
pletely rule out a role for a "double-ended" GroELlGroES complex.
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Figure 3. Ribbon representation of top view (above) and side view (below) of the GroES
heptameric ring, as it occurs in a complex with GroELand nucleotide (drawn using RasMol).76

The "flexible loop" domains can be seen at the bottom of the ring, and the " li d" domain at the
top. Both doma ins are coloured darker than the rest of the protein.

The Roles ofGroES in the Chaperonin Reaction Cycle
The complexity of the structures of GroEL and GroES reflect the sophistication of this

chaperone system. GroEL and GroES chaperone protein folding by providing a protected
environment (the GroEL cavity, capped by the GroES co-chaperone) for proteins to fold,
where they are shielded from other folding proteins (with which they might otherwise aggre
gate) long enough for the hydrophobic side-chains on the folding protein to become bur
ied.41 In addition, the inside of the cavity is lined with hydrophilic side chains, and it has
been shown that encapsidation accelerates the rate of folding, at least for Rubisco, possibly
due to these side chains favouring the burial of hydrophobic side chains in the folding pro
tein.42 This mechanism is sometimes referred to as the cis folding mechanism , as protein
folding takes place on the ring that also binds to GroES. The reaction cycle of the cis folding
mechanism is explained briefly here; for more detailed descriptions, these excellent reviews
are recommended by the authors. 43-46 The reaction cyclestarts with the binding ofunfolded,
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Figure 4. Ribbon representation of GroES,showing the mobile loop (light shading) interacting
with the top of the apical domain of GroEL (drawn using RasMol).

partially folded, or misfolded substrate polypeptide, through hydrophobic interactions with
residues in the apical domain of GroEL, to one ring of a GroEL complex, which thus be
comes the cis ring. The subsequent binding ofATP to this complex initiates the movements
of the a~ical domains of GroEL which are completed, and stabilized, by the binding of
GroES.2 .32,47-49The binding ofATP is positively cooperative within a single ring but nega
tively cooperative between rings; under cellular conditions only the cis ring binds ATp'50

The twisting and elevation of the apical domains caused by GroES binding leads to burial of
the hydrophobic patches on GroEL to which the substrate initially was bound, and GroES
binding hence displaces the substrate into the GroEL cavity, where folding in a protected
environment can now take place. The time available for this is set by the time taken for the
cooperative hydrolysis of ATP by the GroEL subunits in the cis ring, which is several sec
onds. During this time, conformational changes in the trans ring caused by the binding of
substrate, ATp, and GroES to the cis ring mean that the trans ring is not competent to bind
substrate. The hydrolysis ofATP to ADP in the cis ring weakens the binding of GroES, and
furthermore once ATP has been hydrolysed to ADp, the trans ring now becomes competent
to bind another unfolded substrate protein and ATP.This causes the release of GroES from
the cis ring, and the protein is free to diffuse away from the cavity.49.5o This process is fol
lowed by binding of GroES to the trans ring.51Thus, the trans ring now has substrate, ATp,
and GroES bound, and so has become the new cis ring for the next stage of the folding cycle.
For this reason the GroELlGroES system has sometimes been referred to as a "two stroke
motor" as binding and folding proceeds at alternating ends of the complex.52However, if the
substrate has failed to fold, it is likely to be recaptured by the hydrophobic regions on the
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Figure 5. 30A resolution structure of the GroEUGroES-ADP7 complex, generated from
cryo-electron microscopy data, showing the capping of one end of the GroEL protein by
GroES.26 The significant difference in structure between the cis and trans rings isclearly visible.
Reprinted from RosemanAM et al, Cell 87:241-51 .26101996, with permission from Elsevier.

apical domain of GroEL, and go through another round of the reaction cycle. The entire
cycle is shown diagrammatically in Figure 7.

In this cis folding model, the co-chaperone GroES assists the function of GroEL in several
ways. (l) The binding of GroES provides a lid to the GroEL cavity, preventing substrate pro
teins from diffusing out of from the GroEL cavity. (2) The movement which it causes in the
apical domains ofGroEL results in the volume ofthe caviv. in the cis ring ofGroEL increasing
approximately two-fold from 85,000 A3 to 175,000 A3.3 The theoretical maximum size of a
globular protein that could be encapsidated in this cavity is around 70kDa, even iffully folded;
the majority of in vivo GroEL substrates are in fact found to be <60kDa.53 (3) GroES, which
has a hydrophilic inner surface, may help to establish a hydrophilic environment in the cis
cavity that will favor the folding/refolding process of substrate proteins. Interestingly, in an
experiment where the groES and groEL genes were allowed to evolve to improve their ability to
fold a particular substrate (GFP), one of the mutations found was on the inner surface of the
GroES dome, and led to an increase in hydrophilicity.54 (4) GroES controls the pace of the
reaction through its influence on the binding and hydrolysis of ATP by GroEL subunits, an
effect exerted both on the cis rin? , where it increases the cooperativity of ATP binding and
hydrolysis and on the trans ring.? where it promotes the allosteric transformation of the trans
ring to a form with a low affinity for nucleotide and unfolded protein.50,56

Polypeptides larger than 60 kDa that cannot be encapsidated beneath GroES have never
theless been shown to associate with GroEL both in vivo and in vitro.53,57-60 Moreover, the
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Figure 6. 12.sA resolution structure generated from cryo-electron microscopy data of a
GroEL-ATPrGroES-ADP7complex, with the atomic resolution structure docked in reference 28.
The cryo-EM image is translucent, and the atomic structure is shown in ribbon conformation.
Reprinted from Ranson NA et al; Cell 107 :869-879.28 ©2001 , with permission from Elsevier.

refolding ofdenatured aconitase (molecular weight of 82 kDa) has been shown to require the
assistance ofGroEL and GroES in vitro.G) This has been shown to be via a trans folding mecha
nism, in which the substrate is bound to the open trans ring of GroEL, and later released into
the bulk solution to fold. This trans folding mechanism was investigated both in vivo and in
vitro using trans-only constructs of GroELlGroES, where GroES could not be fully released
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Figure 7. The GroEUGroES reaction cycle. Stage 1 shows the hydrolysis of ATP bound in the
cis ring of GroEL to ADp, which weakens the GroES-GroEL interaction. Stage 2 shows the
binding of ATPand substrate to the trans ring, which leads in stage 3 to the discharge of GroES,
ADp, and substrate from the cis ring. In stage 3, GroESalso binds to the trans ring which hence
becomes the new cis ring for the next round of the cycle. D: ADP; T: ATP.

from the GroELIGroES complex and where no substrate could bind to the cis ring.62 Remark
ably, the results revealed that the trans-only construct could assist the refolding of not only
denatured aconitase, but also ofsome proteins that were normally encapsulated in the cis ring,
and it could also supporr the growth ofcells lacking wild type GroELlGroES, although growth
was poor.6\ Thus encapsidation of bound protein in the GroEL cavity by GroES is not an
absolute requirement for the GroELlGroES system to act, but GroES is essential for both cis
and trans folding mechanisms.
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Mechanistic Insights from the Properties ofOther Co-Chaperonins
The groES and groEL genes were originally discovered through selection for mutants that

showed loss of ability to grow bacteriophage lambda. Subsequent studies with several other
bacteriophage have shown that both GroES and GroEL are required for phage growth, usu
ally because of a requirement for the assembly of either the head or tail structures. An inter
esting exception, however, is the T4 bacteriophage, which requires GroEL but which en
codes its own co-chaperonin, known as gp31. The gp31 protein is required specifically for
folding the T4 tail protein gp23 .63-65The gp23 protein cannot be refolded by the GroELI
GroES complex, so T4 phage which are defective in gp31 production fail to form plaques on
E. coli. Remarkably, gp31 can substitute for GroES not only in the folding of the gp23
proteins but also in the folding of other proteins and in normal bacterial growth; thus, for
example, strains wheregroES isdeleted can grow successfullyas long asgp31 is expressed.66.67

Thus gp31 is a co-chaperone for GroEL that is able to affect the properties of its partner
chaperone in ways which are different to those of the normal co-chaperone , GroES. It has a
structure which is similar to that of GroES, with a flexible loop domain which interacts with
GroEL and a dome shape, even though the amino-acid homology between the two proteins
is only 14%.68Recent results show two particular differences in the interaction ofgp23 with
the GroELlgp31 complex compared with GroELlGroES. First, gp23 can be bound by the
trans ring in a GroELlgp23 complex, but not by the trans ring in a GroELlGroES complex.
This shows that the nature of the co-chaperonin that is bound to the cis ring ofGroEL exerts
its allosteric effect all the way to the opposite end ofthe GroEL complex. The structural basis
for the transmission of allosteric information, and of the difference that results in the trans
ring, is not yet understood. Second, gp23 can be enclosed in the cavity on the cis ring of the
GroELlgp31 complex, but not the GroELlGroES complex. This confirms that the size of
the cavity, which is defined by the co-chaperonin, is critical in determining the upper size
limit of substrates for the GroELlGroES complex.69

Mitochondria contain a chaperone-eo-chaperone pair known as Hsp60 and Hsp10. Un
like GroEL, Hsp60 can function as a single ring, although whether it is alwaysa single ring
inside mitochondria is not clear.7o-n How then does it complete the chaperonin reaction
cycle, given that there is no trans-ring to provide an allosteric signal to eject bound GroES
and substrate protein? The answer lies in the nature of the interaction between Hsp 10 and
Hsp60. The complex formed between Hsp10 and Hsp60 in the presence of ADP is very
weak,?! so that Hsp10 can dissociate from Hsp60 as soon as the bound ATP has been hy
drolysed. A critical component of the interaction is defined by the properties of the mobile
loop. It has been shown that Hsp10 has a higher affinity for GroEL than does GroES; pre
sumably this higher affinity is required in order to enable any interaction at all with Hsp60.73

Furthermore, although GroEL can function in vivo and in vitro with Hsp 10 substituting for
GroES, GroES is unable to function with Hsp60. However, by swapping the mobile loop
regions between the two proteins , a variant of GroES that can now act with Hsp60 can be
created. Thus, the binding of GroES and other co-chaperonins to their chaperonin partners
is precisely modulated by the nature of the mobile loop, and indeed it has been shown that
the rate of the transition of the mobile loop between its disordered and ordered states is key
in determining the speed with which chaperonins pass through the reaction cycle.74 This
result combines with the many others discussed above to show that the co-chaperonins , far
from being inert "caps" to the chaperonin folding chamber, playa key role in many aspects
of the complete chaperonin reaction cycle.
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Future Research Directions
GroES is probably one of the best understood co-chaperones; in particular, in the relation

ship of its structure to its function. Kinetic analysesof the precise points in the GroELlGroES
reaction cycle where GroES has its effects are now underway in several laboratories, and a
detailed structural description of exactly how it interacts with and modulates the nature of
GroEL intermediates cannot be far behind . But it must be remembered that the vast majority
of work in this field has focused on the model GroELlGroES system of E. coli. As demon
strated in the previous section, our understanding ofhomologues of this system in other organ
isms and organelles is still relatively poor, and further effort is needed to establish a more
general understanding of the chaperonins and their co-chaperonins. GroES homologues ap
pear in some unexpected guises, too, and our understanding of these is very limited indeed.
The most intriguing is perhaps the identification of "early pregnancy factor"-a protein that
appears in the sera of animals, including humans, which contain a fertilized embryo even
before its implantation-as an extracellular form of the mitochondrial GroES homologue,
Hsp 10.75 There is currently no obvious explanation for this in terms ofthe co-chaperone prop
erties of this molecule, and this fact alone suggests that a great deal more remains to be learned
about the properties of this family of co-chaperones.
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CHAPTER 8

Co-Chaperones of the Endoplasmic
Reticulum
Johanna Dudek,Martin Jung, Andreas Weitzmann, Markus Greiner
andRichard Zimmermann*

Abstract

The rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) plays a central role in the biogenesis of most
extracellular and many organellar proteins in eukaryotic cells. Therefore, this organelle
comprises molecular chaperones that are involved in import, folding/assembly, export,

and degradation of polypeptides in millimolar concentrations. In addition, there are signal
transduction components present in the ER membrane that affect and are affected by these
processes at different levels.The ER lumenal Hsp70, termed BiP in mammals, is the central
player in all these activities and involves a number of co-chaperones, i.e., ER-membrane inte
grated as well as ER-Iumenal Hsp40s plus nucleotide exchange factors.

Introduction
The decisive initial step in the biogenesis of most extracellular and many organellar proteins

ofeukaryotic cells is their transport into the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Fig. IA),' The
same is true for biogenesis of many membrane proteins ofvarious organelles (ER, Golgi appa
ratus, lysosomes, nucleus, peroxisomes) and the plasma membrane. Protein import into the ER
can occur co or posr-rranslationally and involvesamino terminal signal peptides in the precur
sor proteins and a transport machinery. This machinery includes eyrosolic components as well
as components ofboth the ER-membrane and the ER-Iumen.2 Membrane insertion ofprecur
sor polypeptides as well as completion of their translocation are mediated by the ER protein
translocase that comprises the Sec6lp complex as central component. In addition, protein
transport into the ER involves Hsp70-type molecular chaperones and their Hsp40-type
co-chaperones plus nucleotide exchange factors (NEF) . Typically, protein import into the ER
is followed by folding or assembly of the transport substrates (Fig. lB) . Folding and assembly
may involve molecular chaperones and folding caralysts.' Subsequently, the native proteins are
delivered to their functional location by vesicular transport. In the case of mis-folding or
mis-assembly the polypeptides are exported to the cytosol and degraded by the proteasome
(Fig. IC) . Protein export involves a number of components that also playa role in protein
import (such as Sec6l p complex) as well as additional components that are indirectly involved
in degradation (such as the ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes).3-5 Hsp70-type molecular chaper
ones of the ER lumen (BiP in mammals, Kar2p in yeast) and their Hsp40-type co-chaperones
(Sec63p, Scjlp, Jemlp in yeast) are also involved in export of mis-folded polypeptides to the
cytosol for degradation by the proteasome (termed ERAD or ER associated degradation) .6-8

'Corresponding Author: Richard Zimmermann-Medizinische Biochem ie, Universitat des
Saariandes, D-66421 Homburg, Germany. Email: bcrzim@med-rz.uni-saarland.de
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Figure 1. The mammalian rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The ER lumenal Hsp70 BiP is a
central player in protein biogenesis in the ER that is involved in protein import (A), protein
folding/assembly (B), protein export and protein degradation (C). It is part of a network of
chaperones and co-chaperones in order to fulfill thesefunctions (see Fig. 3A). In addition, BiP
is part of a second network of interactions that has its role in signal transduction to the
ribosomes (D) and the nucleus (E). A color version of this f igure is available online at
www.eurekah.com.

There are various signaling pathways that respond to protein mis-folding and mis-assembly
(caused by stress or drugs such as tunicarnycin and thapsigargin) and affect either translation or
transcription (Fig. ID,E), i.e., signal transduction to ribosomes and the genome, respectively,
when ERAD is overwhelmed by mis-folded and aggregated polypeptides (termed UPR or un
folded protein response).9,IO In mammals, this last activity involves the three ER membrane
proteins PERK, ATF6 and IREI, respectively (in yeast Irelp). These proteins comprise lume
nal domains (that are not related to ]-domains) that interact with BiP and cytosolic domains
that attenuate global translation (PERK) or induce selective transcription (ATF6, IREI) in the
absence of BiP.

To conceptualize the productivity ofER chaperone action, it is worth considering a major
human secretory organ, e.g., the human pancreas. An average human being produces about
700 ml of pancreatic juice per day. The protein concentration of this body fluid is about 700
mg/ml, thus the daily production of secretory proteins in the human pancreas amounts to
about 5 g. These 5 g correspond to about 100 umol or 60 x 1018 molecules of secretory pro
teins per day.
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Table 1. Chaperones and folding catalysts of the mammalian (A) or yeast (8) rough
endoplasmicreticulum

Chaperon e Co-Chaperone Signal Transduction
Types Types Folding Catalysts Components (Affecting)

A Hsp70s Hsp40s protein disulfide isomerases IRE]1 (transcript ion)
NEF1 ATF61 (transcription)

Hsp90 peptidylprolyl-cis/trans-isomerases PERK1 (translation)
cyclophi lin B ERj] P (transcript ion+
FK506-binding protein ]3 translatio n)

Calnexin
Calreticul in

B Hsp70s Hsp40s protei n disulfide isomerases Ire] p'
N EF1

Calnexin peptidylprolyl -cis/trans-isomerases
cyclophi li n 2
FK506-bi nding protein 2

, The abbreviations used are: NEF: nucleotide exchange factor; IRE]: inositol-requiri ng enzyme; ATF6:
activating transcrip tio n factor; PERK: double-stran ded RNA-activated protein kinase-like ER kinase.

The Chaperone Network of the ER
Both the yeast and the mammalian ER contain molecular chaperones and folding catalysts

in high concentrations.' On the one hand, these molecular chaperones belong to the classical
Hsp40, Hsp70, and Hsp90 protein families (Table 1). However, a resident ER Hsp90, termed
Grp94 in mammals, is absent from the yeast ER On the other hand, the ER contains a special
classofmolecular chaperones (also termed lectins) that appear to be dedicated to the folding of
giycoproteins.11.12The mammalian ER contains a soluble (calreticulin) as well as a membrane
integrated (calnexin) lectin, the yeast ER just the membrane integrated one. The folding cata
lysts of the ER deal with either the formation ofdisulfide bonds (protein disulfide isomerases,
PDI) or the isomerization of proline-containing peptide bonds (peptidyprolyl-cisl
trans-isomerases,PPIase).The PPIasesbelong to either the cyclosporinA- or the FK506-sensitive
protein family (cylophilin or FK506 -binding protein).13 Its notewonhy that the ER of a single
cell type, typically, contains just a single type of cyclophilin and FK506-binding protein but
may simultaneously contain several different PDIs. All these chaperones and folding catalysts
have been observed to be present in larger complexesin various combinations (see below).

The Hsp70/Hsp40 Network of the ER
Just like the bacterial cytosol or the mitochondrial matrix, the ER contains the typical

Hsp70 triad, comprising the Hsp70 itself (BiP, Kar2p) as well as a Hsp40-type co-chaperone
and a nucleot ide exchange factor (NEF). These proteins have also been shown to be able to
perform the classical Hsp70 reaction cycle (Fig. 2), thereby mediating the folding and/or as
sembly of a newly-synthesized as well as newly-imponed polypeptide. Similarly to the two
above-mentioned cellular companments, there are two Hsp70-type chaperones in both the
yeast as well as the mammalian ER (Table 2).14-29 One of them, however, may also be referred
to as a Hspll0 protein family member (Grp170 , Lhslp).14,22,30The Hsp40-type co-chaperones
can be divided into membrane proteins with a lumenal J-domain and into soluble lumenal
proteins (Table 2, Fig. 3). Furthermore, they can be classified according to the domains thZ
have in common with the bacterial DnaJ prote in (i.e., besides the actual ]_domain).7·13•31

Thus only the ER-lumenal Hsp40s most closely related to Dna] (Scjlp, ERj3p, and ERj4p)
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fV'V
I
'f

SiP

J-domain

Figure 2. The BiP functional cycle. In the ATP-bound state, BiP has a low affinity for substrate
polypeptides. Upon binding of a J-domain to the underside of the ATP-bind ing cleft of Bip, ATP
is hydrolyzed and a conformational change is triggered in the peptide binding domain. As a
result, any polypeptide substrate that bound to the peptide binding domain of BiP either spon
taneously or asdelivered by an ERjpbecomes trapped in the pept ide bindingdoma in. Nucleotide
exchange that mayor may not have been stimulated by a nucleotide exchange factor, such as
BAp, reverses the conformational shift and allows the polypeptide substrate to leave the peptide
binding domain. Subsequently, the polypeptide substrate may fold or enter another round of
binding and release.Actually, we are convinced that a transient substrate-like interaction of the
[-dornain w ith the peptide binding domain of BiP may be part of the reaction cycle.62 A color
version of this figure is available onl ine at www.eurekah.com.

can be expected to have the ability to bind substrate polypeptides and to deliver them to Bip,
i.e., to facilitate a Hsp70 reaction cycle in analogy to Dna] in E. coli.13,34,35.43,44Thus ERj3p
plus ERj4p may be viewed as a pair ofsoluble plus membrane-integrated Hsp40s in the mam
malian ER, in analogy to the above mentioned pair oflectins (calreticulin plus calnexin). The
current state of knowledge in this area of research is most complicated with respect to the
nucleotide exchange factors. There seems to be a bona fide functional equivalent to bacterial
GrpE in the ER lumen (BAP, Sill p; see Chapter by Brodsky and Bracher).48.49 Furthermore,
this ER-lumenal NEF appears to be closely related to HspBPI, the NEF ofeytosolic Hsp70 in
eukaryotes.Y In addition, in yeast LhsIp has been shown to be able to act as a NEF for Kar2p
(see below).48.51 The fact that the simultaneous deletion ofLhsl p and Sillp results in synthetic
lethality further supports the notion that these two proteins provide functional redundancy.
Various members of the resident ER Hsp70-cycle have been found in large complexes with
each other, with other chaperones and folding catalysts, and with oth er resident ER proteins
that are involved in N- or O-glycosylation (UDP-glucose-glycoprotein-~7-'cosyltransferase,

SDF2L1p) and calcium homeostasis (calumenin, reticulocalbin) (Table 2). -54
From the structural point ofview, the most interesting Hsp40 in the lumen ofthe mamma

lian ER is ERj5p since it comprises a]- as well as four thioredoxin domains and thus can be
expected to provide a direct link between polypeptide folding and disulfide bridge forma
tion .38.41 It may be able to recruit BiP to sites that require disulfide bond reshuffiing. Alterna
tively,the thioredoxin domains may provide a mechanism for redox-regulation ofthe j-domain.
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The Role of Co-Chaperones of BiP/Kar2p in Protein Transport
into theER

Hsp70-type molecular chaperones of the ER lumen, i.e., BiP plus Grp 170 in mammals or
Kar2p plus Lhslp in yeast, are involved in co- and post -translational insertion of precursor
polypeptides into the Sec61p complex. 14,26,29 BiP/Kar2pwas also identified as a lumenal pro
tein that is involved in the completion of protein translocation.20,26,29 Funhermore, BiP was
shown to seal the lumenal end of the mammalian Sec61p complex in the absence of protein
translocation and at several stages during co-translational translocation of preproteins. I6-19 ,21
Currently, the central questions are how these various activities ofBiP/Kar2p can be integrated
into a single model and how co-chaperones come into play.

Electron microscopic as well as electrophysiological analyses are consistent with the idea
that the active protein translocase in the yeast and mammalian microsomal membrane com
prises as core comfa0nent an oligomer that contains four heterotrimeric Sec61p subcomplexes
(Fig. 4}.16-19,21 .55- 8 We propose that the oligomeric Sec61p complex involves a reaction cycle
that includes an inactive ion channel state that is activated by precursor polypeptides (i.e.,
substrate) in two steps and is directly linked to the reaction cycle ofBiP at two different stages.21

We propose that upon contact ofa precursor polypeptide with a single Sec61p subcomplex on
the cis-side of the ER-membrane there is a conformational change in this subcomplex and, as
a result , a path for ions and small molecules is opened at the level of this heterotrimeric
subcomplex (first step of activation). This leads to allosteric activation of the neighboring
subcomplexes and, subsequently, to formation of a large path for both ions and the polypep
tide substrate that isformed at the subunit interface (second step ofactivation). Eventually, the
precursor polypeptide is released on the trans side of the ER-membrane and the oligomeric
complex rerurns stepwise to the inactive ion channel state (same steps as in activation but
reversed order). Funhermore, we envision the role ofBiP in insertion ofprecursor polypeptides
into the Sec61p complex as well as in sealing the lumenal end ofthe Sec61p complex as related.
In both cases, BiP acts on the conformation of a subunit of the Sec61p complex and , thereby,
facilitates formation and disintegration ofthe large channel, respectively. In addition, BiP works
as a molecular ratchet on the precursor polypeptide chain as soon as it has access to it on the
trans side ofthe rnembrane.j'' Therefore, at this stage BiP can be replaced by artificial polypep
tide chain binding proteins, such as antibodies or avidin (i.e., in the case ofbiotinylated precur
sors). We assume that the role of the second Hsp70-type chaperone (Lhslp and Grp170) in
some or all these activities is in nucleotide exchange on BiP.

There is no doubt that the physical and mechanistic link between the Sec61p- and the
BiP-reaction cycle is provided by a membrane integrated Hsp40 with a lumenal ]-domain. In
yeast, Sec63p has been shown to provide the lumenal j -domain that allows Kar2p to play its
role in insertion of precursors into the Sec61p complex as well as in completion of transloca
tion. 26-29 Funhermore, it has been shown that human ERjlp (Htjl p) can complement the
otherwise lethal deletion ofSec63p in yeast.47 For the mammalian system it was observed that
a resident ER protein with a lumenal ]-domain is involved in sealing of the Sec61p cornplex.l''
In addition, in pancreatic microsomes ERj2p (Sec63p) was found in association with the Sec61p
complex and to be present in ~proximately stoichiometric amounts as compared to
heterotrimeric Sec61p complexes. Funhermore, ERjlp that does not have an onholo~ in
yeast was observed in association with translating ribosomes in the same microsomes .36. 9,40
Therefore, we propose that in the mammalian ER two different membrane proteins provide
]-domains in the neighborhood of translating ribosomes and Sec61p complexes and allow BiP
to play its various roles in protein import, ERj 1P and ERj2p (Fig. I). At present, however, it is
not clear what the specialization of the two Hsp40s may be (e.g., co- versus post-translational
protein import; protein import versus protein export). In any case, the dual role of the respec
tive ]-domain must reside in recruiting BiP/Kar2p to the Sec61p complex and the transport
substrate, respectively, and in simultaneously stimulating the ATPase activity in order to allow
substrate binding.
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ERj1P is special for other reasons, too.36,40.59 It appears to have regulatory roles that are
relatedto transcription aswellas to translation, i.e., in addition to its above-mentionedrole in
protein import (Fig. I). The eytosolic domain ofERjlp has the ability to allosterically inhibit
translationat the stageof initiation when it is not bound to BiP. Furthermore, ERj1P hasall the
features of a membrane-tethered transcription factor that can be activated by regulated
intra-membrane proteolysis (termed RIP).The eytosolic domain hasactuallybeenshown to be
able to enter the nucleus. Thus, ERjlp appears to be the central player in protein biogenesis at
the ER-surface, it combines in a singlemoleculethe BiP-recruitingabilitiesofSec63p and the
variousfacets of regulationof geneexpression that are alsocoveredby PERK,ATF6 and IREI.
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Open Questions Related to the Networking ofERChaperones
by Co-Chaperones

Although we have captured the first snap shots ofthe action of the various co-chaperones of
ER resident Hsp70-chaperones, we are still far from a complete picture of this dynamic chap
erone network and its regulatory mechanisms. In mammalian organisms, it has yet to be dem
onstrated that the various co-chaperones ofBiP are simultaneously present in the ER ofa single
cell. The quantitative aspects have hardly been considered yet. Thus in the future , we need to

address the concentrations ofthe various members of the network in the ER ofintact cells and
the affinities of the various proteins or domains for each other. The putative chaperone func
tions ofGrp170 and Lhslp have to be studied in further detail. The interaction ofLhs1p with
Kar2p has to be characterized at the structural level. Furthermore, the specializations of the
various Hsp40s will have to be analyzed in greater detail.

In the eukaryotic cytosol the Hsp70 cycle is linked to the Hsp90 cycle.Thus one wonders
to what extent this is true for the ER. Furthermore, why does the mammalian ER contain
Grp94, while the yeast ER does not. One possibility is that this chaperone has its main role in
the loading of MHC class I molecules with peptides for subsequent presentation on the cell
surface, rather than the folding or assembly of polypeptides .

One of the central puzzles is related to the fact that BiP as well as Grp1 70 and Grp94
depend on the hydrolysis ofATP for their activity. However, the mechanism ofATP-transport
into the ER has remained elusive.The most likelyscenario is the presence ofan ADPIATP-carrier
in the ER-membrane that allows exchange ofADP versus ATP (Fig. l).

Other open questions are related to the role ofvarious Ek-chaperones and folding catalysts
in calcium homeostasis, or vice versa, or both. The ER plays a central role in calcium homeo
stasis . Furthermore, it's a fact that many of the chaperones and folding catalysts are
calcium-binding prote ins (therefore they were also termed CaBPs).60BiP has been shown to be
affected functionally by the concentration of calcium and, in general, ER-calcium depletion
(e.g., by drugs such as thapsigargin) triggers mis-folding of polypeptides and, therefore, the
UPR. However, the exact inter-relationship between the two remains to be resolved, since high
calcium concentrations inhibit BiP's ATPase activity. Furthermore, ERj2p has been found to

be associated with the CaBPs calreticulin , calumenin and reticulocalbin . This may be related to

the ion channel activity of the activated Sec61p complex.
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CHAPTER 9

The Evolution and Function
of Co-Chaperones in Mitochondria

Abstract

M itochondrial chaperones mediate and affect critical organellar processes,essential for
cellular function. These chaperone systems have both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
features. While some of the mitochondrial co-chaperones have clear homologues in

prokaryotes, some are unique to eukaryotes and have no homologues in the chaperone
machinery of other cellular compartments. The mitochondrial co-chaperones are required for
protein import into the organelle and in enforcing the structure of the main chaperones. In
addition to novel types ofinteraction with their senior partners, unexpected and essential inter
actions between the co-chaperones themselves have recently been described.

Introduction
The mitochondrion is an endosymbiotically derived double membrane organelle of

prokaryotic origin, characteristic of eukaryotic organisms. The organelle still retains many
prokaryotic features, such as 70S ribosomes, the machinery to synthesize FeS clusters and its
own circular chromosomal DNA. The mitochondrion is enveloped by two membranes, the
outer and the inner membrane. All mitochondrial co-chaperones identified to date are
localized in the lumen of the inner membrane , the mitochondrial matrix. While comparative
analyses of mitochondrial chaperones with their bacterial homologues have yielded rich un
derstanding of the processes of protein folding and FeS cluster assembly, the co-chaperones
regulating protein import are unique to mitochondria and must have evolved some time
after the or iginal endosymbiont began to assume the form of an organelle. Much of the
understanding of mitochondrial function comes from studies in yeastSaccharomyces cereoisiae,
and their co-chaperone complement will be examined in this chapter.

The Mitochondrial Homologue of DnaK and Its Co-Chaperones
The major mitochondrial Hsp70 chaperone (called Sscl in yeast) is regulated by 5

co-chaperones of the J protein family. These co-chaperones define the spectrum of processes
Sscl mediates, such as protein folding, import and degradation. Protein folding is a conserved
process, mediated in the mitochondrial matrix in an analogous way to the process in the bacte
rial cytoplasm, and two co-chaperones regulating the processin mitochondria (Mdj1 and Mge1)
are mitochondrial equivalents of the bacterial co-chaperones Dna] and GrpE. Mdjl, a Dna]
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homologue, is the only type I J protein in mitochondria.' Mgel , a GrpE homologue is the only
bacterial-type nucleotide exchange factor in eukaryotes.i

The mitochondrial Ssc1/Mdjl/Mge1 chaperone system shares biochemical, as well as
functional properties with the bacterial DnaK/DnaJ/GrpE (Fig. 1). Like DnaJ, Mdjl binds to
and prevents the aggregation of unfolded firefly luciferase in in vitro assays.3 The unfolded
substrate is delivered to the major chaperone and a typical J/Hsp70 interaction follows: Mdj 1,
through its J domain stimulates the ATPase activity of Ssc1, coupling it with substrate deliv
ety.4 Firefly luciferase folding is facilitated by Sscl , but the substrate is efficiently released only
in the presence of Mge1, which affects ADP release from the chaperone. Nucleotide release
factors in other eukaryotic compartments are not of bacterial origin (see the Chapter in this
volume by Brodsky and Bracher), and the presence of this bacterial-type co-chaperone further
underlines the prokaryotic nature of the mitochondrial chaperone system.

Mdj 1 can both deliver substrate to DnaK, and stimulate the ATPase activity of DnaK in
vitro, resulting in a productive folding interaction.5 If expressed in bacterial cells, Mge1 can
replace GrpE. Also functional in bacterial cells is a hybrid J protein comfosed ofthe glycine-rich
and zinc finger domains of DnaJ fused to the J domain of Mdj 1. Despite this apparent
similarity between the co-chaperones of mitochondria and bacteria, the two chaperone
machines are not completely equivalent. Ssc1 can not, even in the presence ofMdjl, comple
ment the loss ofDnaK in vivo, and full-length Mdjl can not complement the loss ofDnaJ.6

Folding of proteins within the mitochondrial matrix is a major function of Ssc17 and is
regulated by Mdj 1. Analysis of mutant forms of Mdj 1 has revealed that folding of mitochon
drial proteins following their import into the organelle largely depends on the co-chaperone,
but that it onl~ interacts with fully translocated substrates and does not playa role in protein
import itself r, Increased levelsof misfolded proteins and protein aggregates were observed in
organello upon heat shock of mitochondria in yeast cells genetically depleted of Mdjl ,
confirming its importance in this process.f Protein folding in mitochondria is not solely
dependent on Ssc1; some substrates are handed over to the conserved chaperonin system,
Hsp60/Hspl0 in yeast (homololbues of bacterial GroES and GroEL, respectively), which
completes the folding reactions.9•

Ssc1 also assists the folding of proteins translated from the mitochondrial 70S ribosomes.
Mdj 1 and Ssc1 were found associated with the nascent chain ofYarl emerging from the
mitochondrial ribosomes and are proposed to protect the emerging protein from aggregation
in the protein-dense mitochondrial matrix. In the absence of functional Mdjl, Yarl readily
aggregates and does not assume its biologically active form, suggesting that the co-chaperone is
also essential for its folding. I I

Yeast cells genetically depleted of Mdj 1 either completely (rhoO) or partially (rho·) lose
mitochondrial DNA, though the details of how this occurs remain to be understood. Partial
loss of mtDNA seems likely due, at least in part, to inefficient assembly of fidelity regulating
components with the DNA polymerase, and the polymerase itself, in the absence of the
co-chaperone.P In bacteria DnaJ mediates disassembly of the DNA replication machinery
during Aphage DNA replication, but Mdjl has not been shown to exert such direct effects on
the mtDNA replication components.

Mitochondrial Protein Import with a Highly Advanced Hsp70
Machine at Its Core

Protein translocation across membranes is an essentialcellular process, in some compartments
mediated by Hsp70/J protein parrnerships.P Nearly all mitochondrial proteins are encoded by
the nuclear genome and synthesized on cyrosolic ribosomes, making protein import crucial for
the biogenesis and function of the organelle.

Depending on their fmallocalization, mitochondrial precursor proteins must cross either
the outer or both mitochondrial membranes via dedicated protein complexes,TOM and SAM14

in the outer membrane, and TIM22 and TIM23 in the inner mernbrane. P Most matrix-targeted
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precursor proteins carry an N-terminal targeting signal known as the presequence.16,17 These
precursor proteins are synthesized on 80S ribosomes in the cytosol,18 recognized by the
receptors of the TOM complex (Tom20, Torn22 and Tom70) and translocated across the outer
membrane via the import pore (Tom40) .19 The presequence then interacts with the compo
nents of the TIM23 complex (Tim21 and Tim50) and traverses the inner membrane import
pore (Tim23) .20,21 Further translocation of the precursor is driven by the action of the
presequence-associared import motor, the PAM complex. In yeast, Ssc1 is a central component
of the PAM complex, which is a highly specialized and extensively studied Hsp70/J protein
machine.

Two mechanisms that explainPAM driven protein import have been proposed: the "Brownian
ratchet" and the "power stroke" models.22 Both accept precursor binding by Ssc1 to be a
central feature of the process, but differ in accounts of the mechanism that pulls the precursor
into the matrix. The Brownian ratchet model proposes that a precursor slides back and forth
trough the Tim23 channel, with bindin~ofSsc1 preventing the retrograde movement resulting
in the net movement toward the matrix. 3The power stroke model stipulates a more active role
for Ssc1: the chaperone exerts the force to pull the precursor through the pore.24The experi
mental data to date is insufficient to distinguish between the models; while many of the
molecular interactions necessary for this complex process are understood, exact mechanistic
detail remains to be elucidated.

The protein import function of the DnaK homologue Ssc1 is a novel, eukaryotic adaptation,
mediated by unique proteins of the mitochondrial inner membrane, The first of these to be
identified was the regulatory co-chaperone, peripheral membrane protein Tim44.25-27Tim44
has a matrix-exposed segment with limited similarity to a J domain, mostly in the second helix
of the canonical fold. This segment of the protein does not contain the catalytic HPD motu'
but is essential for Tim44 function .28-3oTim44 is proposed to playa double role in the initial
stages of import mediated by the PAM complex: both sensing the precursor in the Tim23
channel, and recruiting Ssc1 to the TIM23 complexY Tim44 Carl bind Ssc1 in vitro, at sites
both in the ATPase and peptide-binding domain, but does not stimulate its ATPase activity,
nor interact with Ssc1 in a substrate-like manner, 32-34

A second co-chaperone associated with the inner membrane is the essential integral
membrane protein PamI8, a type III J protein. 35-37 PamI 8 stimulates the ATPase activity of
Ssc1 enabling tight interaction between the chaperone and the precursor, necessary for the
successfulimport reaction. The complex formed between the ADP-bound form ofSse1and the
precursor dissociates from Tim44 and is released into the matrixY The nucleotide exchange
factor Mge1 then mediates subsequent dissociation of the precursor from Ssc1,38-42 with this
entire cycle repeated until the precursor molecule is imported fully into the matrix.

While Tim44 is permanently associated with Tim23, Pam18 is only transiently recruited to
the TIM23 complex through interactions it makes with Tim1743and the peripheral rnern
brane protein PamI6.44.45 Pam16 has aJ-like domain 13and the two proteins form a heterod imer
that in vitro, and probably in vivo, persists dur ing the stimulation ofATPase activity ofSsc1 by
Pam18.46 Pam16 acts in antagonistic manner to Pam18, reducing the stimulatory effect of
Pam18 on ATP hydrolysiscatalyzedby Sse1.47In mitochondria, formation ofthe Pam16:Pam18
dimer is dependent on Pam17,48 an integral membrane protein with no homology to known
Hsp70 co-chaperones.

The J domain ofPam18 consists of only three helices, missing the additional 'fourth' helix
usually found in J domains . The J-like domain of Pam16 has both sequence and predicted
structural homology to helices one through three of the canonical fold, but does not contain
the HPD moti£ It does not stimulate the ATPaseactivity ofSsc1, and the addition of the HPD
to the j-like domain at the end of helix II does not result in a functional J domainY Recent
findings indicate that Pam18 and Pam16 interact via their J and J-like domains, and this
interaction determines the in vivo association and function of both proteins as part of the
PAM complex.46 This type of interactions between co-chaperones has not been observed in
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Figure 1 legend, continued. The two bacterial Hsp70 chaperone systems, mediating protein
folding and FeS cluster assembly, are shown in the panel at left. The) domain (orange) and zinc
finger domain (blue) of DnaJ are shown. Being a type III Jprotein, Hsc20 has only a Jdomain.
DnaK also requires the action of GrpE (yellow) to efficiently complete itsATP hydrolysis cycles .
In mitochondria (right) two Hsp70 isoforms, each derived from a DnaK-like ancestor, mediate
protein foldi ngand FeS cluster assembly. Eachrequi resthe assistanceof the Mgel co-chaperone.
Ssql acts exclusively in FeS cluster assembly, while Sscl mediates both the translocation of
proteins into the matrix and the fo lding of protein substrates (delivered either from the mito
chondrial 70Sribosomes orfrom the protein import machinery). Sscl can function asthe motor
for protein import only with the assistance of the co-chaperones of the PAM complex (Pam18,
Pam16), the TIM23 complex (TIm44) and Mgel. The mitochondrial co-chaperone Zim17 is
required to assist Ssql in FeS cluster assembly, Sscl in prote in folding and likely also the
population of Sscl functioning in protein import: in all three processes, multiple rounds of ATP
hydrolysis are required to handle a single molecule of substrate polypeptide. A color version
of this figure is available onl ine at www.eurekah .com .

any other Hsp70 system. The PAM components Sscl , Mgel, Tim44, Paml6 and PamI8 ap
pear to be found in all eukaryotic organisms and highly conserved. In yeast, a duplicate gene
(MD]2) encodes a paralogue of PamI8.49,50 It is not dear if there is any functional advantage
gained from this isoform of PamI8, arisen through a relatively recent genome duplication
event in yeast. However, there are severalinformative differences in the way the two isoforms of
Paml8 perform in vitro.50Although the Mdj2 isoform interacts with Paml6, the latter
does not antagonize, but rather enhances the Mdj2-mediated stimulation ofATP hydrolysis
by Sscl , Curiously,while Pam18 contains a significant intermembrane spacedomain proposed to
interact with the Timl7 component of the TIM23 complex, this extension is absent from
Mdj2. Asthis domain is not essential for PamI8 function, and is absent from the Mdj2 isoform
and from most Paml8 orthologs encoded on the genome sequences of other eukaryotes, its
importance in PAM/TIM23 interaction seems lessdear.

The number of components involved, and the unique nature of their interactions, makes
the PAM complex the most complicated Hsp70 machine known to date. Its further study is
likely to lead to greater understanding of the molecular and biochemical properties ofHsp70
systems in general.

Molecular Chaperones and FeS Cluster Assembly
Iron-sulfur (FeS) duster proteins are essential cellular components found in virtually all

organisms studied so far.51 In mitochondria, they are involved in redox chemistry as compo
nents of the respiratory chain (NADH dehydrogenase, succinate dehydrogenase, Rieske pro
tein) and metabolic conversions (acon itase , a key enzyme in the citric acid cycle). Ma
ch inery devoted to the assembly of FeS dusters is highly conserved from prokaryotes to
humans;52 in bacteria and mitochondria alike, a dedicated Hsp70/J protein system mediates
this essential process.53

In Escherichia coli, the Isc operon encodes~roteins essential for FeSduster assembly,such as
IscU54 as well as the Hsp70 protein Hsc66 and the type III J protein Hsc20 .56 These two
proteins interact with IscU and are important in FeS assembly in bacteria (Fig. I), but their
disruption leads to on1 moderate growth defects, possibly due to the existenceof an alternative
assembly pathway.57-5 Hsc66 and Hsc20 have mitochondrial orthologs: in yeast these are the
Hsp70 Ssq160 and the type III J protein Jad.61

Loss offunction of either SsqI or jacl results in similarly severe phenotypic consequences.
Biologicalactivity and the steady state levels of FeSproteins such as aconitase drop dramatically,
accompanied by iron uptake and accumulation in mitochondria. Additionally, maturation of
yeast frataxin and ferredoxin are impaired and the function of the respiratory chain function is
heavily compromised. 61-65Some ofthese effectsare secondary consequences, rather than direct
effects, with iron uptake regulated at the transcriptional level, it may be dependent on FeS
assembly, rather than cellular levelsof iron.
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The precise role of Ssq1 and lad in the assembly of FeS clusters is not yet clear. Based on
iron exchange and labeling studies, these chaperones were proposed to act after the assembly of
FeS clusters was complete,66 to assist only their incorporation into hole-proteins, but their
involvement in the assemblyofthe clusters themselvescan not beruled out. Part of the confusion
stems from the fact that the only well-studied substrate of the chaperone system is the IscU
homolog, the scaffold protein that accepts the nascent FeS cluster before its transfer into other
apo-proteins .t" Whether IscU homologues should be considered a substrate or an assembly
factor is not entirely clear. lad binds to the mitochondrial IscU protein and targets it to Ssq1
in vitro, coupling its delivery with ATPase activity stimulation. Interaction of the IscU with
both Sscl and lad is dependent on conserved residues in IscU,67and the IscU is fully folded
when delivered to Ssq1. Ssql seems to mediate disassembly of the IscU/FeS cluster complex,
enabling loading of the FeS cluster into the newly imported apo-enzymes. This might be just
one ofthe many functions Ssq1 and lad perform in this complex process. They have also been
proposed to enforce the structure of other components of the assembly machinery, as well as
preventing the aggregation of the apo-enzymes themselves. Reconstitution ofsteps of the
assembly pathway with purified components is needed to clarify the precise rolets) Ssq1 and
lad play.

Given the conserved nature of the process of FeS cluster assembly between bacteria and
mitochondria, the evolutionary origin ofSsq1 is rather surprising. Phylogenetic analysis reveals
that it is more closely related to Sscl than it is to Hsc66 .68This and other bioinformatics argues
that Ssq1 and Hsc66 do not originate from the same ancestral gene, but that Sscl and Ssq1 are
related, and share a common ancestor with DnaK. Consistent with this evolutionary scenario,
biochemical differences between Hsc66 and Ssql are significant: Hsc66 only weakly interacts
with nucleotide and does not need a nucleotide exchange factor, but Ssql, like Sscl , interacts
strongly with nucleotides and requires Mge 1 as a nucleotide exchange factor.69This sharing of
a nucleotide exchange factor between two Hsp70 in the same cellular compartment is unique
to mitochondria.7°Disruption ofSsql is lessdetrimental to cells than depletion of'jacl , and it
can be partially complemented by overexpression of Ssc1.71 These observations suggest that
jacl , which is more abundant than Ssq1, might interact with both Sscl and Ssq1. IfSscl can
also participate then Hsp70 function might be essential for FeS cluster assembly, despite
dispensable nature of the Ssq1 isoform.

Zim17, a UniquelyMitochondrial Regulator of Hsp70
Hsp70 chaperones require various co-chaperone regulators to carry out their cellular role.

Since the discovery of the bacterial Hsp70 system, until recently, the only known regulators of
mitochondrial Hsp70 were members ofthe] protein family or the nucleotide exchange factors.
The first Hsp70 co-chaperone identified that does not belong to either group was the Hsp701
Hsp90 organizing protein Hop (see the Chapter in this volume by Daniels et al). Recently, a
novel protein essential for function of Hsp70s has been described in mitochondriaf The 17
kDa peripheral membrane protein, Ziml7, has an essential zinc finger domain homologous to
that of bacterial Dna]. Loss of Zim 17 function leads to disruption of mitochondrial protein
import, loss of function of FeS cluster proteins, aggregation of Sscl and Ssql and aberrant
mitochondrial morphology.73 Since Pam18 is a type III] protein, Zim17 was hypothesized to
be the substrate-binding domain ofa "fractured" co-chaperone, with the coordinated action of
the two proteins resembling that of a type I] protein.72

Initially, it was suggest Ziml7 might playa role in prote in import by binding precursors
emerging from the TIM23 pore and mediating their interaction with Ssd.72•

74 Subsequent
work has established that aggregation of Hsp70s (and to some extent Pam16) is the first effect
of Zim17 depletion, and that all other disruptions of mitochondrial processes result from the
loss of Hsp70 function.73•75

During itsATP hydrolysis cycle, Hsp70 can either be nucleotide-free or have either ATP or
ADP bound to the ATPase domain. Nucleotide-bound forms of Hsp70 are not prone to
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aggregation, while nucleotide-free Hsp70 appears to aggregate. Zim17 forms a complex with
nucleotide-free Ssc1 and prevents formation of nonfunctional Ssc1 oligorners." There issome
evidence that Zim 17 interacts with the substrate binding domain of Sscl , but the interacting
surface on Zim 17 has not been identified. At least to some extent, Mdj 1 might be able to
minimize aggregation of Ssc1 (but not Ssql ) and compensate for the loss of Ziml7, since
overexpression of Mdj 1 minimizes the otherwise lethal consequences of downregulating the
gene encoding Zim 17.72

Homologues ofZim17 are present in all eukaryotic organisms, and all carry a mitochondrial
targeting signal. No homologues have yet been identified in bacteria, or other compartments of
eukaryotic cells, implying that stabilization of nucleotide-free form ofHsp70, like nucleotide
exchange, might not be essential for all Hsp70 chaperones.

ConcludingRemarks
Mitochondria belie their bacterial ancestry in their Hsp70 (DnaKlDna]IGrpE) and Hsp60

(GroELlGroES) complement ofchaperone systems.These chaperones continue to mediate the
protein folding pathways that were already established in bacteria at a time before the
n-proreobacrerial endosymbiont ancestor of mitochondria was taken up by the first eukaryote.

The need to drive protein import, for substrate polypeptides now made externally in the
cytosol,placed a demand on mitochondria that has been met with a seriesof novelco-chaperones.
The uniquely eukaryotic proteins Pam16, Pam18 and Tim44 enabled the existing Hsp70 (Sscl)
to be recruited as a protein import motor. That this motor is truly ubiquitous in eukaryotes is
made certain from the recent finding of Pam18 in the anaerobic protists Giardia intestinalis
and Trichomonas vaginalis.76

In the course of evolution, the progenitor DnaK-type chaperone has been modified into
fWO forms, one isoform (Sscl) mediating protein import and protein folding and a second
isoform (Ssql ) that mediates FeS cluster assembly. It is intriguing that a uniquely mitochon
drial co-chaperone, Zim17, has been created to stabilize both Sse1 and Ssq1. It is not clear why
the mitochondrial Hsp70s require their structure to be enforced in a manner so distinct from
other Hsp70s.
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CHAPTER 10

From Creator to Terminator:
Co-Chaperones That Link Molecular Chaperones
to the Ubiquitin/Proteasome System
JorgHohfeld,* Karsten Bohse, Markus Genau and Britta Westhoff

Abstract

M olecular chaperones are well known as intracellular mediators of protein folding. An
active participation in protein degradation only recently emerged from the functional
characterization of certain co-chaperones. In the light of these novel findings long

held views regarding the interplay of chaperones and proteases in protein quality control need
to be reconsidered. A further elucidation of chaperone-assisted degradation will be essential to
understand the molecular basis of protein homeostasis.

Abbreviations
BAG: BAG-I homology domain; BAG-I: Bel2 -associated athanogene I ; BAG-2 :

Bc12-associated athanogene 2; BAG-5: Bc12-associated athanogene 5; BTB: broad complex,
tramtrack and bric a brae domain; CFTR: cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regula
tor; CHIP: carboxyl terminus of Hsp70-interacting protein; EI : ubiquitin-activating enzyme;
E2: ubiqu itin-conjugating enzyme; E3: ubiquitin ligase; HECT: homologous to E6AP car
boxyl terminus; Hip: Hsp70-interacting protein; Hop: Hsp70/Hsp90-organizing protein;
HspBPl : Hsp70-binding protein 1; HSJ1: Homo sapiens J protein 1; RING: really interesting
new gene; TPR: tetratricopeptide repeat; U-box: UFD2 homology dom ain; UBA: ubiquitin
associated domain; UBC: ubiqu itin-conjugating enzyme; UBL: ubiquitin-like domain; UIM:
ubiquitin-interaction motif

Introduction
It is textbook knowledge that molecular chaperones mediate intracellular protein folding.

Their ability to bind and stabilize nonnative conformations of newly synthesized or damaged
proteins enables molecular chaperones to facilitate the adoption of the native , biologically
active strucrure. 1

-3 The same ability, however, makes molecular chaperones ideally suited to
assist protein degradation. Bymaintaining misfolded or aggregation-prone proteins in a soluble
state chaperones could ensure recognition by cellular degradation machineries, such as the
ubiquitin/proteasome system, and promote proper disposal. In recent years more and more
data have emerged that support a degradation function of at least some molecular chaperones,
e.g., members of the Hsp70 and Hsp90 chaperone families.4-6 Their cooperation with the
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Figure 1. M echanism of ubiquitin conjugation. ATP-dependent activation of ubiqu itin is medi
ated by the E1 enzyme and involves the formation of a thioester bond between the C-terminal
glyci ne of ubiqu itin and a cysteine residue of E1 . The activated ubiquitin is transferred onto a
cysteine residue of the ubiquitin-conj ugating E2 enzyme, which finally cooperates with an E3
ubiquitin ligase in the attachment of ubiquitin to a lysine residue of the protein substrate via an
isopeptide bond. In the caseof HECT-typeE3s ubiquitylation invo lves the formation of a thioester
bond between the ligase and activated ubiquitin (not shown). Lysine residues of the conjugated
ubiqu itin are used for chai n formation in subsequent reactions. A co lor version of this figu re is
available onlin e at www.eurekah.com.

ubiquitin/proteasome system is mediated by a set ofdedicated co-chaperones. In the following
we will describe these co-chaperones, the functional characterization ofwhich has significantly
expanded our understanding of intracellular protein quality control. At the same time novel
questions arise. What regulates the balance between chaperone-assisted protein folding and
degradation? Is the chaperone system able to discriminate between nonnative proteins doomed
for degradation and those that need to be refolded?Answers to these questions have only begun
to emerge. Addressing them may pave the way to therapeutic modulation of chaperone
pathways in neurodegenerative diseasesand cancer in the future .

The UbiquitinlProteasome System
Before we will describe how chaperone activity can be switched from protein folding to

protein degradation-how the creator is turned into a terminator-it appears necessary to
introduce the ubiquitin/proteasome system, which is the main degradation machinery for the
removal of misfolded and short lived proteins in the eukaryotic cytoplasm and nucleus and
which mediates ER-associated degradation,7·8Asthe name saysthe system comprises two main
components: (i) ubiquitin-a small protein of76 amino acids that is expressed in all eukary
otic cellsand servesas a degradation signal when conjugated onto other proteins in the form of
a polyubiquitin chain,9 and (ii) the proteasome-a large oligomeric protein complex with a
central proteolytic cavity in which polyubiquitylated proteins can be degraded in a manner
separated from the cellular surrounding.10This briefdescription already points to distinct steps
during the degradation process. The protein doomed for destruction has to be modified by
ubiquitin chain attachment, which requires the activation of ubiquitin and the specific recog
nition of the protein substrate bya conjugation machinery, followedby sorting to the proteasome
and proteolytic cleavage inside the proteasome cavity. Ubiquitin activation is mediated by a
single ubiquitin-activating enzyme, termed E1, and involves the formation of a thioester bond
between the C-terminal glycine of ubiquitin and a cysteine residue of the enzyme (Fig. 1). The
activated ubiquitin is transferred onto the E2 ubiquitin-conjugaring enzyme involving again
thioester bond formation, before covalent attachment to lysine residues ofthe protein substrate
is assisted by an E3 ubiquitin ligase.9.11 Lysine residues of the attached ubiquitin itself are
subsequently used for the conjugation of additional ubiquitin moieties, leading to chain
formation (Fig. 1). A lysine-48linked chain usually serves as the degradation signal. In some
instances, chain formation requires additional proteins that cooperate with the E2/E3 machin
ery.12 Thirty-four distinct E2s for ubiquitin conjugation are present in the human genome, all
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the 26S proteasome, which consists of 19S regulatory caps
attached to both ends of the 205 catalytic core particle. The latter is formed by four heptameric
rings of a.and ~ subunits stacked onto each other in an a.~~a. arrangement. Only some ~ subunits
are proteolytically active and their catalytic residues face the inner lining of the core particle (red
dots). Subunits of the regulatory cap mediate recognition of ubiquitin chains, substrate unfolding
and deubiquitylation to allow for the insertion of the protein substrate into the proteolytic core .
A color version of this figure is available online at www.eurekah.com.

defined by the presence of a signature UBC domain (H. Scheel and K Hofmann, Memorec,
Cologne, personal communication). E3s are recruited from diverse protein familiescontaining
for example RING, HECT, U-box or BTB domains. The fact that there are 268 different
RING proteins encoded in the human genome (H. Scheel and K Hofmann, personal commu
nication) already provides a glimpse at the high degree of diversity that is achieved at the level
of E2/E3 pairing. This diversity enables the conjugation machinery to recognize thousands of
different protein substrates in a specific manner.

The attachment of a lysine-48 linked ubiquitin chain seems to provide sufficient targeting
information to direct a protein substrate to the proteasome. P The ubiquitin chain is recog
nized by receptor proteins present in the 19S regulatory ca~ of the proteasome and insertion of
the substrate into the 205 core panicle is initiated (Fig. 2). 0 Nevertheless, severalproteins were
recentlyshown to assistproteasomal sotting. 14-16These proteins often possess ubiquirin-binding
(UBA, UIM) domains that enable them to associate with ubiquirylated proteins and to
accompany them during proteasomal sorting in cooperation with dedicated chaperones.
Often the escort proteins also expose ubiquitin-like (UBL) domains, which are recoBnized by
specialized subunits of the regulatory cap to facilitate docking at the proteasome.' Besides
providing additional means to regulate proteasomal degradation, the employment of escort
proteins seems to reflect a requirement for chaperoning ubiquirylated proteins during
the sorting process. A cooperation of molecular chaperones with the ubiquitin/proteasome
system may thus occur at two distinct stages of ubiquitin-mediated degradation . Chaperones
could present misfolded and aggregation-prone proteins to specialized E2/E3 ubiquitylarion
machineries during initial substrate selection, but could also cooperate with escort proteins to

prevent the aggregation of ubiquitylated substrates on the sorting pathway. As we will see
evidence for both mechanisms is emerging from the functional characterization of certain
co-chaperones.
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Figure 3. Co-chaperones that link molecular chaperones to the ubiquitin/proteasome system.
CHIp, HSJl and BAG-l combine chaperone binding sites with functional domains involved in
ubiquitin-mediated degradation. TPR: tetratricopeptide repeat; +/-: highly charged region of
CHIP involved in chaperone binding; cc: coiled coil domain; U-box: UFD2 homology domain;
G/F: glycine and phenylalanine rich region; UIM: ubiquitin interaction mot if; NLS: nuclear
localization signal; DNA: DNA binding region; 'TRSEEX': region carry ing multiple repeatsof the
pentapeptide TRSEEX; BAG: BAG-l homology domain. Acolor version of this figure is available
online at www.eurekah.com .

Co-Chaperones That Link Chaperones to the UbiquitinlProteasome
System

A subset of co-chaperones apparently evolved to mediate a cooperation of the molecular
chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp90 with the ubiquitinlproteasome system.6 These co-chaperones
possesschaperone-binding sites together with protein domains that act in ubiquitin-mediated
degradation (Fig. 3). As our knowledge about functional protein domains increaseseveryday,
more and more such co-chaperones emerge.The few examplesstudied in detail to date suggest
a close and highly regulated interplay between chaperones and the degradation machinery,
which were long considered as opposing forces in controlling protein biogenesis.

CHIP-A Chaperone-Associated Ubiquitin Ligase
The carboxyl terminus of Hsp70-interacting protein, CHIp, was identified in 1999 by

the Patterson laboratory in a screen for novel co-chaperones expressed in the heart . I? Expres
sion ofCHIp, however, is not restricted to the heart . It is broadly expressed in diverse organs
and tissues.I? In addition to a tetratricopeptide-r~eat (TPR) domain that mediates binding
to the carboxyl termini of Hsp70 and Hsp90, I ,18 CHIP possesses a U-box that confers
ubiquitin ligaseactivity to the co-chaperone (Fig. 3).19-21 The U-box enables the co-chaperone
to cooperate with ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes of the Ubc4/5 family in the ubiquirylation
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Figure 4. Formation of the Hsp70/CHIP complex, which functions as a multi subunit ubiquitin
ligase. CHIP uses its TPR domain to interact with the carboxyl terminus of Hsp70 (C) that forms
a lid over the peptide binding domain (P). The U-box of CHIP recruits E2 ubiquitin-conjugating
enzymes of the Ubc4/5 family to mediate the ubiquitylation of the chaperone-bound client.
ATPase:amino terminal ATPasedomain of Hsp70. Acolor version of this figure isavailable online
at www.eurekah.com.

of chaperone clients (Fig. 4). Affected clients include (i) proteins that are recognized by the
chaperone systems during protein quality control, such as immature forms of the cystic fi
brosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) and hyperphosphorylared forms of
the tau protein associated with Alzheimer's disease,22-27 and (ii) proteins that undergo
chaperone-assisted conformational changes during their cellular function, for example the
glucocorticoid hormone receptor.18,19 Furthermore, apoptosis regulators , i.e., the tumor sup
pressor p53 and the ap0:Rtosis signal-regulating kinase 1, were recently added to the growing
list ofCHIP substrates. ,29Taken together, a central role ofCHIP in protein quality control
and the regulation of signal transduction and apoptosis becomes evident.

The ability of CHIP to mediate ubiquitylation and degradation depends on an intact
TPR domain as well as a functional U_box.18,22 This demonstrates that CHIP needs to coop
erate with either Hsp70 or Hsp90 during client recognition. The chaperones most likely
present a bound client protein to the CHIP conjugation machinery (Fig. 4). According to
this model the chaperone/CHIP complex might be viewed as a multi subunit ubiquitin
ligase, in which the chaperones act as main substrate recognition factors and CHIP switches
chaperone activity from protein folding to protein degradation.
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HS]l-A Neuronal Escort Protein for the Sorting ofChaperone Clients
to the Proteasome

HS]l is a co-chaperone that is predominantly expressed in neuronal cells.30 Two isoforms
can be distinguished that differ with regard to their cellular localization. HS]la is localized in
the cytoplasm, whereas HS] 1b is recruited to the cytoplasmic face of the endoplasmic reticu
lum (ER) due to lipid attachment at its extended carboxyl terminus (Fig. 3). Both isoforms
belong to the family of Dna]/Hsp40 co-chaperones that contain a]-domain to stimuiateATP
hydrolysis of Hsp70 proteins .2,31 Similar to other j-proteins (see Chapter by Rosser and Cyr),
HS]l possesses an intrinsic chaperone activity.16This enables the co-chaperone to deliver chap
erone clients to Hsp70. Efficient loading of the client onto the chaperone is subsequently
facilitated by the ATPase-stimulating activity ofHS]l , which drives Hsp70 in the ADP con
formation with high client binding affinity (Fig. 5). Ofinterest with regard to chaperone-assisted

)
Chaperone
client

Hsp70

+ATP hy.

~--CH IP

Ubc4/5
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"'

proteasome

Figure 5. Model for the cooperation of HSjl w ith CHIP dur ing chaperone-assisted degradation
in neuronal cells. H5jl stimulates ATPhydrolysis on Hsp70 (hy.) to faci li tate client loading onto
the chaperone. The CHIP ubiquitin conjugation machinery associateswith the formed chaper
one complex and ubiqu itylates the chaperone client. Once ubiquitylated the cl ient is protected
against chain trimming by ubiquitin hydrolases due to the UIM-mediated interaction of HSjl
with the attached ubiquitin chain. Upon ADP/ATP exchange (ex.) the client is released and
inserted into the proteasome for degradation. If nucleotide exchange occurs prior to docking at
the proteasome, HSJl remains associated with the ubiqu itylated cl ient and stimulates reloadin g
onto Hsp70 (brackets).Forsake of clar ity ubiquitylation of HSjl and Hsp70 wasomitted. A color
version of this figure is available online at www.eurekah.com.
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degradation is the fact that HS]I carries two DIM domains utilized for binding ubiquitin
chains (Fig. 3).16 HS]I may thus be viewed as an Hsp70-loading factor for ubiquitylated chap
erone clients. Indeed, a close cooperation between HS]I and the CHIP ubiquitin ligase was
recently observed.16 HS]I stimulates CHIP-mediated ubiquirylation and then binds the as
sembled ubiquitin chain via its DIM domains . In association with HS]I the ubiquitin chain is
protected against the activity of ubiquitin hydrolases that are usually employed to truncate
ubiquitin chains as a regulatory measure dur ing ubiquitin-mediated degradation. By inhibit
ing chain disassembly HSJI further facilitates proteasomal sorting. The Hsp70-loading activ
ity of HSJI finally ensures that Hsp70 remains engaged in the sorting of the ubiquitylared
chaperone client until docking at the proteasome is achieved (Fig. 5). HSJI apparently fulfils
an escort function during the sorting ofchaperone clients to the proteasome in the cytoplasm
and at the ER membrane.i'' The characterization ofHSJI is ofparticular relevancewith regard
to neurodegenerative diseases pathologically defined by the accumulation of protein aggre
gates, such as Parkinson's and Huntington's disease.32An elevation ofHSJllevels in neuronal
cells, indeed, reduces the aggregation and stimulates the degradation of a disease-causing frag
ment of the Huntingtin protein. 16The neuronal expression of HSJ I may therefore be consid
ered as a protective mechanism to cope with cytotoxic protein aggregation in postmiroric cells.
Consequently, HSJI may represent an interesting therapeutic target for the treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases.

BAG-I-A Nucleotide ExchangeFactor ofHsc70 That Binds
to the Proteasome

BAG-I (Bcl-2 associated athanogene 1) was initially identified as an interaction partner of
the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein and only subsequently shown to bind and regulate Hsp70.33-35

How these findings correlate is still unclear. Three main isoforms of BAG-l have been de
tected, which are expressed at various levels in diverse tissues (Fig. 3).36 Moreover, the
co-chaperone is the founding member of a BAG domain-containing protein family.37 The
BAG domain mediates binding to the ATPase domain of Hsp70 and accelerates ADP/ATP
exchange.35.38 As a consequence the release of client proteins from Hsp70 is stimulated. In
triguingly, BAG-l also possesses a UBL domain that is utilized for an interaction with the
proteasome (Fig. 6).39 The UBL domain is recognized by the Rpn1 subunit of the 19S regula
tory cap (c. Gordon, MRC, Edinburgh, personal communication). Due to its domain archi
tecture the co-chaperone apparently provides a physical link between Hsp70 and the pro
teolytic complex. Accordingly, elevation of BAG-l levelsin cell culture experiments results in
an increased association of the chaperone with the proteasorne. t'' In summary, the data indicate
that BAG-l fulfils its cellular function at least in part by stimulating client unloading from
Hsp70 at the proteasome. Indeed, BAG-l promotes CHIP-mediated turnover of the glucocor
ticoid hormone receptor.19 A cooperation of the two co-chaperones in chaperone-assisted deg
radation is possible because they occupy different domains on Hsp70. BAG-l binds to the
ATPasedomain, whereas CHIP simultaneously associateswith the carboxyl terminus ofHsp70,
resulting in the formation of a chaperone complex dedicated for degradation (Fig. 6).

BAG-I, HSJl and also Hsp70 are themselvessubstrates ofthe CHIP ubiquitin ligase.16.2O,40

During chaperone-assisted degradation they become ubiquitylated by CHIP. However, CHIP
does not trigger the proteasomal degradation of these components. Ubiquirylarion of the
co-chaperones and Hsp 70 seems to provide an additional means to facilitate docking at the
proteasome during the delivery of chaperone clients (Fig. 6). In the case of BAG-I , it was
indeed shown that CHIP-mediated ubiquitylation stimulates binding to the proteasome.l''
The chaperone/co-chaperone complex apparently exposes multiple proteasomal sorting sig
nals. This mirrors the recent identification of multiple receptor proteins for the recognition of
ubiquitin-like domains and ubiquitin chains within the 19S regulatory cap of the proteasome
(Fig. 6).15.41 Using multiple docking sites might be necessary during CHIP-induced degrada
tion because CHIP in cooperation with Ubc4/5 does not mediate the assembly of lysine-48
linked ubiquitin chains, which are most efficiently recognized at the proteasome. Instead, mixed
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chaperone complex

Figure 6. Subunit arrangement of the 195 regulatory particle of the proteasome and schematic
presentation of the BAG-l/Hsp70/CHIP complex. BAG-1 is able to cooperate with CHIP in
chaperone-assisted degradation because it uses its BAG domain for binding to the ATPase
domain of Hsp70 while CHIP simultaneously occupies the carboxyl terminus of the chaperone .
BAG-1 and Hsp70 are both ubiquitylated by CHIP in the assembled chaperone/co-chaperone
complex. The complex would thus expose multiple proteasomal sorting signals, i.e., the inte
grated ubiquitin-Iike domain of BAG-l (UBL) and polyubiquitin chains attached to BAG-1,
Hsp70 and the chaperone client. The UBL domain is recognized by the Rpn1 subunit of the 195
cap. Rpn10 and RptS have been imp licated in ubiquitin chain binding. A color version of this
figure is available online at www.eurekah.com.

chains are formed with a preference for lysine_27.40-42 Reduced affiniry for such chains could
possibly be compensated by the multiple sorting signals exposed by the delivery complex. Fur
thermore, direct contacts between delivery factors and subunits of the regulatory cap might be
essential for coordinating substrate transfer and insertion into the proteasome core.

A Novel Concept for Protein Quality Control
The described examples illuminate a close cooperation between molecular chaperones and

the ubiquitin/proteasome system. Chaperones are actively involved at the distinct stages of the
degradation process, i.e., substrate selection, sorting, and docking at the proteasome, due to

their cooperation with co-chaperones that combine chaperone- and degradation-regulating
functions. This challenges previous models for protein qualiry control, which invoked a
competition between chaperones and components of the degradation machinery in substrate
selection.43 Instead a novel concept is emerging, in which molecular chaperones act as central
players that would initially bind and stabilize a misfolded protein to direct it either towards
folding or degradation depending on the associated co-chaperones (Fig. 7) .4.6 Yet, the
functional characterization of the co-chaperones described above marks only the beginning of
the elucidation ofchaperone-assisteddegradation. Many more players remain to beinvestigated.
This is best illustrated by the fact that a deletion of the chip gene in mice does not result in a
phenotype consistent with impaired protein degradation. The mice are unable to mount a heat
shock response due to the involvement ofCHIP in the regulation ofthe heat shock transcription
factor,44 but the degradation ofchaperone clients in CHIP-deficient cells proceeds normally.45
This strongly argues for the existence of additional ubiquitin ligases that are able to cooperate
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Figure 7. The co-chaperone network that determines protein folding and degradation activ ities
of Hsp70. After in itial binding of Hsp70 to a nonnative protein client, diverse co-chaperones can
associate with the chaperone to direct the client onto a folding or degradation pathway. CHIP
cooperates with HSjl and BAG-l in client degradation. In conjunction w ith HspBPl or BAG-2
the ubiquitin ligaseactivity of CHIP is inhibited. Hip and Hopcompetewith degradation-inducing
co-chaperones in Hsp70 binding and facilitate chaperone-mediated folding. Ub.: ubiquitin
chain. A color version of this figure is available online at www.eurekah.com .

with molecular chaperones. A candidate for such a ligase is parkin, the inactivation of which
causes early onset Parkinson's disease.46 Parkin is a RING type ubiquitin ligase that also
possesses a UBL domain for proteasome binding. An involvement in chaperone-assisted
degradation is indicated by the fact that parkin binds to and cooperates with CHIP and Hsp70
during the ubiquitylation of the disease-associated receptor Pael-RY Although molecular
details of this cooperation remain to be explored, parkin may represent an additional pathway
for the degradation of chaperone clients and may compensate for a loss of CHIP activity.
Functional redundancy may also exist at the level of substrate unload ing at the proteasome.
Similar to BAG-I, BAG-6/Seythe combines a BAG and an UBL domain and could thus act as
a proteasome-associatednucleotide exchange factor of Hsp70 during client delivety.48 However,
experimental evidence for this hypothesis remains to be obtained.

Another chaperone-assisted degradation pathway involves the Cdc48/p97 protein, which
belongs to a family of AAAATPases that form hexameric ring complexes with chaperone-like
properties.15.49 Cdc48/p97 is of central importance for the degradation of misfolded ER
proteins that need to be exported into the cytoplasm to reach the proteasome.Y Export and
sorting in the cytoplasm depend on Cdc48/p97 and rely on its chaperone activity. Further
more, Cdc48/p97 is also required for the degradation of severalsoluble cytoplasmic proteins. 15
During proteasomal sorting Cdc48/p97 closelycooperates with certain ubiquitin Iigasesand a
broad range of substrate adaptors , many of which contain ubiquitin-binding domains.14.15.49
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Again, efficient substrate delivery to the proteasome depends on the functional communication
between a chaperone system and specialized components of the ubiquitin/proteasome system.

Substrate Selection
Diversechaperone-assisteddegradation pathwaysprobably evolvedto mediate the degradation

ofdistinct sets of protein substrates. Indeed , BAG-I stimulates the CHIP-induced degradation
of the glucocorticoid hormone receptor, but does not affect the degradation of CFTR
mediated by CHIl~8.34 Such a substrate selectiviry might be explained by differences in the
availability of certain co-chaperones at distinct cellular locations. In addition, direct interac
tions between co-chaperones and the protein substrate are conceivable. In support of this
notion, BAG-I, CHIP and HSJI were found to bind chaperone clients on their own with
various affinities.16,19 Such direct interactions could contribute to the selection of chaperone
clients for proteasomal degradation. It remains to be elucidated what structural features or
sequence motifs ofthe clients are recognized by the degradation-inducing co-chaperones. Iden
tifying such co-chaperone binding sites may help to verifY whether the chaperone machinery is
able to distinguish between nonnative proteins doomed for degradation and those that need to
be refolded. The possibility remains, however, that no such distinction is made during the
initial encounter ofa nonnative protein with the chaperone machinery. In such a scenario, an
irreversibly misfolded protein would cycle on and off the chaperone because of its inability to
proceed on its folding pathway and would finally encounter a degradation-inducing chaperone
complex, which would direct the protein towards the proteasome.

Regulating the Balance between Chaperone-Assisted Folding
and Degradation

Turn ing a chaperone into a protein degradation factor is potentially dangerous to the cell if
one considers that 10-20% of cellular protein transiently associates with chaperones during
their de novo synrhesis.P! Apparently, the destructive potential of degradation-inducing
co-chaperones such as CHIP should be carefullycontrolled. Competition with folding-inducing
co-chaperones in chaperone binding is an important aspect in this regard. BAG-I, CHIP and
HSJI all use docking sites on Hsp70, which are also utilized by co-chaperones that stimulate
protein folding (Fig. 7).4 For example, BAG-I com~etes with the Hsp70-interacting Hip in
binding to the ATPase domain of the chaperone. Hip promotes the folding capacity of
Hsp70.52.53 A similar competition is observed at the carboxyl terminus of Hsp70 between
CHIP and the Hsp70/Hsp90-organizing protein Hop that facilitates folding (see Chapter by
Daniel et al).18.54 The intracellular balance ofthe competing co-chaperones would thus signifi
cantly determine folding and degradation activities of the chaperone system (Fig. 7). As Hip
and Hop are usually about 5-10 times more abundant than BAG-I and CHIp,19.35 folding
pathways appear to be favored. The transcriptional regulation of co-chaperone expression is an
important subject for future investigations in this regard. Furthermore, the binding affinity of
individual co-chaperones for their chaperone partner has to be taken into account here, which
may even be subject to alteration by posrrranslarional modification. This is another aspect that
needs to be explored in more detail.

The characterization of the Hsp70 co-chaperone HspBPI points to an even more intricate
mechanism to inh ibit the ubiquitin ligaseactivity ofCHIP. Similar to BAG-I , HspBPI associ
ates with the ATPase domain of Hsp70 to stimulate nucleotide exchange (see Chapter by
Brodsky and Bracher).55.56 Moreover, also HspBPI is able to form a ternary complex with
Hsp70 and CHIP (Fig. 7).23 In this complex, however, the ubiquitin ligaseactivity ofCHIP is
abrogated. HspBPI most likely blocks ubiquitin attachment sites from the reach of the CHIP
ubiquitin ligase. In agreement with a function as a CHIP inhibitor, overexpressionofHspBPI
attenuates the CHIP-mediated degradation of CFTR, whereas siRNA-mediated depletion of
the co-chaperone accelerates CFTR turnover.23The observedinhibitory mechanism could enable
CHIP to participate in the regulation ofthe chaperone cycleofHsp70 without inducing client
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degradation. Indeed degradation-independent functions of CHIP were recently described, for
example during the regulation of the heat shock transcription factor (HSF).44 It remains to be
seen, however, whether HSF regulation involves a cooperation ofCHIP with inhibitors such as
HspBPl. Notably, the BAG-l related co-chaperone BAG-2 also acts as an inhibitor of the
CHIP ubiquitin ligase.57,58 BAG-2 abrogates the interaction between CHIP and its partner E2
enzyme and in this way interferes with CHIP-mediated ubiquirylation (Fig. 7). Furthermore,
the co-chaperone BAG-5 was found to inhibit the ubiquitin ligaseparkin by binding to Hsp701
parkin compb:es.59 Multiple control mechanisms are apparently in place to define and restrict
chaperone-assisted degradation.

Outlook
The analysis ofchaperone-assisted degradation highlights the role ofthe Hsp70 and Hsp90

co-chaperone network in maintaining a delicate equilibrium between the protection offolding
intermediates to ensure the adoption ofthe native state and the efficient clearance ofmisfolded
species that pose a threat to cell viability. Disruption of this homeostatic balance by genetic
mutation, stress or aging has catastrophic consequences. Addressing the many questions that
remain will therefore not only provide novel insights into cell biology but will also be of large
biomedical relevance.
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CHAPTER 11

The Role of Hsp70 and Its Co-Chaperones
in Protein Misfolding, Aggregation
and Disease
Jacqueline van derSpuy, Michael E. Cheetham* and ], PaulChapple

Abstract

M olecular chaperones and their associated co-chaperones are essential in health and
diseaseas they are key facilitators of protein folding, quality control and function .
Inparticular, the Hsp70 molecular chaperone networks have been associated with

neurodegenerative diseases caused by aberrant protein folding. The pathogenesis of these
disorders usually includes the formation ofdeposits of misfolded, aggregated protein. Hsp70
and its co-chaperones have been recognised as potent modulators of inclusion formation and
cell survival in cellular and animal models of neurodegenerative disease. In has recently be
come evident that the Hsp70 chaperone machine functions not only in folding, but also in
proteasome mediated degradation of neurodegenerative disease proteins. Thus, there has
been a great deal of interest in the potential manipulation of molecular chaperones as a
therapeutic approach for many neurodegenerations. Furthermore, mutations in severalHsp70
co-chaperones and putative co-chaperones have been identified as causing inherited
neurodegenerative and cardiac disorders, directly linking the Hsp70 chaperone system to
human disease.

Introduction
Molecular chaperone networks have been shown to be fundamentally important to many

aspects of human health and disease. In a large number of disease studies, changes in chap
erone expression profiles have been observed, such that almost no other class of proteins
have been linked to such a large array of human disorders. The Hsp70 family of chaperone
proteins, and their co-chaperone regulators, have received particular interest in the field of
cancer biology, heart disease and neurodegeneration. Hsp70 biology has not only contrib
uted to our understanding of the molecular mechanism of these conditions, but has also led
to the identification of biomarkers for disease states and potential targets for therapeutic
intervention.

Given their importance in protein folding and quality control, it is perhaps unsurprising
that molecular chaperones have been identified as key modulators of human misfolding dis
ease and in particular neurodegenerations .I-3 The majority of neurodegenerative disorders,
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Figure1. Molecular chaperones in protein misfolding and aggregation. Molecular chaperones
and their associated co-chaperones are essential in the cellular defences against protein ag
gregation . Molecular chaperone networks participate in protein folding and refolding,
proteasome-dependent degradation, and incl usion formation and lysosome-mediated au
tophagy. A color version of this figure is available online at www.eurekah.com.

including Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and
polyglutamine (polyQ) expansion diseases, are characterized by conformational changes in
proteins that result in misfolding and aggregation.1,2,4Some of these aggregates share a pro
pensity to assemble into amyloid fibrils, which are characterised by detelfent insolubility,
protease resistance, and high psheet content and cross p sheet structure.v It has been sug
gested that during the formation of amyloid fibrils 'off-pathway' assembly may occur result
ing in misfolded protein monomers or higher-order aggregates that are not required interme
diates in amyloid fibril production.f It is unclear why neurons are particularly vulnerable to
the accumulation ofthese off-pathway species, although it has been suggested it may panl~ be
because as post-mitotic cells they can not dilute the toxic proteins during cell division. In
neurons and other cells molecular chaperones represent the first line of defence against aber
rant protein accumulation (Fig. l) .They are central to the three main cellular defences against
protein aggregationr ' protein folding and refolding;8,9proteasome dependent degradation;tO-13
inclusion formation and lysosome-mediated autophagy14,15 (Fig. l). Furthermore, folding
and proteasomal degradation of proteins are linked through co-chaperones, such as CHIP
and HS]l (seeChapter by Hohfeld et al),16 which regulate triage decisionsdetermining whether
misfolded proteins are refolded or degraded.

In this chapter we focus on links between the Hsp70 molecular chaperone network and
neurodegenerative diseases. Firstly, we consider evidence for the ability of Hsp70 and its
co-chaperones to act as suppressors of neurodegeneration, with an emphasis on polyQ
misfolding diseases. Secondly, we look at a direct link between the Hsp70 chaperone ma
chine and disease by considering co-chaperones and putative co-chaperones that are mu
tated in human genetic disorders.
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Hsp70 and Its Co-Chaperones in Neurodegenerative Disease
In misfolding disease the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) can become compromised

and/or overloaded, resulting in ubiquitylated proteins being sequestered in inclusions (Fig.
1).17 It is uncertain whether such inclusion bodies are pathogenic, incidental or a beneficial
coping response. Recent evidence, such as the observation that in a cellular model of
Huntington's disease (HD) inclusion body formation reduces the level ofmutant huntingtin
and the risk of neuronal death,18 points toward inclusions being part of the cellular defence
mechanism." however, it is clear that the presence of inclusions reveals problems of protein
processing and could be viewed as surrogate markers ofprotein misfolding. The mechanisms
of cell death in misfolding diseases are not fully resolved; however, certain evidence implies
the toxic species could be soluble precursors of the aggregated proteins, rather than the in
soluble fibrillar species that are sequestered into inclusions. For example, in a yeast model of
HD cell death occurs before insoluble aggregates can be detected.19

Chaperones have been shown to colocalise with protein inclusions in cellular and animal
models, aswell as the lesions observed in human brain tissue.The specific cohort ofchaperones
associated with inclusions appears to be disease dependent, presumably because although the
inclusions have similar biochemical characteristics, the disease protein and cellular context
varies. The small heat shock protein (sHSP), the Hsp70 and Hsp40lDnaJ families of molecu
lar chaperones have been most frequently associated with misfolding disease. It has been pro
posed that the interaction of molecular chaperones and other components of the cellular pro
tein quality control machinery with misfolded proteins may deplete them sufficiently that
their normal cellular functions are impaired.2° Other essential cellular proteins, such as tran
scription factors, arealso recruited to inclusionsand this may be detrimental to cellsurvival.19.21.22
Of the proteins which are known to be recruited to inclusions molecular chaperones appear to
be unique, as they also have the ability to modulate the formation of the inclusions and cell
survival. Interestingly, Hsp70 has been demonstrated to be transiently associated with polyQ
protein aggregates, exhibiting rapid kinetics of association and dissociation, raising the possi
bility it may be involved in a pathway rescuing sequestered transcription factors and/or other
essential cellular proteins.23

The Hsp70 Chaperone Machine
The Hsp70 chaperone machine is a key component of the cellular protein production and

quality control machinery. The frequent association of Hsp70 proteins with inclusions of
misfolded disease protein suggests this chaperone machine is particularly important in dealing
with toxic misfolding disease proteins . Hsp70 proteins bind short regions of peptides with a
certain position and patrern ofhldrophobic residues in a substrate-binding pocket, assisting in
their stabilisation and folding.8. Substrate binding is cyclicwith Hsp70 switching from a low
substrate affinity, fast substrate exchange state when bound to ATP to a high substrate affinity,
slow substrate exchange state upon the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP. Hsp70 undergoes a confor
mational change resulting in closure of its substrate binding pocket upon ATP hydrolysis,8.9
dependent on inrerdornain communication via an allosteric mechanism.24This cycle is regu
lated by Hsp70 co-chaperones and in particular Hsp40/DnaJ proteins, which are characterized
by a highly conserved 70-amino acid domain called the J-domain.25The J-domain interacts
with Hsp70 protein, stimulating ATP hydrolysis and altering substrate binding (see Chapter
by Rosser and Cyr).

More than ten Hsp 70 genes have been identified in humans, coding for proteins including
the eytosolic constitutive heat shock 70 cognate (Hsc70), several stress inducible forms of
Hsp70 and the endoplasmic reticulum resident glucose-regulated protein 78 (Grp78 or BiP).
Many more Hsp40IDnaJ proteins have been identified. Aswell as stimulating Hsp70 ATPase
activity, Hsp40/DnaJ proteins can bind client proteins independently, directly facilitating
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targeting to Hsp70,25 Thus Hsp40/Dna] proteins may provide a mechanism for recruiting
the Hsp70 machine to its many cellular roles. Interestingly, some type II Hsp40/Dna] pro
teins, such as HS]l and MR], are expressed at higher levels in the brain than other tissues
suggesting a specificity and/or particular requirements for Hsp70 function in neurons.26.27

Hsp70 and Hsp40IDna] Proteins as Modulators ofPolyQ Protein
Aggregation and Toxicity

In 1998 Cummings et al demonstrated that molecular chaperones could be potent modu
lators of polyQ disease.28 This repon showed that in a cellular model of spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1 (SCA-I) overexpression of the Hsp40lDna] protein, HD]-2, caused a signifi
cant decrease in the incidence of ataxin-I inclusions. Subsequently, coexpression ofHD]-2
was demonstrated to reduce inclusion incidence in a model of spinal bulbar muscular atro
phr. 29 whilst Hsp40/HD]-1 was shown to reduce ataxin-3 inclusion formation and toxic
ity.30 Interestingly, not all the studies ofco-chaperone overexpression have shown beneficial
effects on protein aggregation and inclusion formation. For example, it has been reported
that in COS-7 cells overexpression of HD]-2 caused increased inclusion formation in a
model of HD.31This study, however, represents an exception and there are now multiple
reports of Hsp40/Dna] proteins reducing inclusion incidence and toxicity in cellular mod
els of polyQ diseases. It seems likely that Hsp40/Dna] proteins which are enriched in neu
ronal tissues, or have a neuronal specific expression profile, may be particularly relevant in
neurodegenerative diseases. In particular, HS]la has been shown to effectively reduce the
incidence of polyQ protein aggregation, dependent on its interaction with ubiquitin inter
action motifs (UIMs) ,16 whereas the closely related MR] , which lacks DIMs, has also been
shown to suppress polyQ dependent protein aggregation, caspase activity and cellular toxic
ity.27 Surprisingly, few studies have analysed the importance of the co-chaperone or inde
pendent chaperone activity of co-chaperones for their protective function . It has been shown,
however, that HS]la required a functional J-domain to prevent polyQ aggregation.16 These
data suggest that the role ofHsp40/Dna] proteins in suppressing polyQ toxicity may rely on
the regulation of the Hsp70 machine, but this remains to be tested for many other
co-chaperones .

In the first in vivo investigation of Hsp70's effect on polyQ disease, the amount of
neurodegeneration was reduced but was not effected. This study of a Drosophila model of
spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 was partially rescued by coexpression of Hsp70.32 Further
more, an Hsp70 mutant without ATPase activity had a dominant negative effect making
neurodegeneration worse. In the same Drosophila model Hsp40/HD]-1 (but not HD]-2)
was able to suppress degeneration and was also observed to have a synergistic effect with
Hsp70, again without altering inclusion formation.33When another Drosophila model was
used to screen for genetic factors modifying degeneration caused by expression of polyQ in
the fly eye, two Hsp40/Dna] proteins were identified, dHDJ-l and dTPR2, which are fO
tentially homologous to human Hsp40/HD]-l and tetratricopeptide repeat protein 2.3

The ability of Hsp70 to reduce the severity of polyQ mediated degeneration has also
been demonstrated in mouse models. For example, when a SCA-l transgenic model was
crossed with a hemizygous model overexpressing Hsp70 at approximately lO-fold normal
levels, behavioural and neuropathological symptoms improved. 35 When animals homozy
gous and hemizygous for Hsp70 overexpression were compared, results suggested Hsp70
ameliorated polyQpathologies in a dose dependent manner. Not all mouse models ofpolyQ
disease, however, appear to be equally affected by increasing Hsp70 levels. In a mouse model
of HD, overexpression of Hsp70 by 5- to 15-fold only had modest effects on disease pro
gression.36This variation may reflect differences in chaperone and co-chaperone expression
or the disease models studied.
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The Roleofthe Hsp70 Co-Chaperones CHIPand Bag-I in Modulating
PolyQProteinAggregation and TOxicity

Other regulatory components of the Hsp70 chaperone machine have also been recognised
as potentially playing important roles in the chaperone response to misfolded disease protein.
Of particular interest is the co-chaperone CHIP that negatively regulates Hsp70 chaperone
activity and acts as an ubiquitin ligasefor Hsp70 client proteins (seeChapter by Hohfeld et al).
Overexpression of CHIP was reported to suppress the aggregation and cell death caused by
expanded polyQproteins by increasingthe ubiquitination and subsequent degradation ofmutant
protein37 and in a recent study HD transgenic mice that were haploinsufficient for CHIP
display a markedly accelerated disease phenotype.38 Interesti~ly, CHIP has been shown to act
as a ubiquitin ligase for the Alzheimer's disease protein tau39 and rescued COS-7 cells from
phosphorylated tau induced cell death.42 The Hsp70 co-chaperone Bag-1 has also been shown
to contain an integrated ubiquitin-like domain that enables it to recruit Hsp70 cha~erone

complexes to the proteasome and to protect cells against polyQ induced cell death . 3 The
Hsp70 chaperone machine has a number of other co-chaperone regulators and interacting
partners; these proteins represent likely modulators of misfolding disease.

Mechanisms ofHsp70Mediated Neuroprotection
The potential mechanisms by which the Hsp70 chaperone machine is neuroprotective are

manifold and complex. It seems likely that the Hsp70 chaperone machine prevents the conver
sion of native protein species into toxic intermediates and either facilitates their degrada
tion I2,13,26,44 or, instead, pushes them towards a folding pathway where nontoxic disordered
aggregates form. The prominent role played by Hsp70 in the removal of toxic protein species
by the UPS means that it helps prevent unwanted interactions between misfolded proteins and
important cellular proteins such as transcription factors.19Furthermore, Hsp70 has been shown
to inhib it the initiation and execution of apoptotic pathways. This is potentially important as
the mechanism by which neurons die in neurodegenerative diseases is generally apoptotic.45

Interestingly, the co-chaperone Bag-1has also been identified as a potent regulator of apoptosis.46

Links between Hsp70 and Other Chaperone Machines
In many of its cellular roles the Hsp70 chaperone machine functions in conjunction with

other molecular chaperones systems. For example, the modulation of neurodegeneration by
Hsp70 chaperones could be performed in concert with the sHSP family, a diverse group of
proteins under 40 kDa in size, that include the u-crysrallins and Hsp27. The sHSP share a
C-terminal domain of approximately 100 amino acids, which mediates assembly into large
oligomeric structures . Upon cellular stress it is believed that these oligomers reorganise into
smaller, active complexes which interact with misfolded proteins preventing them from aggre
gating and maintaining them in a state from which they can potentially be refolded or de
graded, by the Hsp70 chaperone machine.47 There is clear evidence that sHSP can modulate
models of misfolding disease. For example, Hsp27 has been shown to prevent cellular polyQ
toxicity caused by huntingtin.48 Furthermore, in yeast it has been demonstrated that Hsp26
alters the nature of polyQaggregation to facilitate reactivation by the chaperones Hsp 104 with
the assistance of Hsp70 and Hsp40/Dna] proteins .49 It should be noted, however, that as yet
no mammalian orthologue of Hsp 104 has been identified .

PharmacologicalManipulation ofHsp70 and Other Chaperones
The neuroprotective potential of molecular chaperones may be exploited for the treatment

of neurodegenerative diseases.Severaldrugs have been identified that induce the expression of
Hsp70 and other chaperones.50 These include the hydroxylamine derivative bimoclomol and
its analogue, arimoclomol, and the benzoquinone ansamycin ant ibiotic, geldanymycin, and
the related radicol. These compounds potentiate chaperone expression by activating heat shock
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transcription factor Hsf-1. 50 Hydroxylamine derivativesbind Hsf-1 and prolong its binding to
the heat shock response element found in the heat shock gene promoters. In contrast,
geldanymycin binds to the ATP site on Hsp90 and block its interaction with Hsf-1 and other
clients, thereby stimulating the transcription of heat shock proteins. An exciting recent study
demonstrated that treatment with arimoclomol delayed disease progression in ALS mice,
resulting in a 22% increase in lifespan,51 This correlated with a slight increase in Hsp27 levels
and a significant increase in both Hsp70 and Hsp90 levelsin the spinal cord of the treated ALS
mice. Aschaperones are fundamentally important in many essential cellular processesit would
not be surprising if pharmacological interference in their expression had deleterious effects,
although as yet none have been reponed with arimoclomol. It may, therefore, be more impor
tant to target specificco-chaperones, such as HSJ1 proteins, which have been demonstrated to
modulate protein aggregation, but are not ubiquitously expressed.

Mutations in Putative Hsp70 Co-Chaperones Which Cause
Inherited Disease

Multiple human disorders have been identified that are associated with mutations in genes
encoding chaperones or putative chaperones (Table 1). As yet, no mutations associated with
disease have been identified in Hsp70 proteins, possibly because these molecular chaperones
are so fundamentally important to cellular survival that mutations would be lethal. However,
mutations in severalHsp70 co-chaperones and putative co-chaperones have recently been iden
tified as causing disease.The following is a brief description ofsome of these proteins.

The BiP Nucleotide Exchange Factor SILl
In the lumen of the ER the Hsp70 family member BiP plays a crucial role in protein

folding, protein translocation and quality control (see Chapters by Brodsky and Bracher, and
Dudek et al).52 Mutations in the BiP co-chaperone SIll (or BAP, for BiP associated protein)
have been identified as causing the multi-system autosomal recessive disorder
Marinesco-Sjogren syndrome (MSS; OMIM 248800).53.54 This disease affects multiple tis
sues with key features including: cerebellar ataxia, due to Purkinje and granule cell loss;
progressive myopathy with muscle replacement by fat and connective tissue; cataracts from
infancy; mental retardation and short stature. The 461 amino acid N-glycosylated SIll pro 
tein contains ER targeting and retention signals.55 In the ER SIll interacts with the ATPase
domain of BiP and induces ADP release and subsequent exchange for ATP, thus regulating
the chaperones substrate binding cycle.55 SIll mutations in MSS patients include prema
ture stops, frame shifts and splice site mutations.53.54Using homology mapping and replace
ment based on the co-crystal structure of the cytosolic BiP/SILl homologs HspBPl and
Hsp70 it seems likely that the majority ofSIll mutant proteins will be defective in binding
to Bip'53 Two mutations at the C-terminus of SIll , which are not predicted to affect the
interaction with Bip,are likely to cause mislocalisation as they interfere with the protein's ER
retention motif. Interestingly, prior to the ident ification of mutations in SIll in MSS, a
spontaneous recessive mouse mutation, woozy (wz), was identified as being caused by dis
ruption of the mouse SIll gene. The wz mouse has an overlapping phenotype with MSS,
including adult onset ataxia with loss of cerebellar Purkinje cells.56 Affected cells have int ra
cellular protein inclusions in the ER and nucleus and upregulation of the unfolded protein
response.l'' These data suggest that BiP mediated protein folding is compromised in the ER
of affected cells. SIll appears to be ubiquitously expressed, so it is unclear why only certain
cell types are affected in MSS. Possible mechanisms that could explain this differential cell
sensitivity could include: lack ofa compensatory factor for mutated SIll; enhanced sensitiv
ity to an impaired ER chaperone machinery or UPR; specialisedclient protein requirements .54
The precise basis remains to be defined, yet the identification ofmutations in SIll highlight
the importance of correct chaperone networking in the ER as well as the cytosol.
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The Mitochondrial Hsp40/Dna] Protein DNA]C19
A splice site mutation in the DNA]C19 gene has been shown to be associated with a rare

autosomal recessive disorder, Dilated Cardiomyopathywith Ataxia (DCMA; OMIM 608977).57
Features of this condition have been characterized as early onset dilated cardiomyopathy with
conductance defects, nonpro~ressive cerebellar ataxia, testicular dysgenesis, growth failure and
3-methylglutaconic aciduria. DNA]C19 has previously been identified as a component ofthe
mitochondrial proteomel'' and is a putative human orthologue ofthe yeast Hsp40/Dna] protein
TIm 14. Tim14 is essential for cellviability in yeast, as it functions as a component of the Tim23
complex (see Chapter by Bursae and Lithgow), a mitochondrial Hsp70 mediated import motor
for the translocation of presequence-containing preproteins across the inner membrane of the
mitochondria.59-61 Interestingly, there are significant similarities between the DCMA phenotype
and another diseasein which abnormal mitochondria and respiratory chain defects are observed,
Barth ~drome (BTHS: OMIM 302060). In BTHS the gene for the Tafazzin protein is mu
tated .6 The yeast orthologue ofTafazzin, Taz1, is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein
that is exposed to the intermembrane space, which functions as an acyltransferaseinvolved in the
remodeling of cardiolipin.63 The role of cardiolopin is unclear, although it is believed to be
required for the proper function ofproteins/protein complexes in the inner mitochondrial mem
brane and has been shown to be critical for the biogenesis ofrespiratory chain supercomplexes.F
Thus, it has been suggested that inactivation ofTaz1 affects both the assembly and stability of
respiratory chain complexes in the inner membrane of mitochondria.63 It seems likely that the
DCMA phenotype reflects a defect in mitochondrial protein import; however, whether there is
a direct link between the pathways involved in this disease and BTHS is unresolved. Another
mitochondrial Hsp40lDna] protein TId 1 (DnajA3) has been identified as having the a-subunit
ofthe mitochondrial DNA polymerase y (Polga)as an interacting panner.64 Furthermore, polga
has been identified as a client of the yeast homolog of TId1.65 Mice deficient in TId1 have a
decreased copy number of mitochondrial DNA and develop dilated cardiomyopathy further
illustrating the importance of Hsp40/Dna] proteins in protein folding in the mirochondria.P'

The Spastic Ataxia Protein Sacsin
Mutations in the SACSgene have been identified as causing the inherited ataxia, autosomal

recessive spastic ataxia ofCharlevoix-Saguenay (SACS/ARSACS: OMIM 270550).66SACS is
characterised by early onset of neurodegeneration with absent sensory-nerve conduction, re
duced motor-nerve velocity and hypermyelination ofretinal-nerve fibres. Although this protein
was identified as causing SACS in a Canadian population, recent genetic studies have suggested
that this form ofspastic ataxia may be more common than originally presumed. The SACSgene
is predicted to encode sacsin, a large (3829 amino acid) multi-domain protein within a single
exon. The SACS mRNA appears to be widely expressed in human tissues with enrichment in
brain and skeletal muscle. The sacsin protein is a putative co-chaperone of the Hsp40/Dna]
family based upon the presence of a] domain at the C-terminus of its predicted amino acid
sequence (~60% identity over 30 residues compared to Hsp40/Hdj1). Although the sacsin]
domain is divergent from that of Hsp40 it does contain the highly conserved His-Pro-Asp mo
tu. This tripeptide is essential for the stimulation of Hsp70 ATPase activity by Hsp40IDna]
proteins . Interestingly, the N-terminal half of sacsin contains two regions (~125 amino acids
each) of homology to the N-terminal domain of the chaperone Hsp90 (~27% identity to S.
cerevisiae Hsp90). Hsp90 and the Hdj2 Hsp40/Dna] protein have been previously implicated
to funct ion together in folding pathways previously,for example in the maturation ofthe gluco
corticoid receptor. It has also been proposed that a region of 110 amino acids at the C-terminus
ofsacsin represents a novel protein domain, the HEPN domain (higher eukaryote and prokary
ote nucleotide bind ing domain) .67The HEPN domain is found in bacteria and higher eukary
ores, but is believed to be absent from lower eukaryores, and its function in sacsin is predicted to
be nucleotide binding. Although the role of sacsin in the brain is unknown, it is intriguing to
speculate that it may be a chaperone for proteins involved in related ataxias.
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Figure 2. Do main organi zation of human AIPL1, XAP2 and FKBP52. The doma in organ izat ions
of human AIPL1 (accession number AAF26708), XAP2 (accession number AAB39923) and
FKBP52 (accession number NP_002005) were compared . The known AIPL1 pathogenic mu
tations are distributed throughout the protein . Human XAP2 shares 49% identity with AIPL1.
The level of conservation is highest in the TPRdomain, with each XAP2 TPRconsensus sharing
50%,53% and 62% identity respectively with TPR1 , TPR2and TPR3of AIPL1. A primate-specific
proline-rich region (PP) is present at the C-term inus of AIPL1. An FKBP12-like doma in (FK)
wh ich is unable to bind immunosuppressant drugsand does not have peptidylprolyl isomerase
activity is present at the N-terminus of XAP2. This region shares 30% identity w ith FK1 in
FKBP52. The overa ll degree of conservation between FKBP52 and AIPL1 is 17%, w ith identi ty
being highe st in the TPR dom ain (27%) .

The Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor Interacting Protein-Like 1 (AlPLI)
Mutations in the AIPL1 gene cause the autosomal recessivedisorder Leber congenital amau

rosis (LCA: OMIM 604392), the most severe form of retinal dystrophy characterised by blind
ness or severe visual impairment at birth. 68 AlPL1 is expressed in the pineal gland and the
specialised, sensory neurons of the retina, the photoreceptors. Within the neuroretina, the
expression of AIPLl protein coincides with the spatiotemporal differentiation and develop
ment of the rod and cone photoreceptors, but is restricted to the rod photoreceptors in the
adult human retina suggesting a developmental switch in AIPLl funetion .69•7o AIPLl shares
49% ident ity with the human X-associated protein 2 (XAP2) or aryl hydrocarbon (Ah)
receptor-activated 9 (ARA9), the mouse homologue of which has been designated the Ah
receptor-interacting protein (AIP).71-73 XAP2 and the immunophilins FKBP51/52 participate
with the Hsp70-Hsp90 molecular chaperone machinery in the regulation of their respective
cognate client proteins, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) and the steroid hormone recep
tors (see Chapter by Cox and Smith) . Furthermore, the association ofXAP2 with Hsc70 may
also facilitate preprotein transfer from Hsc70 to Tom20 and mediate preprotein import in a
TPR-dependent manner, suggesting a more general co-chaperone role for XAP2.74 In addition
to the similarity of AIPLl to XAP2, the conservation ofa TPR domain in AIPLl suggests that
AIPLl may be a member of the family ofTPR co-chaperones (Fig. 2).

The client proteins and partner chaperones of AIPLl still remain to be fully defined, how
ever, a number of AIPLl-interacting proteins have been identified including the NEDD8 ulti
mate buster protein 1 (NUB 1).75 NUB 1 would appear to participate in proteasomal function,
via UBL and UBA domains (see Chapter byHohfeld et al). NUB 1 and a larger isoform, NUB 1L,
associate with two small, ubiquitin-like proteins, N EDD8 and FAT10, and bind the S5a sub
unit of the 19 S proteasome activator to recruit these ubiquitin-like proteins and their conju
gates for proteasomal degradation .76-8o Though the mechanistic details of NUB1 and NUB 1L
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association with the ubiquitin-like proteins and proteasomal function are becoming clearer,
the molecular function of AIPLl with respect to NUBl interaction and proteasomal regula
tion is not understood. AIPLl is able to modulate the nuclear translocation ofNUB 1.81 Fur
thermore, AIPLl is able to behave in a chaperone-like manner to suppress the formation of
inclusions arising from N- and C-terminal fragments ofNUB1.81 This effect was specific for
NUB 1 fragments as AIPLl had no effect on the formation of inclusions by unrelated,
aggregation-prone proteins , including the polyQdisease associated Huntingtin-exon l-Q103.
The AIPLl homologue XAP2 was unable to interact with or modulate NUB 1 nucleocytoplas
mic distribution and had no effect on the formation of NUBl fragment inclusions.81 This
suggested that whilst the similarity between AIPLl and XAP2 correlates with a conserved
function in the modulation of nuclear translocation, the specificity for the client protein differs
in each case.

In addition to NUB l , it has also been demonstrated that AIPLl is able to interact with and
enhance the post-translational processing offarnesylated proteins, including the Hsp40/Dna]
protein HD]2.82 Recently, mouse models ofLCA with either the complete or partial inactiva
tion of AIPLl expression have suggested that AIPLl may also function as a potential chaper
one for cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) , an essentialcomponent ofthe visualphototransduction
cascade.83-85 In models of AIPLl LCA, the levels of all three subunits of the cGMP PDE
holoenzyme (a, ~ and y) were reduced by a post-transcriptional mechanism before the onset of
photoreceptor degeneration. AIPLl may thus be necessary for the biosynthesis, assembly or
stabilization ofPDE to proteasomal degradation. The PDE-a subunit is farnesylated and mu
tations that block farnesylation cause degradation of the protein. 86

Conclusions
The molecular chaperones and their associated co-chaperones are of central importance to

protein function from facilitating folding, transpon and translocation, through functional
maturation to the clearance of misfolded species. Failure of chaperones to fulfil these vital roles
may ultimately contribute to a number of devastating human diseases. A number of inherited
human disorders have also been associated with mutations in molecular co-chaperones, the
modulatory function ofwhich is essential for the normal regulation of the molecular chaper
one networks. Therefore, the central importance ofthe molecular chaperones and their associ
ated co-chaperones in protein misfolding, aggregation and disease makes them a prime target
for pharmacological intervention for the treatment of these diseases.
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Tlffi14 128, 130
Tirn21 101
TIM22 complex 100
11M23 complex 100,101, 103,104,130
Tun23 101, 130
Tim44 101, 103, 105
Tim50 101
TOM complex 100,101
Torn20 101, 131
Torn22 101
Tom40 101
Tom70 101

u
Ubc4/5 112,113, 115
Ubiquitin 4, 88, 109-119, 124-126 , 131, 132
Ubiqu itin associated domain (UBA) 109, 111,

131
Ubiquitin-like domain (UBL) 4,109,111 ,

115-117, 126, 131
Ubiquitin interacting motif (DIM) 109, Ill,

112,114,115,125
U-box 109,111 -113
UCS (UNC-45/CROl/She4p) domain

62-65 , 67, 69-72
UNC-45 62-72
Unfolded protein response (UPR) 4, 9, 89,

96, 127

x
X-linked retinitis pigmentosa-2 disease 128
Xap2 (AIP/ARA9/FKBP37) 13-15,20, 131,

132

z
Zim17 103-105
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